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ABSTRACT 

The onset and development of the synovial joints is due to 

different genetic, biochemical, and mechanical factors. It starts at the 

limb buds, which have an uninterrupted mass of mesenchymal cells 

within its core, also known as skeletal blastema. Most of these blastemal 

cells differentiate into chondrocytes; however, some of these cells 

remain undifferentiated at the site of the future joint (interzone). The 

separation of the rudiments occurs with cavitation process within the 

interzone. After the joint cleavage (cavitation), joint morphogenesis 

occurs, and the bones take their final shape. Once the embryonic period 

has finished, the synovial joint and its internal structures has developed 

completely. Though, once the synovial joints are formed, they might 

suffer several pathologies, such as the osteoarthritis (OA). There are 

several treatments that have been proposed to regenerate the articular 

cartilage, among which scaffolds without cellular sources have shown 

great results. 

Understand the processes that the joint tissue goes through are 

important to develop new direct and effective treatments for joint 

related pathologies. Computational models seem a good alternative tool 

to complement the study of the joint processes. Therefore, it was of our 

interest to study, through computational models, the biochemical 

interaction for the interzone onset, the cavitation and morphogenesis 

processes during the joint development. We analyzed these phenomena 

within the development of an interphalangeal joint and the patella onset. 

Moreover, we were also interested on analyzing, through a 

computational model, the processes happening when a defect in the 

articular cartilage is treated with the implantation of a polymeric 

scaffold. 

All the computational models developed in this study applied 

theories about tissue behavior under mechanical and biochemical 
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stimuli. The obtained results were compared to experimental works 

found in the literature, all of them showed promising outcomes. Hence, 

we consider that the procedures and considerations taken for each 

proposed computational model are not far from what is really 

happening on the analyzed biological phenomena. Moreover, we were 

able to evaluate mechanical and biochemical conditions the biological 

phenomena, that would be hard to test through experimental 

approaches. We hope that these models become useful to medical and 

biological researches, helping in the design of prevention and therapy 

strategies for joint related diseases.  

This thesis is structured in eight parts including an introduction 

which tries to aware the importance of the study and the objectives of 

the thesis. Afterwards, on the second part, we expose some general 

concepts related to the topics and methods employed to develop the 

research. Then, the third part describes a computational model proposed 

to explain joint development from the interzone onset to the cavitation 

process. The fourth part is focus on the joint morphogenesis as part of 

the joint development process. Subsequently, the fifth section is 

dedicated to explaining the sesamoid bones development through a 

comparison of three theories of the patella onset, evaluated via 

computational models. The seventh part of this work is a computational 

model proposed to understand the processes that surround the cartilage 

regeneration when a polymeric scaffold is implanted in the articular 

cartilage. In the last part, we concluded the achievements and discussed 

the main conclusions of the thesis, as well as the recommended future 

work and perspectives. As an additional chapter, we added a general 

overview of the thesis in English and in Valencian. 
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RESUMEN 

El desarrollo de las articulaciones sinoviales se debe a diferentes 

factores genéticos, bioquímicos y mecánicos. Comienza en el brote de 

las extremidades, que tienen una masa ininterrumpida de células 

mesenquimales dentro de su núcleo, el blastema esquelético. La 

mayoría de estas células blastemales se diferencian en condrocitos; sin 

embargo, algunas de estas células permanecen, sin diferenciar, en el 

sitio de la futura articulación (interzona). La separación de los 

rudimentos ocurre con el proceso de cavitación dentro de la interzona. 

Después de la cavitación, se produce la morfogénesis articular y el 

hueso toma su forma final. Una vez finalizado el período embrionario, 

la articulación sinovial y sus estructuras internas se han desarrollado 

completamente. Aunque una vez que se forman las articulaciones 

sinoviales, pueden sufrir, a lo largo de la vida, distintas patologías, 

como la osteoartritis (OA). Hay varios tratamientos que se han 

propuesto para regenerar el cartílago articular, entre los cuales, los 

andamiajes (scaffolds) sin fuentes celulares han mostrado grandes 

resultados. 

Comprender los procesos por los que pasa el tejido articular es 

importante para desarrollar nuevos tratamientos directos y efectivos 

para las patologías relacionadas con las articulaciones. Los modelos 

computacionales parecen ser una buena herramienta para 

complementar el estudio de los procesos articulares. Por lo tanto, fue de 

nuestro interés estudiar, a través de modelos computacionales, la 

interacción bioquímica de la aparición de la interzona, la cavitación y 

la morfogénesis durante el desarrollo de articulaciones. Analizamos 

estos fenómenos en el desarrollo de una articulación interfalángica y el 

desarrollo de la rótula. Además, también estábamos interesados en 

analizar, mediante un modelo computacional, los procesos que ocurren 
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cuando un defecto en el cartílago articular se trata con la implantación 

de un andamiaje polimérico. 

Todos los modelos computacionales desarrollados en este 

estudio aplicaron teorías sobre el comportamiento de los tejidos bajo 

estímulos mecánicos y bioquímicos. Los resultados obtenidos, fueron 

comparados con los trabajos experimentales encontrados en la 

literatura, todos los modelos mostraron resultados prometedores. Por lo 

tanto, consideramos que los procedimientos y las suposiciones tomadas 

para cada modelo computacional propuesto no están lejos de lo que 

realmente está sucediendo en los fenómenos biológicos analizados. 

Además, pudimos evaluar las condiciones mecánicas y bioquímicas de 

los fenómenos biológicos analizados, difíciles de probar a través de 

enfoques experimentales. Esperamos que estos modelos sean útiles para 

las investigaciones médicas y biológicas, ayudando en el diseño de 

estrategias de prevención y terapia para enfermedades relacionadas con 

las articulaciones. 

Esta tesis está estructurada en ocho partes, incluida una 

introducción que trata de exponer la importancia del estudio y los 

objetivos de la tesis. Posteriormente, en la segunda parte exponemos 

algunos conceptos generales relacionados con los temas y métodos 

empleados para desarrollar la investigación. Luego, la tercera parte 

describe un modelo computacional propuesto para explicar el desarrollo 

de articulaciones desde el inicio de la interzona hasta el proceso de 

cavitación. La cuarta parte se centra en la morfogénesis de las 

articulaciones como parte del proceso de desarrollo de las mismas. 

Posteriormente, la quinta sección está dedicada a explicar el desarrollo 

de los huesos sesamoideos a través de una comparación de tres teorías 

del desarrollo de la rótula, evaluadas mediante modelos 

computacionales. La séptima parte de este trabajo es un modelo 

computacional propuesto para comprender los procesos que rodean la 

regeneración del cartílago cuando se implanta un andamiaje polimérico 

en el cartílago articular. En la última parte, se concluyen los logros y se 

analizan las principales conclusiones de la tesis, así como el trabajo 
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futuro recomendado y las perspectivas. Como capítulo adicional, 

agregamos una descripción general de la tesis en inglés y en valenciano. 
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RESUM 

El desenvolupament de les articulacions sinovials es deu a 

diferents factors genètics, bioquímics i mecànics. Comença en el brot 

de les extremitats, que tenen una massa ininterrompuda de cèl·lules 

mesenquimals dins del seu nucli, el blastema esquelètic. La majoria 

d'aquestes cèl·lules blastemales es diferencien en condròcits; però, 

algunes d'aquestes cèl·lules, sense deferenciar, romanen en el lloc de la 

futura articulació (interzona). La separació dels rudiments passa amb el 

procés de cavitació dins de la interzona. Després de la cavitació, es 

produeix la morfogènesi articular i l'os pren la seva forma final. Un cop 

finalitzat el període embrionari, l'articulació sinovial i les seves 

estructures internes s'han desenvolupat completament. Encara que, una 

vegada que es formen les articulacions sinovials, poden patir diverses 

patologies, com l'osteoartritis (OA). Hi ha diversos tractaments que 

s'han proposat per regenerar el cartílag articular, entre els quals, les 

bastides sense fonts cèl·lules han mostrat grans resultats. 

Comprendre els processos pels quals passa el teixit articular és 

important per desenvolupar nous tractaments directes i efectius per a les 

patologies relacionades amb les articulacions. Els models 

computacionals semblen ser una bona eina per complementar l'estudi 

dels processos articulars. Per tant, va ser del nostre interès estudiar, a 

través de models computacionals, la interacció bioquímica de l'aparició 

de la interzona, la cavitació i la morfogènesi durant el desenvolupament 

d'articulacions. Analitzem aquests fenòmens en el desenvolupament 

d'una articulació interfalangica i el desenvolupament de la ròtula. A 

més, també estàvem interessats en analitzar, mitjançant un model 

computacional, els processos que ocorren quan un defecte en el cartílag 

articular es tracta amb la implantació d'una bastida polimèric. 

Tots els models computacionals desenvolupats en aquest estudi 

van aplicar teories sobre el comportament dels teixits sota estímuls 
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mecànics i bioquímics. Els resultats obtinguts, en comparació amb els 

treballs experimentals trobats en la literatura, tots ells van mostrar 

resultats prometedors. Per tant, considerem que els procediments i les 

consideracions preses per a cada model computacional proposat no 

estan lluny del que realment està succeint en els fenòmens biològics 

analitzats. A més, vam poder avaluar les condicions mecàniques i 

bioquímiques dels fenòmens biològics analitzats, que serien difícils de 

provar a través d'enfocaments experimentals. Esperem que aquests 

models siguin útils per a les investigacions mèdiques i biològiques, 

ajudant en el disseny d'estratègies de prevenció i teràpia per a malalties 

relacionades amb les articulacions. 

Aquesta tesi està estructurat en vuit parts, inclosa una 

introducció que tracta de conèixer la importància de l'estudi i els 

objectius de la tesi. Posteriorment, a la segona part exposem alguns 

conceptes generals relacionats amb els temes i mètodes emprats per a 

desenvolupar la investigació. Després, la tercera part descriu un model 

computacional proposat per explicar el desenvolupament 

d'articulacions des de l'inici de la interzona fins al procés de cavitació. 

La quarta part se centra en la morfogènesi de les articulacions com a 

part del procés de desenvolupament de les articulacions. Posteriorment, 

la cinquena secció està dedicada a explicar el desenvolupament dels 

ossos sesamoideos a través d'una comparació de tres teories del 

desenvolupament de la ròtula, avaluades mitjançant models 

computacionals. La setena part d'aquest treball és un model 

computacional proposat per comprendre els processos que envolten la 

regeneració del cartílag quan s'implanta una bastida polimèric en el 

cartílag articular. En l'última part, es conclouen els èxits i s'analitzen les 

principals conclusions de la tesi, així com el treball futures recomanades 

i les perspectives. Com capítol addicional, afegim una descripció 

general de la tesi en anglès i en valencià. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND 

AIM 

Imagine how different human beings would be without the 

flexibility of movements that their bodies owe to the joints. What would 

have happened if their wrist would not have evolved to the complex 

joint that it is now? Or what if the movement the hip had not been as 

wide ranged as it is now? Would we have been able to walk erect? 

Certainly, we would have been different, we would not be what we are 

now. The liberty that our joints give us is priceless, they allow us to 

move freely, to bend, to jump, to grab, to walk, to express our selves.  

Now, wonder what would happen if you lose mobility of one of 

your joints. Surely you would adapt, however, one can bet that at the 

beginning you would feel like your freedom is being cutback; from then 

on, your life wouldn’t be the same. But what if you were born with a 

malformation on one of your joints? You might be used to the 

limitation; after all, you have been living with it since birth. However, 

on both mentioned cases, when compared to other human beings, you 

would feel behind on your capacities, and depending on the 

malformation or joint pathology, you would have to bear with other 

health issues such as the degradation of articular cartilage of the joint, 

or pain in other parts of your body due to a bad posture or movement. 

Consequently, any joint disease brings a substantial drop in the quality 
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of life. Therefore, it should be of high interest to study, with all available 

tools, how to prevent and treat joint-related diseases. 

In general, joints are described as the site where two or more 

bones meet and can be classified according to their structure (how they 

are connected) and their function (how the movement between its bones 

is) -on  Conceptual Background these classifications are described-. 

Within these classifications, the synovial joints, which also are 

classified as diarthrosis joints, offer the wider range of motion between 

bones. It is because of its range of motion and its structure that synovial 

joints are susceptible to articular diseases such as OA. Also, because of 

the complexity of the processes involved in its development, synovial 

joints are susceptible to developmental diseases and malformations, 

such as developmental dysplasia of the hip.  

Synovial joint development is a complex process that initiates 

on the fetal stages of the prenatal development. Around five weeks of 

development, limb buds are noticeable. Initially, these limb buds have 

an uninterrupted core of mesenchymal cells, skeletal blastema, covered 

by a layer of ectoderm (future skin). Afterwards, these blastemal cells 

differentiate into chondrocytes, except on the site of the future joints. 

This area is known as the interzone, where the cavitation process takes 

place allowing the separation of the bone rudiments. Then, the two 

opposing cartilaginous rudiments acquire their reciprocal interlocking 

shapes through the process known as morphogenesis. If there are 

abnormal conditions during fetal development, joints can develop 

incomplete or abnormal, or even they might not develop at all. 
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By the end of the embryonic period, if there were not any 

abnormal conditions, the synovial joint has developed completely as 

well as its internal structures, articular cartilage, ligaments and synovial 

capsule. Moreover, the primary and secondary ossification centers of 

the bone appear which let the bone grow and ossify until adulthood.  

Once the joint is developed, there might be some pathologies 

that still might impair the normal function of the joint. Among them, 

the OA, in which the articular cartilage that covers the bone 

degenerates. There are many causes, from idiopathic to related to 

trauma, that might end in this disease. Moreover, morphologic 

abnormalities (developmental diseases) may cause joint incongruities, 

which modify the load transmission through the cartilage, generating 

overloaded points that trigger early degeneration of joints. Different 

treatments have been proposed ranging from symptomatic, with 

analgesics and anti-inflammatory medications, to more invasive ones 

such as endochondral transplantation; being the last resort arthrodesis 

treatments, or total replacement of the joint. Nevertheless, it is 

preferable to preserve the original function of the joint through the 

regeneration of the articular cartilage, especially in young patients.  

Among the cartilage regeneration treatments are included the 

osteochondral grafts, which can be considered as the most effective one 

[1,2]. However, these grafts have some disadvantages: patients must go 

through two surgeries, they create new defects, they are not appropriate 

for large defects, they become unstable with time, and normally the new 

tissue is fibrocartilage but not hyaline cartilage (as the articular 

cartilage) [1]. Recently, in the last 2 decades, cartilage regeneration has 
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been based on the use of scaffolds, which allow rapid filling of joint 

defects, providing a substrate where cells can anchor while maintaining 

mechanical integrity [3]. With scaffolds/cell-free implants, hyaline 

(articular) cartilage is generated in the upper part of the scaffold while 

it displaces into the subchondral bone [4]. 

Thanks to the growing literature regarding material properties 

and mechanics of the human body, the use of computational models in 

the field of biomechanics is expanding rapidly. This has made 

computational models a useful tool to understand the biomechanical-

biochemical interactions that tissues go through during the regeneration 

and development processes. Computational models contribute to the 

evaluation of difficult to reach aspects for experimental models [5]. In 

this way, computational models provide a quantitative and qualitative 

evaluation of mechanobiological interactions while being fed with 

clinical or experimental parameters [6]. 

The biological computational models have been very useful to 

simulate biological processes: bone regeneration [7], bone growth [8], 

pattern formation [9–15], and embryonic development [16]. For 

cartilage, several computational models have been developed [5,17–

19]. However, there are none, to our knowledge, related to cartilage 

regeneration. Regarding joint development, only two computational 

studies have been developed, the first one was done by Heegaard et al., 

[20], in which they explored how motion affected joint morphogenesis; 

and a second one developed by Giorgi et al., [21], who analyzed the 

effect of movement range with different initial shapes of the joint. 
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Computational models might be useful to understand critical 

factors that must be considered for the design of strategies for the early 

diagnosis and prevention of joint developmental diseases. Also, it 

would help to recognize factors that might influence how a joint can be 

repaired. Moreover, computational models might help identify which 

processes are involved in joint regeneration, and therefore, they can 

help with the development of effective and direct treatments for treating 

degenerative joint diseases, all in behalf of improving life quality. 

Therefore, the main aim of this work is to computationally 

model the mechanical and biological aspects during the development of 

synovial joints. This main objective is divided in three specific ones. 

First, to formulate the mathematical description of the 

mechanobiological phenomena for the development of synovial joints. 

Second, to computationally evaluate the behavior of the models for the 

interzone onset Third, to computationally evaluate the behavior for the 

cavitation and morphogenesis of synovial joints. 

This work is organized into five parts. The first part (Joint 

Onset) describes a computational model for the first stages of the joint 

onset. It is explained, computationally, the appearance of the interzone 

and cavitation processes of an interphalangeal joint. On the second part 

(Joint Morphogenesis), a computational model for the last step of joint 

formation, the morphogenesis process of an interphalangeal joint from 

the sagittal view, is exposed. The third part (Patella Onset) explores 

three different theories that may explain the development of the patella 

bone (a sesamoid bone) through computational models. In the fourth 

part (Cartilage regeneration), a computational model of the regeneration 
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of the articular cartilage when employing a polymeric scaffold is 

described. Finally, the fifth part (General conclusions) contains the 

conclusions extracted from the current study. Each part of the 

developed work (Chapter 2 to Chapter 5) are structured as follows: an 

introduction on the chapter's subjects, a description of the employed 

methods and the obtained results, and a discussion of the results. 

Additionally, prior to the description of the work developed here 

was added a chapter (Conceptual Background) in which we expose a 

brief portrayal of the fetal development, synovial joint structures 

articular cartilage and the finite element method (FEM).  

Statement: In this thesis the Chapter 2 (Joint Onset) and 

Chapter 4 (Patella Onset) are from already published works of my 

authorship: Permissions were obtained from the journals to include the 

pre-print articles in this thesis (Appendix E – Journals’ permissions). 

The articles are the following: 

Chapter 2 - Joint Onset:  

K.M. Márquez-Flórez, J.R. Monaghan, S.J. Shefelbine, A. 

Ramirez-Martínez, D.A. Garzón-Alvarado, A computational model for 

the joint onset and development, J. Theor. Biol. 454 (2018) 345–356. 

doi:10.1016/j.jtbi.2018.04.015. 

Chapter 4 - Patella Onset:  

K. Márquez-Flórez, S. Shefelbine, A. Ramírez-Martínez, D. 

Garzón-Alvarado, Computational model for the patella onset, PLoS 

One. 13 (2018) e0207770. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0207770. 
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Chapter 1.  CONCEPTUAL 

BACKGROUND 

1.1. PRENATAL DEVELOPMENT 

Prenatal development can be divided into three stages (Fig. 1-1): 

1- Early cell division (first two weeks); 2- Embryonic period (from the 

3rd to the 8th week); 3- Fetal period (from the 9th week to birth) [22]. 

The first stage, early cell division, is when the blastocyst develops and 

sinks into the mucosal lining of the uterus. During the embryonic 

period, most of the organ systems develop and the embryo takes a 

human appearance. From the 3rd month to the end of gestation, the fetus 

and the already existing organs grow. 

 

 

Fig. 1-1 Timeline of the human prenatal development. 

On the first stage of development, there is a high chance of 

lethality, however, the susceptibility to Teratogenesis (congenital 

malformations) is very low [23]. In the first week, after the penetration 

of the spermatozoid into the oocyte, the cleavage process takes place. 
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This process is a series of mitotic divisions resulting in an increase 

number of smaller cells, blastomeres [23] (Fig. 1-2). These blastomeres 

become a compacted ball of cells, and they group to form a 16-cell 

morula [23]. When the morula goes into the uterus, a cavity begins to 

appear (blastocyst cavity). Then the inner mass within the blastocyst 

becomes the embryoblast (former morula), and the outer mass of the 

blastocyst will form the trophoblast (Fig. 1-2).  

At the beginning of the second week, the blastocyst is partially 

embedded in the uterine stroma. By the end of the second week, the 

embryoblast has divided into two layers: the epiblast and the hypoblast, 

forming the bilaminar disc (Fig. 1-3) [23]. The trophoblast divides into 

two tissues: the cytotrophoblast and the syncytiotrophoblast (Fig. 1-3). 

The extraembryonic mesoderm appears, and it is formed by two layers: 

the somatic and the splanchnic layers (Fig. 1-3). Additionally, two new 

cavities appear, the amniotic and the yolk cavities [23] (Fig. 1-3). 

By the end of the third week, the gastrulation event has 

occurred, resulting in the rise of the germs layers of the embryo: the 

ectoderm, the mesoderm, and the endoderm. These layers form all the 

tissues and organs of the fetus. In fact, as gastrulation takes place, some 

tissue and organ differentiation has begun in a cephalocaudal direction 

(head to tail) [23]. The ectodermal layer gives rise to organs and 

structures that have contact to the exterior such as the central and 

peripheral nervous systems, the sensory epithelium of the ear, nose and 

eyes, the skin, hair, nails, enamel of teeth, and the pituitary, mammary 

and sweat glands. On the other hand, the endodermal germ layer is in 

charge of the development of the gastrointestinal and respiratory tract, 
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the urinary bladder, the liver, the pancreas and the epithelial lining of 

the tympanic cavity and auditory tube. On its part, the mesoderm is in 

charge of the formation of all the supporting tissues of the body. The 

mesoderm is divided into 3 layers, the paraxial, intermediate and lateral 

plate. The paraxial mesoderm forms the somitomeres, which forms the 

mesenchyme of the head. These mesenchymal cells organize into 

somites, from which comes the myotomes (muscular tissue), the 

sclerotome (cartilage and bone), and the dermatome (dermis of the skin) 

[23]. 

 

 

Fig. 1-2 Schematic representation of embryo development from the two-cell state to blastocyst. 

On top, the development of the embryo from the two-cell stage to the morula stage. On the bottom is 

shown a schematic representation of a human blastocyst showing the blastocyst cavity, the inner cell 

mass or embryoblast and the trophoblast. 
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Fig. 1-3 Schematic representation of the human blastocyst components at second week. 

Finally, the last stage, fetal stage, is characterized by rapid 

growth of the fetus and the organ systems. Also, it is worth mentioning 

that during the fifth month of pregnancy, the fetus movements are 

recognizable by the mother [23].  

1.1.1. LIMBS 

At the end of the fourth week, limb buds are noticeable (Fig. 

1-4-A). The forelimbs onset occurs first and the hind limbs two days 

later. Initially, these limb buds are conformed by a core of mesenchymal 

cells covered by a layer of ectoderm (Fig. 1-4-D). 
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Fig. 1-4 Schematic representation of the development of the limb.  

A: limb buds at 5 weeks. B: limb buds at 6 weeks. C: at 8 weeks the hind limbs are completely 

developed. 

The ectoderm at the distal border of the limb thickens and forms 

the apical ectodermal ridge (AER) (Fig. 1-4-D), that influences the 

adjacent mesenchymal cells, causing them to remain undifferentiated 

and with a rapid proliferation. As limbs grow, cells located at a greater 

distance from the AER differentiate into cartilage; therefore, the limbs 

develop in a proximodistal direction. 

At six weeks (embryos), the distal part of the limb buds flattens 

in order to form the hands and feet (Fig. 1-4-B). Fingers and toes start 

to appear around the seventh week (at 48 days), when cell death in the 
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AER separates the ridge (Fig. 1-5-A). The fingers and toes keep 

forming due to their continued outgrowth under the influence of AER, 

the condensation of the mesenchymal cells that form cartilaginous 

digital rays (future bones), and the death of the tissue between the rays 

(Fig. 1-5-B). At eight weeks the main parts of the extremities can be 

recognizable (Fig. 1-5-C). 

 

 

Fig. 1-5 Scheme of human hand development.  

A: at 48 days, apoptosis in the AER initiates the digit separation and bone development begins with 

the condensation of mesenchyme, which later differentiates into chondrocytes. B: at 51 days, 

apoptosis in the interdigital spaces allows the fingers to separate. C: at 56 days, the main parts of the 

extremities can be recognizable and almost all joints are formed. 
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While the limb bud is shaping, the mesenchymal cells within the 

buds begin to condense and differentiate into chondrocytes. At six 

weeks, the shadowing of the first bone anlagen can be seen (Fig. 1-5-

A). Later, these bones anlages separate, forming the joints between 

them (Fig. 1-5-B and Fig. 1-5-C). 

1.1.2. MUSCLES AND TENDONS 

 

 

Fig. 1-6 Schematic representation of the muscle development in a 7-week embryo.  

A: seventh week, a condensation of mesenchymal cells from the myoblast is located near the base of 

the limb buds. B: the myotome cells contribute to muscles, the dermatome cells form the dermis of 

the back, and the sclerotome forms the tendons. C: cross section through half the embryo, the muscles 

of the limbs start as a segmented structure that splits into the extensor and flexor muscles as the limb 

grows.  

During development, precursor cells from the myoblast fuse and 

form long multinucleated muscle fibers. By the end of the third month, 

myofibrils appear and organize in cross-striations [23]. On the limbs, 

the first sheds of muscles can be observed after the seventh week as a 
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condensation of mesenchymal cells near the base of the limb buds (Fig. 

1-6). The muscles start as a segmented structure that splits into the 

extensor (dorsal) and flexor (ventral) muscles as the limb grow (Fig. 

1-6); afterwards, additional splitting and fusions occur so that a single 

muscle could be formed with several original segments. On the other 

hand, tendons are formed by sclerotome cells. These cells are lying 

adjacent to the myotomes. 

1.1.3. BONE DEVELOPMENT 

By the end of the embryonic period, the primary and secondary 

ossification centers (POC and SOC), which let the bone grow and ossify 

gradually until adulthood, appear. Around the 8th week, the 

endochondral ossification process starts, allowing the bone anlage 

(condensed chondrocyte cells) of the diaphysis (shaft) to ossify (Fig. 

1-7-B). The POC appears between the 8th and 9th week when the 

perichondrium differentiates into periosteum (Fig. 1-7-C). Then, 

around the 10th week, the cartilage in the center of the diaphysis 

becomes calcified while blood vessels invade the area allowing 

osteoblast to deposit bone on the remaining cartilage spicules (Fig. 1-7-

C). Bone replaces the cartilage, extending the ossification towards each 

end of the diaphysis. Thereafter, the same process is repeated in the 

epiphyses, giving rise to the SOC (Fig. 1-7-C). Bone fills the epiphyses 

from the SOC out, except for the articular cartilage and the growth plate 

(cartilage structure between the epiphyses and the diaphysis). At birth, 

the diaphysis of the bones generally are ossified, and, in some cases, the 

epiphyses are still entirely cartilaginous, whereas in other cases the 
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SOC has already arisen (Fig. 1-7-C). The growth plates allow the bone 

to grow in length until it has reached its full extent. In adulthood, these 

plates disappear and ossify fusing with the diaphysis of the bone. 

 

 

Fig. 1-7 Schematic representation of the endochondral ossification of long bones. 

A: chondrocytes forming a cartilage mold of the bone (anlage). B: 8 weeks, the chondrocytes in the 

shaft of the bone (diaphysis) hypertrophy and the periosteum starts to onset C: 9 weeks, blood vessels 

invade the diaphysis bringing osteoblast, and the chondrocytes undergo hypertrophy and apoptosis, 

mineralizing the diaphysis; then the osteoblast bund to the mineralized matrix and deposit bone 

matrices. D: at birth, blood vessels invade the epiphyses rising the secondary ossification center; 

growth is maintained due to the proliferation of the chondrocytes in the growth plate. 

1.1.4. RELEVANT TIME-LINE 

To summarize, in the following figure (Fig. 1-8) is shown the 

relevant timeline for limb development in which the relevant processes 

are exposed. 
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Fig. 1-8 Relevant timeline for human limb development. 
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1.2. JOINTS 

Joints are the anatomical sites where two or more bones meet, 

and their function is to allow a relative movement between bones 

without losing the stability of the skeleton [24]. There are about 206 

bones in the adult human body, and almost all of them are in contact 

with at least one other bone. Therefore, the total number of joints can 

be hundreds.  

Joints are classified depending on both its structure and 

function. Structural classification of joints is related to how the bones 

are connected, while functional classification is used to describe the 

relative movement between bones. 

There are three main classes of joints when classified based on 

their structure: the fibrous joints unite adjacent bones by fibrous 

connective tissue; the cartilaginous joint connects bones through 

hyaline cartilage or fibrocartilage; and the synovial joints do not 

completely connect articulating bones, i.e., the articulating bony 

surfaces are not in continuity as in the other types of joints. Instead, in 

the synovial joints, the articulating surfaces are covered by hyaline 

cartilage with limited contact between them and a very low coefficient 

of friction, making the relative movement between them quite easy. 

Additionally, in the synovial joints, there is a fibrous capsule that 

surrounds the linked bones, the synovial capsule, that is filled with a 

lubricant fluid, the synovial fluid, that helps to smooth the relative 

movement between the bones. 
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On the other hand, joints are functionally classified as 

synarthrosis (low mobility), amphiarthrosis (slight mobility) and 

diarthrosis (free mobility). Fibrous and cartilaginous joints can be 

classified to either synarthrosis or amphiarthrosis, whereas synovial 

joints are always classified as diarthrosis.  

The main function of the synarthroses is to provide a strong 

union between the articulating bones, hence, this kind of joints are 

mostly located in places where bones should protect internal organs 

[24]. Among examples of this type of joints are included the bones of 

the skull (fibrous joints), and the manubriosternal joint (cartilaginous 

joint). 

In amphiarthroses, the bones are connected by either an 

interosseous ligament (fibrous joint) or by a disk of fibrocartilage 

(cartilaginous joint) [24]. The function of these joints is both for 

protection and to bring slight mobility between the involved bones. 

Examples of these joints are the intervertebral joints (cartilaginous 

joint), the pubic symphysis of the pelvis (cartilaginous joint), the joints 

between ribs and sternum (cartilaginous joint), and the syndesmosis 

joints (fibrous joints). 

Diarthroses joints are highly movable joints in which the shapes 

of the opposing cartilaginous surfaces are relatively congruent and 

encircled within a synovial capsule filled with synovial fluid (all 

synovial joints). Examples of these are included the hip, knee, shoulder, 

elbow, among others. 
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1.2.1. SYNOVIAL JOINTS 

Most synovial or diarthrotic joints are in the appendicular 

skeleton (limbs), therefore they give the limbs a large range of motion. 

Moreover, depending on the axe of motion of each joint (degrees of 

freedom), joints can be classified into three categories: uniaxial, biaxial 

and multiaxial. A uniaxial joint allows the relative motion between 

bones only around one axis, such as the elbow. A biaxial joint allows 

motion in two planes or around two axes, such as the 

metacarpophalangeal. And finally, joints such as the shoulder or the hip 

are considered as multiaxial, since they allow movement in several 

directions (posterior-anterior, lateral-medial and around their long 

axis). 

Further classification of the synovial joints is related to their 

articulating surfaces shapes. There are six types of joint within this 

classification: pivot, hinge, condyloid, saddle, plane, and ball-and-

socket joints.  

Pivot joints allow one bone to rotate on its axis, such as the 

proximal radioulnar joint, where the head of the radius is largely 

encircled by a ligament as it articulates with the radial notch of the ulna. 

Functionally, this type of joint is classified as uniaxial joint. 

The hinge joint only allows two kinds of motion (bending and 

straightening) along a single axis, such as an interphalangeal joint. 

Thus, hinge joints are functionally classified as uniaxial joints. 

The condyloid or ellipsoidal joints have a shallow depression at 

the end of one of the bones that articulate with a rounded structure from 
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adjacent bones. They can be found between the radius and carpal bones 

or between the distal end of a metacarpal bone and the proximal 

phalanx. Functionally, condyloid joints are biaxial joints that allow for 

two planes of movement. 

In saddle joints, the articulating surfaces present a saddle shape, 

like a seat on a horse, but convex on one bone and concave in the other. 

They can be found in the articulation between the trapezium carpal bone 

and the first metacarpal bone (base of the thumb), providing the thumb 

with the ability to move in two planes (parallel and perpendicular to the 

palm). This movement of the joint is what gives the humans their 

characteristic opposable thumbs [24]. These joints are functionally 

classified as biaxial joints. 

In plane joints, the articulating surfaces are flat so the bones can 

slide against each other. Plane joints can be found between the carpal 

bones (intercarpal joints) of the wrist or the tarsal bones (intertarsal 

joints) of the foot, between the clavicle and acromion of the scapula 

(acromioclavicular joint), and between the superior and inferior 

articular processes of adjacent vertebrae (zygapophysial joints). 

Regarding their functionality classification, because of their shape, 

these joints can be described as multiaxial joints. However, depending 

on the ligaments and neighbor bones, their movement could be limited.  

Finally, the ball-and-socket joints are the joints that present the 

highest range of motion. Their main feature is that one bone has a 

rounded head (ball) that fits into a concave articulation (socket) of the 

other bone. The only ball-and-socket joints of the body are the hip and 
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the glenohumeral (shoulder). Ball-and-socket joints are functionally 

classified as multiaxial joints.  

1.2.2. SYNOVIAL JOINTS STRUCTURE 

Although different structures can be found in synovial joints, 

they all present four common features (Fig. 1-9): the enclosed articular 

capsule containing synovial fluid (lubricant); the articulating cartilage 

surfaces, which slide against each other; the synovial membrane, which 

covers the inner side of the capsule; and the ligaments, tendon and 

muscles, which provide stability to the joint. 

 

 

Fig. 1-9 Schematic representation of the parts of a synovial joint. 
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1.2.3. ARTICULAR CARTILAGE 

The cartilage is a specialized form of connective tissue, made-

up by chondrocytes. The chondrocytes are cells isolated in small spaces 

of the extracellular matrix (ECM), composed by type II collagen fibers 

embedded within a ground substance, i.e., colloidal gel full of water. 

The cartilage is a non-vascularized tissue so the cells get nutrients from 

the ground substance and its self-repairing capabilities are very limited 

[25]. There are three types of cartilage: elastic, fibrous, and hyaline. 

The elastic cartilage, as the name describes, is the most elastic 

of the three. It can be found in the epiglottis, in the external ear and in 

the walls of the ear conduct and the Eustachian tubes. Its extracellular 

matrix is rich in both elastic fibers and collagen type II fibers. 

The fibrous cartilage can be seen as a transition between dense 

connective tissue and hyaline cartilage since it is made up of a 

combination of dense collagen fibers (type I) and chondrocytes within 

lacunae surrounded by hyaline matrix [25]. This type of cartilage can 

be found in the intervertebral disks, the meniscus and, sometimes, in 

the ligaments and tendons insertion sites. 

The hyaline cartilage is the most abundant in the human body. 

It covers the articulating bone ends in synovial joints, forming the 

articular cartilage, a surface that helps to the force transmission and 

distribution. The thickness of the articular cartilage varies from joint to 

joint, but in humans is usually between 2-4 mm [26]. It can be described 

as a poroelastic tissue, in which cells (chondrocytes) are embedded 

within an ECM composed by a network of collagen fibers and 
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proteoglycans aggregates and some glycoproteins in abundant water 

[27]. The biomechanical properties of the articular cartilage (hyaline) 

depend on its ECM. Approximately 15% of the wet weight of the 

hyaline cartilage is collagen fibers, mostly collagen type II. These fibers 

form a 3-dimensional fibrillar network of rope-like molecular 

aggregates which are arranged depending on the depth of the zone 

within the cartilage (Fig. 1-10). These collagen fibers stabilize the 

network of proteoglycans aggregates (macromolecules of 

glycosaminoglycans polymers, mainly chondroitin sulfate and keratin 

sulfate) that branch from central protein cores that themselves branch 

from even larger glycosaminoglycans, hyaluronic acid (Fig. 1-10) [26]. 

 

 

Fig. 1-10 3D schematic representation of the hyaline (articular) cartilage. 

A: hyaline cartilage from the anterior region of the lateral femoral condyle of a young adult human 

female. The changes in size and spatial distribution of the chondrocytes through the cartilage can be 

appreciated in this 3-D digital volumetric fluorescence imaging of serially sectioned, eosin-Y and 

acridine orange-stained tissue, which was modified from (28). B: collagen fibers orientation through 

the depth of the hyaline cartilage are perpendicular to the subchondral bone in the deep zone and 

tangentially oriented on the articular surface. C: chondrocytes distribution within the articular 

cartilage. D: macromolecular composition of the extracellular matrix of the articular cartilage. 
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The hyaline cartilage is maintained by the chondrocytes, which 

are in charge of the production of the ECM material, so they oversee 

the growth and repair of cartilage tissue. Moreover, the volume of the 

chondrocytes in cartilage is less than 10% of the total cartilage volume, 

and this percentage reduces with age [27]. 

1.2.4. CARTILAGE DISEASES 

There are more than 100 pathologies of synovial joints, 

specifically for the articular cartilage. What is more discouraging is that 

all these pathologies do not share common pathways, and furthermore, 

some of them are still not fully understood [26]. Nevertheless, each 

arthritic disease usually targets a group of joints so it can be related to 

a joint function or articular structure. Among all the pathologies the 

most common diseases are OA, rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and gout 

[26]. 

OA is a degenerative joint disease caused by the wearing and 

degeneration of the hyaline cartilage due to multiple injuries to the joint 

surface, aging, repeated trauma, surgery, obesity, and hormonal 

disorders. This degeneration might cause the eventual loss of a portion 

of the articular cartilage or the entire joint surface, which is worsened 

by the poor ability of self-regeneration of the hyaline cartilage. In fact, 

sometimes this cartilage degeneration causes that bones rub against 

each other, generating pain [27]. Then, the bones thicken and from bony 

spurs which can break off into the joint irritating soft tissues, producing 

joint stiffness. Moreover, the synovial capsule becomes inflamed 

causing more pain and, due to the inflammation, it generates cytokines 
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and enzymes that may damage the cartilage even more. Usually, the 

cartilage tends to remodel itself through the replacement of worn 

cartilage by a tougher tissue (fibrous cartilage), generating an uneven 

articular surface, which can also cause pain and joint stiffness [26]. 

OA progresses through four stages [28]. In Grade I, the surface 

and subsurface damage is minor, only small fissures and pits at points 

of high stress of the joint. In Grade II, more damage can be seen at the 

surface of the cartilage, however, still confined at the areas of high 

stress. In Grade III, there is a complete loss of cartilage at the zones of 

high stress, and probably there are formations of bony spurs. At this 

stage is when the patient starts to feel pain. In Grade IV large areas of 

bone might be exposed and the articular surface becomes irregular. 

Currently, OA cannot be fully healed. However, when 

diagnosed on the first stages, a modification in the lifestyle (weight loss, 

nutritional supplements, physical therapy, and other strategies) can 

reduce the disease advance velocity and relive pain. The problem is that 

it is difficult to diagnose OA at an early stage because the joint pain and 

stiffness usually appear in the later stages (Grade III and IV), when can 

be too late. When nothing else works, surgery (joint replacement) is the 

last approach for treating OA. Total joint replacement (TJR) or 

arthroplasty is a surgical procedure that removes affected parts (both 

articular surfaces) of the joint and replaces them with an artificial 

equivalent. In the partial joint replacement, only one of the articular 

surfaces is replaced with a replica. 

On the other hand, RA is an autoimmune disorder in which the 

immune system attacks, mistakenly, the healthy synovium. 
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Consequently, the production of synovial fluid is retarded and therefore 

there is an inflammation of the joint cavity and neighbor tissue, which 

eventually may contribute to damage joint tissue, including the 

cartilage. The common symptoms, which can come and go, include 

chronic pain, and joint stiffness and swelling. In contrast to OA, RA 

affects small joints symmetrically. 

Gout is a metabolism disorder in which final metabolite, uric 

acid, crystallizes and precipitates in the synovial joint and neighbor 

tissues. The high concentration of uric acid within the joint increases 

the inflammatory response of the immune system. Among the 

symptoms of gout are included a red, tender and swollen joint with pain. 

1.2.5.SUBCHONDRAL BONE 

The subchondral bone is the layer of bone just under the 

cartilage; chondral refers to cartilage, while the prefix sub means 

beneath. The subchondral bone remains connected to the articular 

cartilage through the calcified cartilage and varies its architecture and 

physiology by region [29]. The subchondral bone is composed by two 

layers, the subchondral bone plate, under the calcified cartilage, and the 

subchondral trabecular bone, which is closer to the medullary cavity 

[29,30]. The subchondral bone plate has similar characteristics of the 

compact (cortical) bone and its thickness ranges from 10𝜇𝑚 to 3mm 

[29,30]. The subchondral bone is formed via endochondral ossification 

of the of the cartilaginous structure on the epiphyses of the bone [30]. 

The function of the subchondral bone is that of shock absorber by 

attenuating forces generated by locomotion. The compact subchondral 
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bone plate provides support, and the subchondral trabecular component 

provides elasticity for shock absorption [29]. 

The subchondral bone matrix is a biphasic material which 

includes organic and inorganic matrices. Up to 88% of the organic 

matrix is collagen type I, the other 12% is made of the dry weight of 

osteocalcin, osteonectin, phosphoproteins, lipids and proteoglycans 

[30]. The inorganic component of the subchondral bone is mainly 

hydroxyapatite crystals, which supply rigidity [29]. This unique 

composition of the subchondral bone is designed to help with the 

dispersion of loads across the joint [29]. 

The subchondral trabecular bone and the inner side of the 

subchondral bone plate are covered by osteoblasts and osteoclasts 

which allows the subchondral bone to adapt its morphology in response 

to stresses. This adaptation follows Wolff’s Law, which states that bone 

will adapt in response to the loading under which it is subjected [29,31]. 

The osteoblasts and osteoclasts facilitate the adaptive response through 

apposition and resorption activities, respectively [29].  

The rich vascularization and innervation of subchondral bone 

facilitates the local response to both physiologic and pathologic events 

[29]. Physiologically, the subchondral trabecular bone might provide an 

additional source of cartilage nutrition in addition to the synovial fluid 

[30]. On the other hand, the bone marrow of the subchondral trabecular 

bone maintains a heterogenous population of multi-potent 

mesenchymal cells which provide progenitor cells for differentiation of 

osteochondral or any other cell lineage [30]. 
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The subchondral bone is also affected by the OA, although it is 

yet unclear if the pathological changes within the subchondral bone 

precede the changes in the articular cartilage, or if the subchondral bone 

changes are consequence of the bone adaptation that follows the 

alterations in the biochemical and mechanical properties of the cartilage 

[32]. In early stages of OA, it can be noticed an increase in thickness of 

the subchondral bone plate as well as of the underlying trabeculae. In 

later stages, the subchondral bone goes through remodeling processes, 

especially in areas where the overlaying articular cartilage has suffered 

advanced destruction [32]. In advanced stages of OA, besides the 

extensive bone sclerosis, the bone can also suffer necrosis, and in areas 

of total cartilage destruction, the synovial fluid gets access to the bone 

marrow inducing changes of the mesenchymal cells [32]. This leads to 

cartilage-nodules within the subchondral bone. These changes in the 

subchondral bone are responsible for the osteoarthritic joint pain [32].  

1.3.FINITE ELEMENT METHOD (FEM) 

In general, every phenomenon in nature can be described with 

the aid of physics through equations relating quantities of interest. That 

way, mathematics becomes an aid to understand and quantify any 

physical phenomena such as structural or fluid behavior, stress 

distribution in complex structures, thermal transport, aerodynamic 

loads, the concentration of molecules, pollutants and other substances, 

wave propagation, the growth of biological cells, weather predictions, 

etc. Engineers and scientists have two major tasks when studying a 

physical phenomenon: first, the mathematical formulation of the 
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physical process; and second, numerical analysis. For the development 

of the mathematical model of a process, some assumptions related to 

how the process work needs to be made. It might be possible that the 

formulation of the mathematical model is not that difficult; however, 

the solution, numerical analysis, within a domain is a gigantic task. It is 

here where approximate methods of analysis are valuable tools to find 

approximate solutions to the mathematical model of our interest. 

Most processes in nature can be described by using partial 

differential equations (PDEs). However, to solve these equations for an 

arbitrary shape through classical methods is nearly impossible. 

Therefore, computational technics to solve large equations systems 

have been developed in the last decades, among which the most 

prominent and used is the FEM. 

FEM is a numerical tool used to obtain approximated solutions 

of a problem, which can be interpreted as a prediction of how the 

process will develop under given conditions [33]. The base of FEM is: 

“Divide and conquer!”  

In FEM, the area of study (the domain of interest) has to be 

divided into small finite elements, which can be just called elements, 

connected by nodes. That way a finite element mesh of the analyzed 

structure is obtained (Fig. 1-11). Thereafter, the PDEs are calculated in 

every single element [33]. These calculations are done through 

polynomial approximations, which are in fact interpolations over the 

element. This denotes that the exact values at specific points within the 

element are calculated, but not within the entire element. These specific 

points are the abovementioned nodes (also called nodal points), which 
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often are at the boundary of the element and shared with neighbor 

elements. All the individual elemental results are then combined to 

obtain the final result of the entire domain of interest.  

The accuracy with which the variable is calculated depends on 

the type of approximation (interpolation) that is used, which can be 

linear, quadratic, cubic, etc. Moreover, the accuracy of the solution can 

also be improved if the number of elements, and therefore nodes, 

increases [33]. However, the computational cost can escalate a lot with 

the number of elements and the complexity of the considered 

approximations. The results are usually presented as contour plots 

giving information of how the variable is distributed at any given time 

(Fig. 1-11). 

 

 

Fig. 1-11 Schematic representation of a finite element mesh. 

Left: finite elements of a domain of interest. Center: Zoom of a part of the mesh where an element 

and surrounding nodes are specified. Right: the contour plot of the result of a variable within the 

domain of interest. 
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Chapter 2.  JOINT ONSET 

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

As previously mentioned, the joint formation occurs in the 

embryonic stages of life and is critical to allow movement between 

bones. The appendicular skeleton formation initiates with the 

appearance of the limb bud, which has within it an uninterrupted and 

uniform condensation of mesenchymal cells (skeletal blastema) [34,35] 

(Fig. 2-1-A). Most blastemal cells differentiate into chondrocytes; 

however, some of the blastemal cells remain undifferentiated at the site 

of the future joint known as interzone (Fig. 2-1-B). 

The definitive separation of the future bones of the joint occurs 

with cavitation, which creates a space between chondrocyte rudiments, 

that later will be occupied by synovial fluid (Fig. 2-1-C). Some studies 

(in rats and avian embryos) have shown that cells in the middle of the 

interzone display necrotic features which induce the separation of the 

chondrocyte rudiments [36–38]. After cleavage, joint morphogenesis 

occurs as cells proliferate on either side of the joint, and it takes its 

shape (Fig. 2-1-D) [34,39]. This shape is influenced by movements and 

muscle contractions that occur during limb development [21,40], as 

well as by local and systemic biochemical factors [34]. 

Experimental models, in vivo and in vitro, have explored the 

conditions in which abnormal environments affect the embryo 

development and have provided insights about the molecules that play 
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critical roles in joint formation [34,41–47]. In the initial stages of joint 

development, Wnt is expressed to maintain the mesenchymal nature of 

cells at the interzone [34,46,48,49]. Simultaneously, Growth 

Differential Factor-5 (GDF-5) is also expressed playing a pivotal role 

in joint development by marking the interzone site [50–52]. The GDF-

5 antagonists, chordin and noggin, are expressed in chondrocytes in the 

developing rudiment. HOX genes may also play a role in defining 

boundaries and the limb patterns in development [46]. After the onset 

of the interzone, other molecules take lead of bone development; for 

instance, Indian hedgehog signaling molecule (Ihh) and Parathyroid 

Hormone-related Protein (PTHrP) control growth and differentiation to 

regulate ossification and the final shape of the bones [53]. 

Results from in vivo experiments studying joint onset conditions 

during embryo development are complemented by computational 

studies. Computational models have analyzed the effect of muscle load 

on the shape of the developing joint, both in 2D [20] and 3D [21]. 

However, these models do not describe the initial stages of joint 

development (interzone onset and cavitation). Moreover, computational 

models can also be used to understand the biochemical and molecular 

behavior of the biological phenomenon of development. For instance, 

the interactions of Ihh, PTHrP and Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor 

(VEGF) in endochondral ossification have been studied in 1D finite 

element model for the human-distal-femoral growth plate [54]. The 

previous model was extended to a 2D simulation of bone growth during 

the fetal stage and analyzed the shape in later stages [9]. These models 

have been expanded to simulate cartilage hypertrophy (during bone 
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growth) and onset of the secondary ossification center [9,55,56]. Also, 

Garzón-Alvarado et al., presented a mathematical model of 

chondrocyte hypertrophy, which was able to predict the onset of 

secondary ossification centers of long bones, regulated by molecular 

factors [13].  

 

 

Fig. 2-1 Scheme of the stages of the synovial joints during the interphalangeal joint development.  

A. Blastemal cells, which are mesenchymal cells condensed in the first stages of the limb; no joint 

formation is observed. B. Interzone formation: it is composed by an aggrupation and condensation 

of mesenchymal cells. Meanwhile, the mesenchymal cells that will form (future) bones condensate 

and differentiate into chondrocytes cells, establishing an anlagen bones [34]. C. The cavitation 

process initiates, and the formation of the synovial cavity takes place. D. Morphogenetic process 

starts to mold the opposite surfaces of the joint, E. Finally, all joint components are developed, 

including articular cartilage, joint capsule and synovial cavity. 

Reaction-diffusion systems are often used as models for pattern 

formation of a variety of structures during development [13,46,57]. 

Such tuned systems produce well-organized patterns called Turing 

patterns, which result in definitive patterns of molecule distribution 
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[46,57]. In an enzyme-substrate model (or depletion model as proposed 

by Turing [58]), a stable spatial pattern forms after temporal evolution 

[59]. The patterns of chemical gradients are influenced by the diffusion 

rates, the growth rates, and the bounding geometry of the system [60]. 

In this work, we use reaction-diffusion equations and the formation of 

Turing patterns to simulate the location of joint cleavage, the number 

of joints formed and the condylar shape of the joint. 

The aim of this work was to develop a computational model 

based on two generic molecular actions (proliferation and growth) and 

two regulatory loops, expressed as reaction-diffusion equations. The 

aim was to predict the molecular patterns associated with the joint 

formation process and the way in which it influences the final shape of 

the joint. The model was solved in a finite elements’ framework. 

Mathematical equations predicted patterns representing molecular 

mechanisms that model the structures and shapes of joint development 

such as interzone onset, cavitation, and condylar shape of the bones 

ends of the joint. 

2.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

2.2.1. BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS CONSIDERED FOR THE JOINT DEVELOPMENT 

MODEL 

There are many biochemical factors influencing joint 

development [34,61–64]. Advances in experimental techniques have 

provided detailed information regarding geometry, processes timing, 

and regulatory interactions [65]. However, the joint development 
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process is not entirely clear in the literature. Therefore, based on what 

is reported, we modeled six generic molecular factors involved in joint 

onset; each factor may represent multiple molecules achieving the same 

action. The process in our model was organized into two stages; the first 

stage marks the interzone onset, where high concentration of a molecule 

(G) establish where the mesenchymal tissue will not differentiate into 

chondral tissue (interzone). Afterwards, those zones that differentiate 

into cartilage secrete (I) and (P) which establish a regulatory loop that 

governs cell proliferation and hypertrophy, commencing bone growth 

and ossification processes (second stage). Meanwhile, the domain 

keeps growing and other molecules, (H) and (W), regulated the joint 

separation and related structures. 

We modeled two factors in demarcating the position of the joint: 

a factor (G) which is in charge of locating the cleavage position and its 

antagonist (N) is everywhere else. The factor (G) could represent GDF-

5, which belongs to the Bone Morphogenetic Protein (BMP) family and 

promotes interzone tissue function, preventing the differentiation of the 

mesenchymal tissue into cartilage [50–52]. Its antagonist could be the 

BMP antagonist Noggin (N). Also, it is considered a factor regulating 

cellular proliferation, termed growth (H), this molecule controls the 

differential amount of growth in the tissue from proximal to distal. This 

molecule could be relate to HOX genes [62–64], or any other molecule 

related to bone limb bud growth. Mathematically, there is a gradient in 

H, which affected the growth rate by promoting the longitudinal growth 

of the limb and bone anlagen. 
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Many studies have shown that after formation of the interzone, 

cartilage behavior is governed by a negative feedback loop involving 

Ihh and PTHrP [66]. We introduce a factor (I) that could represent Ihh, 

which regulates chondrocyte proliferation, maturation, and hypertrophy 

[66–69], and a factor (P), which could represent PTHrP and inhibits 

chondrocyte hypertrophy [67]. Additionally, factor (W) was expressed 

in the interzone, inducing cell death and allowing the creation of a joint 

space. This factor represents Wnt/β-catenin signaling that leads to 

separation of the rudiments [34,36,37,70] and is also observed in parts 

of the fibrous capsule and the synovial lining of the joint capsule in later 

stages of development [46,57]. 

The variables in our model represented concentrations of each 

mentioned molecular factor (𝑆𝐺 , 𝑆𝑁, 𝑆𝐻, 𝑆𝐼 , 𝑆𝑃, 𝑆𝑊) and their diffusion 

coefficients, 𝐷𝑖. Variables also included the growth rates based upon 

the concentration S of each molecule. All these variables will feed a 

finite element model with Partial Differential Equation integrated with 

a Cellular Automaton-like system (PDE+CA-like), CA-like because it 

was not based on any of the traditional CA models but can be explained 

as one. The PDE describes the molecular diffusion and established the 

biochemical concentrations, which enable the CA-like part to determine 

whether the tissue differentiated or not. For this last part, each element 

started with a tissue state (mesenchymal, pre-cartilaginous, 

cartilaginous, interzone) and the CA-like system allowed the element to 

“jump” (differentiate) from one tissue state to another, according to the 

molecular concentration within each element. Additionally, each tissue 

state was associated with a cell type and cell concentration.  
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In general terms, our model worked as follows on each time-

step: first, the PDE solver determined the concentration of each 

molecule throughout the domain. According to the computed 

concentrations and gradients, the expansion or growth of the tissue was 

determined. Thereafter, the CA-like system, based on the new 

concentration within each element determined whether the element 

should change its tissue state. This process loop until the stop criteria 

was reached. 

2.2.2. TISSUE DIFFERENTIATION 

In this model, we assumed that a tissue differentiation was 

defined through a CA-like system, regulated by the concentration of a 

certain molecule within each element (Eq. 2-1). The differentiation of 

each element (lattice), took place once the concentration of a specific 

molecule reached a threshold (Table 2-1), this transition was evaluated 

at the end of each time-step. The inner concentration of each element 

was computed as the average of the molecule concentration on each of 

its nodes (Fig. 2-2). Thus, that concentration produces local 

differentiation which determines the physiological structures in a 

generic joint. Table 2-1 shows the original tissue, the new tissue and the 

concentration threshold that regulated the differentiation. For instance, 

high concentration of (G) indicated that those elements (the tissue state 

within the element), will be interzone. On the other hand, a high 

concentration of (W), which diffused from the interzone to the anlagen 

at a low rate, produced a differentiation of the chondrocytes of the joint 

surface into articular cartilage tissue. After the tissue was assigned as 
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articular cartilage, it will not change its category, no matter what 

internal variations occurred. Hence, dedifferentiation or future stages in 

the ossification process was not considered in the model.  

 

 

 

Fig. 2-2 Molecule concentration for each element. 

 

 

𝑆𝐸𝑖
̅̅ ̅̅ =

𝑆1 + 𝑆2 + 𝑆3 + 𝑆4
4

 ≥ 𝑆𝑇ℎ 
Eq. 2-1 

 

For the joint capsule, the tissue on each element, externally 

located to the interzone and adjacent to the future bones, differentiated 

into fibrous tissue, in the presence of a high concentration of (W).  

Table 2-1 Tissue transformation criteria. 

Transformation from the original tissue to the new one regulated by a certain molecule. 

Original Tissue Molecule New Tissue Concentration 

Threshold Parameter 

Mesenchyme-Bone Blastema G Interzone 𝑆𝐺
𝑇ℎ 

Mesenchyme -Bone Blastema I Chondrogenic 𝑆𝐼
𝑇ℎ 

Chondrogenic W Articular Cartilage 𝑆𝑊
𝑇ℎ1  

Mesenchyme W Joint Capsule 𝑆𝑊
𝑇ℎ2  

2.2.3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR JOINT FORMATION 

In our model we had two Turing reaction-diffusion systems, 

both of them following an enzyme (𝑆𝑢)-substrate (𝑆𝑣) model (Fig. 2-3): 
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1) between the protein that marks the onset of the interzone (G) and its 

antagonist (N); and 2) between (P), which at low concentrations allow 

chondrocyte hypertrophy and its antagonist (I).  

 

Fig. 2-3 Relationship between enzyme 

(u) and substrate (v) for the 

Schnakenberg model (enzyme-

substrate).  

The continuous line shows activation; 

the dashed line, inhibition. 

In order to represent the differential equations, we use the suffix 

u and v to represent the enzyme molecule and the substrate, 

respectively, for each loop (G-N and I-P). The regulatory reaction 

diffusion loop between the molecules was modeled as follows (Eq. 2-2):  

𝜕𝑆𝑢
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇ ∙ (𝑆𝑢 𝒗) = 𝐷𝑢∇
2𝑆𝑢 + 𝑓(𝑆𝑢 , 𝑆𝑣) (a) 

Eq. 2-2 𝜕𝑆𝑣
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇ ∙ (𝑆𝑣  𝒗) = 𝐷𝑣∇
2𝑆𝑣 + 𝑔(𝑆𝑢 , 𝑆𝑣) (b) 

 

where 𝑆𝑢 and 𝑆𝑣 are the concentrations of the interacting 

molecules; 𝒗 is the tissue growth velocity (defined as the growth 

velocity of each point of the tissue induced by the local growth rate, see 

section 2.2.4), 𝐷𝑢 and 𝐷𝑣 are the diffusion coefficients for each 

molecule; and 𝑓(𝑆𝑢, 𝑆𝑣) and 𝑔(𝑆𝑢, 𝑆𝑣) are the reaction functions 

between the two molecules. These functions can be developed 

following a generic reaction mechanism known as Schnakenberg 

equation, which have been used before in the modeling of development 
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process and can produce several patterns similar to those found in 

nature [9,71–73] (Eq. 2-3 and Eq. 2-4):  

𝑓(𝑆𝑢 , 𝑆𝑣) = 𝛾𝐶𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙(𝑎 − 𝑆𝑢 + 𝑆𝑢
2𝑆𝑣) 

Eq. 2-3 

𝑔(𝑆𝑢 , 𝑆𝑣) = 𝛾𝐶𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙(𝑏 − 𝑆𝑢
2𝑆𝑣) 

Eq. 2-4 

 

where γ is a factor that takes into account the expression rate of 

each molecule; Ccell is the concentration of cells that express molecules. 

In our model, mesenchymal cells (CM), which are associated with 

mesenchymal tissue, express the factors G and N, and pre-cartilage cells 

(CC) which are associated with cartilage tissue, express factor I and P. 

Ccell had a value of one or zero, depending on the cell type, therefore 

this term acted as switch depending on the tissue type; for instance, 

(CC = 0) if the tissue was mesenchymal, and (CC = 1) if the tissue was 

pre-cartilage, whereas (CM = 0) if the cells are pre-cartilaginous, and 

(CM = 1) if the cells are mesenchymal. The constants a and b are source 

terms of each molecule involved in the loop. These equations establish 

a nonlinear interaction between the molecules u and 𝑣: in presence of 

𝑣, 𝑢 is upregulated, while in presence of 𝑢, 𝑣 is downregulated [46,57] 

(Fig. 2-3). The reaction term interacts with the diffusion and produces 

patterns that emerge when certain requirements are fulfilled. Turing 

considered an interacting system which steady state would be driven 

unstable by diffusion [46,57]. Each reaction-diffusion system, in order 

to guarantee the Turing instability to occur, should satisfy the following 

statements (Eq. 2-5, Eq. 2-6 and Eq. 2-7). The conditions for instability 

could give us information about the presence (or not) of the Turing 

patterns [74]: 
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∂f

∂Su
+
∂g

∂Sv
< 0 

Eq. 2-5 

𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑆𝑢
.
𝜕𝑔

𝜕𝑆𝑣
−
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑆𝑣
.
𝜕𝑔

𝜕𝑆𝑢
> 0 

Eq. 2-6 

𝐷𝑢
𝜕𝑔

𝜕𝑆𝑣
+ 𝐷𝑣

𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑆𝑢
> 2√𝐷𝑢𝐷𝑣√

𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑆𝑢
.
𝜕𝑔

𝜕𝑆𝑣
−
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑆𝑣
.
𝜕𝑔

𝜕𝑆𝑢
> 0 

Eq. 2-7 

 

where all the functions are evaluated in the homogeneous steady 

state solution (𝑆𝑢
∗ , 𝑆𝑣

∗), which is given by 𝑓(𝑆𝑢
∗ , 𝑆𝑣

∗) = 0 and 

𝑔(𝑆𝑢
∗ , 𝑆𝑣

∗) = 0. If the parameters of Eq. 2-3 and Eq. 2-4 satisfy the 

inequalities Eq. 2-5, Eq. 2-6 and Eq. 2-7, then they are in the Turing 

space. The inequalities Eq. 2-5 and Eq. 2-6 should be accomplished to 

assure the stability of the temporal evolution (when the concentration 

of the molecules reaches a stable value that would no change in time). 

The inequality Eq. 2-7, is necessary to reach the spatial instability of 

Turing (Pattern formation). 

In order to develop the model, we adopted a few simplifications. 

First, since initial molecular distributions are unknown, we assumed all 

molecules (G), (N), (I), and (P), were distributed around the steady-state 

concentrations, (G) and (N) before the interzone onset, and (P) and (I) 

right after the onset of the interzone (at the second stage). The steady-

state is obtained when there are no temporal changes in absence of 

diffusion, which means that equations Eq. 2-3 and Eq. 2-4 are both 

equal to zero 𝑓(𝑆𝑢
∗ , 𝑆𝑣

∗) = 0 and 𝑔(𝑆𝑢
∗ , 𝑆𝑣

∗) = 0. 

After the formation of the interzone, on the second stage of the 

process, the cells within it will release a molecule (W) which leads to 
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separation of the rudiments (cleavage) and cavitation. Subsequently, the 

development of the surface cartilage and other joint structures begin. 

The concentration W was dependent on the concentration of the 

molecule (G) and modeled as follows (Eq. 2-8):  

𝜕𝑆𝑊
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇ ∙ (𝑆𝑊 𝒗) = 𝐷𝑊∇
2𝑆𝑊 + 𝑝(𝑆𝑊) Eq. 2-8 

 

where 𝑆𝑊 is the concentration of (W); 𝒗 is the tissue growth 

velocity (defined as growth velocity of each point of the tissue induced 

by the local growth rate, see section 2.2.4), 𝐷𝑊 is the diffusion 

coefficient for the (W) molecule; and 𝑝(𝑆𝑊) was the function that 

determines whether the concentration of (W) should be activated or not 

depending on the concentration of (G). In this case, we have used (Eq. 

2-9): 

𝑝(𝑆𝑊) = 𝜗𝐶𝐼𝑁𝑇 
Eq. 2-9 

 

where 𝜗 is a constant that has considered the expression rate of 

W by the interzone cells, the latter given by the concentration of cells 

as 𝐶𝐼𝑁𝑇, this term would take the value of one if the tissue is interzone 

and zero otherwise. 

We considered that differential growth factor (H) was always 

present in the simulation of the joint formation and that together with 

(I), promotes anlage growth. The concentration equation for (H) was 

modeled using the equation given by Eq. 2-10: 
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𝜕𝑆𝐻
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇ ∙ (𝑆𝐻  𝒗) = 𝐷𝐻∇
2𝑆𝐻 

Eq. 2-10 

2.2.4. GROWING OF THE TISSUE (DOMAIN GROWTH) 

Proliferation and growth is not uniform within the tissues [65]. 

The tissue growth rate depends on how each cell detects the 

concentrations and gradients of molecules around; (I), (P), and (H) in 

this case. The concentration of the molecules promotes isotropic 

growth; whereas, the gradient of molecules influences the direction of 

the growth [75]. In a general form (Eq. 2-11):  

 

𝒅𝒈𝒓𝒐𝒘𝒕𝒉 = 𝛼𝑖
∂𝑆𝐼
𝜕𝑥𝑗

𝐞𝐢𝐞𝐣 + 𝛽𝑖
∂𝑆𝑃
𝜕𝑥𝑗

𝐞𝐢𝐞𝐣 + 𝜇𝑖
∂𝑆𝐻
𝜕𝑥𝑗

𝐞𝐢𝐞𝐣 

+𝛼𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑆𝐼𝛿𝑖𝑗𝐞𝐢𝐞𝐣 + 𝛽𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑆𝑃𝛿𝑖𝑗𝐞𝐢𝐞𝐣 + 𝜇𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑆𝐻𝛿𝑖𝑗𝐞𝐢𝐞𝐣 
Eq. 2-11 

 

where 𝑑𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ is the strain tensor of the growth rate; 𝑆𝐼 , 𝑆𝑃 and 

𝑆𝐻 are the concentrations of the molecules (I), (P), and (H) respectively; 

𝛼𝑖, 𝛽𝑖, 𝜇𝑖 are constants which determine how much the gradient of the 

concentration of each molecule influences on the directional growth; 

and 𝛼𝑖𝑠𝑜, 𝛽𝑖𝑠𝑜, and 𝜇𝑖𝑠𝑜 are constants that indicate the influence of the 

concentration of each molecule on the isometric growth; ek are the 

unitary directional vector in a Cartesian coordinate system; 
∂𝑆𝑟

𝜕𝑥𝑘
 is the 

partial derivate in the kth direction of the rth molecule concentration; 

𝛿𝑖𝑗 is the Delta-Kronecker tensor; and 𝑖, 𝑗 take values of 1 or 2 (x-

direction an y-direction). Also, the following statement should be 

Growth on the direction of the concentration gradient  

Isometric (volumetric) growth due to the concentration of each molecule 
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satisfied so that the growth is only in the direction of the molecular gradients 

(Eq. 2-12):  

𝜃𝑖
∂𝑆𝐾
𝜕𝑥𝑗

= {
𝜃𝑖
∂𝑆𝐾
𝜕𝑥𝑖

if i = j

0 Other case

 
Eq. 2-12 

 

with 𝜃𝑖 = 𝛼𝑖 , 𝛽𝑖, 𝜇𝑖; 𝑆𝐾=𝑆𝐼 , 𝑆𝑃, 𝑆𝐻 which are the concentrations 

of the molecules (I), (P), and (H) respectively. 

In the growth equation, the concentration of each molecule has 

a volumetric effect due to an increase in cell quantity, without 

increasing cell concentration [cell/unit volume] [46,57]. A molecular 

gradient increases cell quantity in the direction of the gradient, without 

increasing the cell concentration; which means that there is cell 

proliferation in the direction of gradient. The parameters of the 

equations are listed in Appendix A. 

From the deformation and growth given by Eq. 2-11 the growth 

velocity on each point of the domain can be calculated. The relation 

between this velocity and the growth tensor is given by Eq. 2-13 [76].  

𝑡𝑟(𝒅𝒈𝒓𝒐𝒘𝒕𝒉) = ∇. 𝒗 
Eq. 2-13 

2.2.5. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF PDES.  

PDEs were solved with FEM and implemented in a user 

Subroutine in Fortran and solved with ABAQUS 6.10 (Dassault 

Systèmes USA, Waltham, MA). Both mesh and time-step were refined 

until further refinement, no longer yielded noticeable improvements. 

The system was solved employing a Lagrangian actualized method, so 
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that for each instant of time the mesh and the domain moved as 

consequence of the growth.  

2.2.6. GEOMETRY, INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, AND 

SIMULATED CASES 

In order to evaluate the feasibility and versatility of this 

computational model, we considered six cases. Every case had different 

conditions either in geometry or slight changes in one or more of the 

equation constants, such as growth rate (Appendix A). For the 

geometric domain, we considered that the process started with a 

condensation of mesenchymal cells and a random distribution of factors 

(G) and (N). A detailed description of the employed boundary 

conditions for most of the analyzed cases are shown (Fig. 2-4). 

As we do not know the exact initial condition, we have used a 

random spatial distribution with fluctuations around the fixed point (10 

% of the homogeneous steady state) for (G) and (N) (𝑆𝐺
∗ , 𝑆𝑁

∗ ), and (P), 

and (I) (𝑆𝑃
∗ , 𝑆𝐼

∗) systems. The fixed point was found by setting equations 

(Eq. 2-3) and (Eq. 2-4) to zero, so there were no temporal changes in 

absence of diffusion (𝑓(𝑆𝑢
∗ , 𝑆𝑣

∗) = 0 and 𝑔(𝑆𝑢
∗ , 𝑆𝑣

∗) = 0). As for (W) and 

(H), we used a zero-initial condition in the entire domain. 

For all stages of the simulation, the flux was null at the boundary 

(no molecules entering or leaving) (Fig. 2-4). The (H) molecule had 

high concentration (𝑆𝐻 = 1.0) in the proximal side and low 

concentration (𝑆𝐻 = 0.0) in the distal part (Fig. 2-4), which resulted in 

an increased growth at the proximal part compared to the distal end. 
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Fig. 2-4 Schematic of the boundary conditions employed for the joint onset model. 

The entire domain was fixed in the lower contour to solve the growth equations. The flux of all the 

molecules was null on the outer boundary. The molecule (H) diffused through the entire domain and 

had a high concentration on the proximal part, in contrast with a low concentration on the distal one. 

On their part, (P) and (I) only diffused inside of each bone anlagen, after the onset of the interzone 

and each set of equations were solved for each of these areas. Finally, (W) diffuses outside the bone 

anlagen after the onset of the interzone. 

We explored four cases. In the first one we create the conditions 

for the development of an interphalangeal joint. The following three 

cases are modifications of the first one, where we tested how changing 

the dimensions of the initial domain affects the joint development 

(cases II and IV); also, how the growth rates of the domain modified the 

final outcome (case IV). On the other hand, we replicated an 

experimental procedure [77], where beads of GDF-5 were implanted on 

the side and tip of a developing chick autopod. 
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2.3. RESULTS 

2.3.1. CASE I: INTERPHALANGEAL JOINT DEVELOPMENT  

In the case I, the limb bud had a length/width ratio of 3, based 

on histology of the phalange anlage [78]. In the first stage (G-N 

reaction-diffusion), we obtained the spatial distributions of (G) and (N) 

over time, that indicated the formation of a stable Turing pattern (Fig. 

2-5). The region where (G) was high indicated the interzone onset 

(shown with an ‘*’) and location for cavitation.  

In the second stage (P-I reaction), (P) accumulated in the distal 

part of the bones, where it kept the proliferative state of the chondrocyte 

cells (Fig. 2-5). (I) was inhibited when there was a high concentration 

of (P), and in the zones of high (I) the hypertrophy was accelerated. 

Also, the growth of the tissue was influenced by the concentration and 

gradient of the molecules (I), (P), and (H) according to the equation (Eq. 

2-11). In regions with a high concentration of (I) and low concentration 

of (P), which caused hypertrophy of the cells, an epiphysis-like 

structure was be obtained, wider than the rest of the bone (Fig. 2-5). 

After the onset of the interzone, (W) started diffusing. (W) was 

expressed in the interzone and where the fibrous capsule and the 

synovial lining of the joint capsule will form (Fig. 2-5). Thus, we 

obtained a hinge-like joint structure, which was similar in shape to an 

interphalangeal joint. The distal bone had a wider proximal end and the 

proximal one was uniform in width (Fig. 2-5).
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2.3.2. CASE II: LONGER INITIAL BUD 

We considered the case of a longer limb bud with length/width 

ratio of 5 (Fig. 2-4). As the domain was longer, the Turing pattern 

formed 3 high concentration regions of (G). One in the proximal tip and 

the other two spaced along the domain (Fig. 2-6). Therefore, the model 

was able to predict the formation of 3 joint surfaces, similar to a finger 

with three phalanges.  

In the second stage, we obtained that (P) had high concentration 

at different areas on each bone. For instance, in the distal bone the 

concentration of (P) was high on the distal end; for the middle bone, the 

concentration of (P) was high in the middle part; and for the proximal 

bone, (P) had high concentration on both ends (Fig. 2-6). (I) had the 

opposite distribution of (P) (Fig. 2-6) hence, the distal bone had one 

large epiphysis (the proximal tip), the middle bone had both ends as 

large epiphyses, and the proximal bone had almost uniform width. The 

pattern, on the proximal bone, was characteristic of long bones [53], 

where a hypertrophic (Ihh) molecule was on the middle of the bone and 

its antagonist (PTHrP) were on the tips of the bone [9]. Regarding (W), 

it was expressed after the onset of the interzone. Both, the fibrous 

capsule and the synovial lining of the joint capsule, formed as in case I. 

However, we observed (W) in three locations (in the bottom, the middle 

and near the top) (Fig. 2-6 case II). 
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2.3.3. CASE III: HIGH GROWTH RATE 

In Case III, the growth rates (expressed as 𝛼𝑖 , 𝛽𝑖, 𝜇𝑖) were 

greater than in other cases. As a result, an accelerated growth of the 

segments was produced. As in Case I, a single joint was predicted. 

However, since the growth velocity was greater, the final rudiments 

were much larger compared to the case I (Fig. 2-5 and Fig. 2-6). 

Additionally, the distributions of (P) and (I) that were obtained were 

different than case I; in this case, molecule (I) had high concentrations 

on both ends of the rudiments, whereas for Case I only on one end of 

the rudiments. This indicates that growth rate may determine whether 

the rudiment will have an epiphysis on one end or at both ends. 

2.3.4. CASE IV: WIDER RUDIMENT 

For this case, we considered a length/width ratio of 2.5 and 

obtained a joint between a large bone and a shorter one. Furthermore, 

two joint regions were obtained, one in the proximal end and a second 

one close to the distal end (Fig. 2-6). The distal bone had a high 

concentration of (I) at the proximal end. As a result, the cells on this 

zone would hypertrophy and the proximal head of the distal bone would 

have volumetric expansion, similar to Case I. Even though, the 

proximal bone was larger, its molecular patterns of (P) and (I) are 

similar to those seen clinically on a long bone [53], where PTHrP had 

a high concentration in the ends of the bone and Ihh was high close to 

the mineralization zone (in the hypertrophic zone of the growth plate).
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2.3.5. CASE V: IMPLANTATION OF BEADS BEARING GDF-5 (LATERAL) 

For this case, we considered that the length/width ratio was 3, 

as in Case I. A bead of GDF-5 (Concentration 𝑆𝐺 = 1.5) was placed in 

the distal and lateral part of the rudiment to simulate the experimental 

scenario according to [77], where a GDF-5 bead was placed on the side 

of a developing chick autopod. 

On this model, the (I) molecule started to accumulate near the 

zone of the bead of GDF-5 and then it formed an intercalated stripe-like 

pattern. (P) was inhibited when there is a high concentration of (I); the 

latter promoted cell hypertrophy, making the tissue to grow at a greater 

rate than the surrounding area (Fig. 2-7). Moreover, the diffusion of the 

(W) molecule was expressed in the zone where the (G) molecule was 

seeded. Therefore, the shape of the future bone was affected, due to the 

modified molecular pattern which altered bone growth. Also, no joint 

was formed inside the domain as consequence of the abnormal growth 

and molecular patterns, matching the experimental results. 

2.3.6. CASE VI: IMPLANTATION OF BEADS BEARING GDF-5 (TIP) 

A seed of high concentration of GDF-5 (concentration, 𝑆𝐺 =

1.5) was planted on the tip of the phalanx as it was previously reported 

[77]. Since there was a high concentration of (G) on the tip of the 

rudiment, the (G-N) patterns were disturbed and no interzone was 

formed, therefore there was an absence of joint.  
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The (P) molecule started to accumulate in the center of the bone 

anlage and then became more concentrated in the extreme where the 

seed was planted. However, its distribution was shapeless (Fig. 2-7). As 

in the previous case, there was a high accumulation of (W) where the 

(G) seed was planted. 

2.4. DISCUSSION 

Previous works have shown the molecule interactions for the 

digit patterning onset. On the work of Raspopovic et al. [80], they 

propose that the digit patterning is controlled by a BMP-Sox9-Wnt 

Turing network, which is also controlled by two morphogens (Hox 

genes and Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF) signaling)[80]. Wnt 

concentration is high in the interdigital zone, which repress the 

chondrogenesis and the expression of Sox9, limited to the digits, 

whereas BMP, is out of phase with Sox9, and it is also found on the 

digits [80]. Hox gens are in charge of limiting the Turing instability in 

the interdigital region, then the digit patterning is independent from the 

rest of the skeleton. Finally, FGF, which have not shown a periodic 

pattern but only a proximo-distal gradient, being highest in the apical 

ectodermal ridge (AER), controls the wavelength and prevent 

bifurcations [80]. 

In this study, we have developed a reaction-diffusion model to 

simulate the biochemical system that regulates joint formation, starting 

from the last stage analyzed by Raspopovic et al. [80], right after the 

digit patenting. We assumed that inside the phalanges anlagen is an 

enzyme substrate process between the proteins (N) and (G), a BMP 
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molecule which determines where joint cleavage occurs. This first loop 

of proteins is essential to the formation of the interzone. (G) demarks 

the interzone and (N) establishes a regulatory loop to avoid other zones 

from reaching this condition. After cleavage, a negative feedback loop 

of proteins (P) and (I) determine where cartilage hypertrophy occurs. 

(I) establishes the growth of the articular and hyaline cartilage. In those 

areas, where the level of (P) is low, the potential zones for hypertrophy 

and mineralization are established. All these four molecules had a 

random initial condition. A gradient in molecule (H) was represented 

from proximal to distal, during the entire simulation, which was in 

charge of increasing domain length. Finally, molecule (W) diffused 

from the interzone joint cells to promote the differentiation from 

mesenchymal to capsule tissue.  

We analyzed six different cases, which showed slight 

differences between them, either in geometry or in growth rates. For 

Case I we can compare the results obtained for the molecule (G) with 

expression of GDF-5 obtained through histological studies, to 

demonstrate similar distributions (Fig. 2-8). Additionally, the (I) and 

(P) loop resulted in a distribution where (P) is near the distal ends and 

(I) is at the proximal ends of the rudiment, as seen histologically for Ihh 

and PTHrP (Fig. 2-8). 

The (W) molecule established the formation of the articular 

cartilage on each joint surface and was consistent with distribution of 

Wnt in the literature (Fig. 2-8) [81,82]. When we evaluated morphology 

changes in the joint (Fig. 2-5), we observed that the shape of the joint 

is comparable with the histologic findings [79]; both sides of the joint 
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had articular cartilage, however, on one side there was a epiphysis-like 

structure, due to the chondrocyte hypertrophy caused by the low 

concentration of (P). This leaded to the formation of a larger epiphysis-

like on the distal side, and a not so wide on the proximal end. From this 

point on, the morphology of the joint is likely influenced by mechanical 

conditions [81].  

 

 

Fig. 2-8 Comparison of the molecular distribution between the obtained results for case I with those 

reported in former experimental studies.  

A. Obtained result for the concentration of GDF-5 during the process of interzone onset; B. GDF-5 

expression in the digit formation at E13.5, modified from [81]; C. Obtained result for the 

concentration of PTHrP during the process of joint formation; D. PTHrP expression in the digit 

formation at E13.5, modified from [81]; E. Obtained result for the concentration of Wnt during the 

process joint morphogenesis; Wnt expression in the digit regions of the foot at day 7.5; F. Modified 

from [82]; G. Obtained result for the concentration of Ihh during the process of joint formation; H. 

Ihh expression in the digit formation at E13.5, modified from [81]. High concentrations are showed 

in white. 
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Our results suggest that the size of the initial domain during 

development may have an influence on the number of joints formed. 

When the length/width ratio was 3, one joint was obtained, but when 

this ratio was increased to 5, three joints were acquired in the 

simulation. This result is related to the fact that Turing patterns depend 

on the domain ratio, therefore the number of joints will be subject to the 

initial ratio. However, literature show that one joint form at a time 

[83,84], therefore, it could be possible that each time that the distal 

blastema reach a ratio of 3 (approx.), a joint is formed. 

At the beginning of the process, growth is not as volumetric 

(isotropic) as it is directional (by gradient), with time the growth 

becomes mainly volumetric in some zones and in others mostly 

directional [46,57]. For instance, for the articular cartilage, growth is 

mostly volumetric (due to the concentration of the molecules) and will 

define the epiphysis. Whereas for pre-cartilaginous and mesenchymal 

tissue, growth is influenced by both, the concentration and the 

directional growth. 

For a faster growth velocity (case III), we obtain a single joint 

with two growing regions, located at both ends of the rudiments (high 

concentration of (I) at the ends of the bones). Regarding case IV, we 

started with a domain with a length/width ratio of 2.5 and with constant 

values specified in Appendix A. In this case, the goal was to simulate 

the onset of a joint located between a large bone and a shorter one. This 

configuration is similar to a joint between a metatarsal or metacarpal 

bone and a phalanx (Fig. 2-6), where we have a large bone on the 

proximal side and a shorter one on the distal side. For the proximal 
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anlage, the molecular distribution (P-I) was similar to that of a large 

bone, where the PTHrP molecule is established on the heads of the bone 

and Ihh on the middle part [53]. 

In case V and case VI, we simulated a study performed by 

Merino et al., [77]. They analyzed the effects of GDF-5 local 

administration in the developing autopod of embryonic chicks. They 

implanted GDF-5 beads at the tip of the digits that promoted intense 

cartilage growth and failed to induce morphological or molecular signs 

of joint formation [77]. Additionally, they implanted GDF-5 beads in 

the interdigit joints, which resulted in an inhibition of the formation of 

joints in the adjacent digits. This suggests that the role of GDF-5 is to 

control growth and differentiate the cartilage of the epiphyseal regions 

from the phalanges, rather than accounting for the differentiation of the 

synovial joint tissues [77]. 

When we compare the results obtained in this study for case V 

and case VI with those reported in Merino et al. [77] (Fig. 2-7), the 

morphology achieved in both studies were similar. We did not obtain 

any joint due to the effect of the implantation of the molecule (G), which 

modified the Turing patterns, whereas on the Merino et al. [77] 

experimentation the GDF-5 beds were added shortly after joints were 

formed (Fig. 2-7). Moreover, when we simulated the implantation of 

the molecule on one side of the mesenchymal condensation, the 

resulting rudiment was curved, as reported in Merino et al., [77] (Fig. 

2-7). Similarly, when we simulated the implantation of the molecule 

(G) on the tip of the mold, a bulb was formed, as well as in Merino et 

al., [77] (Fig. 2-7). These effects could be due to the fact that high 
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concentrations of (G) implies, after the cavitation process, high 

concentrations of (W), which differentiate the tissue into articular 

cartilage. This abnormal location of articular cartilage impacts on the 

Turing pattern between (I) and (P), hence abnormal growth of the tissue 

is obtained. 

In this work, a simplified model to study development of joints 

was proposed. This model considered 6 generic factors, which predicted 

location of the joint, cavitation, and morphology. There was good 

agreement between the obtained results from our simulation model and 

those reported in the literature from experimental works, where 

histological analyses were performed. 

However, during prenatal development, there are additional 

factors such as mechanical, genetic, and environmental aspects. We 

modeled generic molecules, as there are often multiple molecules that 

influence the same biological process. Nonetheless, we showed that 

simple pattern formation between enzyme-substrate molecules predicts 

many events related to the joint formation. In this model, we used 

simplified initial geometry and demonstrated that the initial 

length/width relation is crucial to pattern formation. We assumed null 

flux at the boundaries of our rudiment, which may not sufficiently 

represent communication of the rudiment with surrounding tissues. 

However, it was a necessary approximation given the lack of data that 

demonstrate flux out of the rudiment. We also assumed random initial 

molecular distribution and demonstrated the influence of altering the 

initial conditions (with beads of molecule G). The random distribution 

is a necessary assumption of the initial state of the limb bud. 
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In conclusion, this work proposes a simplified computational 

model of the regulatory mechanisms that influence the formation of 

joints. All the results obtained were compared with those reported on 

former studies, which were qualitatively similar. Then, the proposed 

computational model may be the first, and a good approximation, of the 

phenomenon of joint formation. The model shows a good response with 

interphalangeal and metacarpal/metatarsal-phalanx joint development. 

This work will be useful for researchers focused on pathologies 

associated with embryo and joint development. Furthermore, this model 

could provide new insight and guidelines of experimentation, and of 

course, new mathematical and computational models as well. 
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Chapter 3. JOINT MORPHOGENESIS 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

As it was said on the previous chapter, joint development is 

characterized by 3 steps: interzone onset, cavitation, and 

morphogenesis. The interzone determines the joint place within the 

bone blastema and it is characterized by cells that stopped their 

differentiation to chondrocytes [34,85]. The interzone gives place to the 

cavitation process, which leads to the physical separation of the anlagen 

[34]. Afterwards, comes the last step of the joint development, its 

morphogenesis, within this process the joint molds to its final shape 

finishing the joint development process, although some studies have 

shown that the morphogenesis of the joints might initiate before the 

cavitation process [21,40,86]. During cavitation and morphogenesis 

chondrocytes proliferate within the bone rudiments allowing their 

growth and shaping [39].  

The consequences of an abnormal joint morphogenesis can be 

debilitating and jeopardize the life quality of the individual, as for the 

case of the developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH), which has a 

frequency of 5 out of 1000 hips [21,87], or in arthrogryposis multiplex 

congenita (AMC), which due to an abnormal fibrosis of the muscles the 

individual develops multiple joint contractures [88]. Although it is an 

important health issue to address, there are still imprecisions 
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understanding on how and which factors guide the morphogenesis 

process [44]. 

In fact, experimental and computational studies have shown that 

there is a relationship between mechanical stress and the skeletal 

morphogenesis, growth, regeneration, maintenance and degeneration 

[89–97]. Moreover, in the past, it was assumed that  the fetal movement 

is one of the factors that affects the joint morphogenesis [21]. 

Researchers have found malformations at the knee joint when chicks 

embryos have been immobilize through neuromuscular blocking agents 

[98,99]. Also, it was found that other joints develop fused or with non-

interlocking joint shapes [100]. This aspect has also been explored in 

mice genetically modified to have “muscle-less limb”, in which the 

joints also developed with malformations, in particular the elbow and 

shoulder [101,102]. From those studies, there is no doubt that motion 

and loading could affect the morphogenesis process during joint 

development. However, there are very few studies that have deeply 

explored this issue. 

From a computational perspective, two models have been 

developed to evaluate the relationship between joint morphogenesis and 

mechanical stresses [20,21]. Heegaard et al. (1999) developed an 

idealized proximal interphalangeal model, including the mechanical 

load provided by the muscles through the tendons, to evaluate the 

epiphyseal growth through a modified version of Carter’s ossification 

theory [103]. In that study, Heegaard et al. evaluated how the joint 

morphogenesis is influenced by the contraction of the muscles, 

resulting in a congruent development of the joint’s surfaces. That model 
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was the first mechanobiological model that simulated the joint 

mechanical environment in the prenatal phase. 

On the other hand, experimental studies have found that static 

compressive and cyclic compression loads inhibits and promote 

cartilage growth, respectively [21,104,105] [106–108]. Using that 

experimental results, Giorgi et al. [21] developed a 3D computational 

model of the joint morphogenesis, including the joint capsule. They also 

analyzed the effect of movement range with different initial shapes of 

the joint. In addition, they employed idealized shapes for generic joints 

such as ball and socket and hinge and applied typical movements for 

each type of joint. 

Both aforementioned computational works, the one developed 

by Heegaard et al. and the one done by Giorgi et al., used the 

hydrostatic stress distribution for describing the growth and joint 

morphogenesis [20,21]. Although, those seminal works obtained 

important results about the morphogenesis process, the final shapes of 

the two opposite rudiments do not match entirely to a real 

interphalangeal joint shape; strengthening the fact that biochemical 

interactions during bone morphogenesis might be necessary to achieve 

congruent joint shapes. 

From the biochemical perspective, some experimental works 

have identified the biochemical factors that might influence the entire 

process of joint development. These works have found that Hox genes, 

Bone Morphogenetic Proteins (BMPs), Growth and Differentiation 

Factors (GDFs), Wnt, chordin and noggin all influence the interzone 

onset and the cavitation process [85,95,109]. Based on these literatures, 
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we designed a computational model with the aim of explaining the 

interaction of these molecules during the joint onset, as described in the 

previous chapter (Joint Onset). The previous chapter explained how 

self-regulatory loops of biochemical factors may influence the 

interzone onset, cell differentiation, tissue growth, cavitation process 

and synovial capsule development. In the previous chapter we 

explained how biochemical factors influence the joint development, 

from the interzone onset to the cavitation process, in which the joint 

took its initial shape due to cell proliferation, however, we did not 

model how the joint achieves its definitive shape, the final 

morphogenesis. 

As it was described, the morphogenesis is regulated by 

biochemical and mechanical stimuli. Nevertheless, to date, there is no 

experimental or computational model able to accurately explain how a 

synovial joint is shaped. Moreover, none of the existing computational 

models have integrated the biochemical stimulus as a factor for joint 

shaping. Understanding how these biochemical and mechanical stimuli 

influence the joint morphogenesis process might be useful for the 

prevention and treatment of developmental diseases.  

Here, a 2D finite element model of the interphalangeal joint was 

developed, which included the synovial capsule as domain surrounding 

the bone rudiments. This model considers the biochemical and 

mechanical effects on the joint morphogenesis, from the cavitation 

stage to the appearance of primary and secondary ossification centers 

(POC and SOC). Furthermore, the model was tested to replicate 

different conditions that might be present in a pathological context, as 
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when there is a muscular abnormality or joint malalignment.  This 

model provides a steppingstone to establish an understanding on the 

mechanisms that influence the joint morphogenesis. This study could 

be useful for physicians and researchers interested in the design of new 

joint’s treatments and skeletal development. 

3.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In this work a finite element model of a synovial joint 

morphogenesis was developed. The model includes the effect of 

possible molecules and mechanical factors involved in the joint 

morphogenesis process. The model initiates with an approximate 

geometry of a synovial joint, interphalangeal joint, after the cavitation. 

The initial reference geometry was adapted from the result of a previous 

work of the authors [96]. The computational process is as follows: The 

distal bone anlage was rotated to simulate the movement of the finger, 

only four steps of the movement were evaluated: when the distal 

phalanx was at 0º, 30º, 60º and 90º. Stresses were computed elementally 

on each position and then were translated into a reference state (at 0º) 

and averaged at each element. Once all data was translated to the 

reference state, cartilage growth and ossification parameters were 

computed. Then, the geometry of the reference state was updated 

considering by the stresses and biochemical factors. Thus, this process 

continued until the shape of the joint agrees with the shape of an 

interphalangeal joint. 
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3.2.1. GEOMETRY AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

For this model, it was assumed that the finger, viewed on a 

sagittal plane, had a cyclic extension-flexion movement, where the 

distal phalanx rotated around the proximal phalanx. Four steps of the 

movement were evaluated: when the distal phalanx was at 90º, 60º, 30º 

and 0º with respect to the vertical line y (Fig. 3-1). The geometry of the 

model was approximated and adapted from the last step of the previous 

chapter’s result (see Joint Onset). 

The domain was meshed employing linear quadrilateral 

elements, the size of which was refined until further refinement no 

longer yielded noticeable improvements. All the equations were solved 

with FEM and implemented in a user element Subroutine in FORTRAN 

and solved with ABAQUS v6.13 (Dassault Systèmes). 

 

 

Fig. 3-1 Schematic representation of the boundary conditions implemented on the model. 

The inferior boundary of the proximal phalanx has the central node fixed; the other nodes of the 

boundary are allowed to move laterally. Palmar side to the left and dorsal to the right. 
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3.2.2. MECHANICAL ASPECTS 

Regarding the mechanical part of the model, a displacement of 

1𝜇𝑚 was to the top surface of the distal rudiment towards the proximal 

element at each motion stage (Fig. 3-1) [20]. The displacement had 

distal to proximal direction related to the distal phalanx (Fig. 3-1). The 

proximal phalanx was fixed on its bottom central node, the other bottom 

nodes could move on the lateral direction. For simplicity's sake, some 

considerations were made, i.e., the modelling of contact between the 

phalanges was avoided by including the synovial capsule, as a 

circumference surrounding the joint, with a maximal diameter of 6 mm 

and large enough to contain the joint throughout movement sequences  

(Fig. 3-2), previous studies have proven that the inclusion of the 

synovial capsule does not affect the results of the simulation [21], 

instead, it saves computational time. 

The bones were initially considered as fully cartilaginous, as 

they are at this stage of human development. Additionally, all tissues 

were modelled as linear-elastic, isotropic and homogeneous materials; 

the cartilage of the anlagen bones was assumed as nearly 

incompressible (Poisson’s ratio of 0.49). Each cartilage rudiment 

section had a Young’s modulus of 1000 kPa, while the synovial capsule 

had a Young’s modulus of 1 kPa; establishing a relation 1000:1 between 

the cartilage and the capsule tissues. These material properties were 

assumed by the authors as they act as symbolic and are easy scalable to 

recreate any other real or unreal conditions. In each iteration, it was 

computed stresses (octahedral, hydrostatic and shear) and strains. The 

model was developed with a plane strain approach.  
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Fig. 3-2 Geometry of the bone anlagen and the synovial capsule. 

3.2.3.MOLECULAR ASPECTS 

There are many molecules that have a role during joint 

development which might influence bone growth, ossification and 

shaping. For instance, VEGF is involved in bone angiogenesis, and in 

various aspects of bone development, including chondrocyte osteoblast 

differentiation, and osteoclast recruitment [110]. Moreover, several 

studies have suggested a potential role of TGFα in early bone 

development, growth and ossification [111]. During embryonic stages, 

TGFα regulates the endochondral ossification, the osteoclast 

recruitment, and the vascularization at the primary and secondary 
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ossification center [111]. On the other hand, studies have shown that 

the chondrocyte hypertrophy and maturation is determined by PTHrP 

and Ihh autoregulatory loop that interacts with the chondrocytes 

population [9]; Ihh is said to control chondrocyte proliferation, 

maturation, and hypertrophy [66–69], whereas PTHrP inhibits 

chondrocyte hypertrophy, keeping chondrocytes in proliferative state 

[67]. Also, the literature show that although the strong canonical Wnt 

signaling pathway inhibits chondrocyte cell fate determination and 

maintenance (which induce the cavitation process [34,36,37,70,96]), 

the weaker Wnt signaling promotes chondrocyte hypertrophy [112]. 

Among the wide range of molecules that might influence in 

some way the bone shaping, we narrowed them to only three (Ihh-

PTHrP and Wnt). This simplification was made since the authors had 

already considered them in a previous work in which the joint onset 

from interzone to the cavitation process was modeled [96]. 

Nevertheless, these molecules are the ones that have been reported in 

the literature have the more influence in bone growth, hence shaping. 

The molecules were included in the model as constants within the 

domain, it was considered molecular distribution after a reaction-

diffusion system (Ihh-PTHrP) and diffusion (Wnt) unchanged after the 

joint onset. The initial distribution of the aforementioned molecules was 

taken from the last step of the previous chapter results (Joint Onset).  

In each time-step, the bone anlage was divided in four regions 

(A1 to A4) of constant concentration. The length of the regions (l) was 

proportional to the length of the anlage (L) and was calculated as the 

quotient of L/number of regions (Fig. 3-3). Since the growth rate was 
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small compared to the time length, the change of the domain did not 

affect the molecular distribution. 

 

 

Fig. 3-3 Schematic definition of the concentration areas.  

Each area has a length proportional to length of the bone anlage, the 

proportion was kept throughout the simulation. 

 

3.2.4. TISSUE GROWTH 

For the tissue growth modeling, it was supposed that the tissue 

response to the mechanical stimuli had a positive relationship between 

cartilage growth and cyclic hydrostatic stress, and it was inhibited by 

the octahedral shear stress [113]. Additionally, it was considered that 

high concentrations of PTHrP and Wnt promote chondrocyte 

proliferation, therefore, cartilage growth. Hence, if a cartilage element 

had PTHrP and Wnt concentrations above a threshold (𝑇𝐻𝑃𝑇𝐻𝑟𝑃 as 1.1 

and 𝑇𝐻𝑊𝑛𝑡 as 0.01) the cartilage could grow. 

Concerning the cell (chondrocyte) concentration, 𝐶𝑐, it was 

assumed that these cells do not migrate within the domain; they only 

proliferated within the bone anlage keeping a constant cell 

concentration. Then, the cell (chondrocyte) concentration, 𝐶𝑐, is related 

with the growth velocity as follows (Eq. 3-1): 

𝑑𝐶𝐶
𝑑𝑡

+ 𝐶𝑐∇ ∙ 𝒗 = 𝛼(𝑃𝑇𝐻𝑟𝑃,𝑊𝑛𝑡)𝑆𝐻𝑦𝑑 

With  Eq. 3-1 
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𝛼 = {
𝛼 =    0           𝑖𝑓         𝑃𝑇𝐻𝑟𝑃 < 1.1 and  𝑊𝑛𝑡 < 0.01
𝛼 = 2.0           𝑖𝑓         𝑃𝑇𝐻𝑟𝑃 > 1.1 and 𝑊𝑛𝑡 > 0.01

 

 

where 𝑆𝐻𝑦𝑑 is the hydrostatic stress of the element; 𝒗 is the 

growth velocity on each point of the domain; 𝛼, is a constant that 

indicate the influence of the hydrostatic stress on the element’s 

isometric growth; 𝑆PTHrP and  𝑆𝑊𝑛𝑡 are the concentrations of PTHrP and 

Wnt within the element. However, since the cellular concentration was 

kept constant the first term of the equation is equal to zero (
𝑑𝐶𝐶

𝑑𝑡
= 0). 

Moreover, the growth velocity 𝒗 can be related to the strain tensor 

(𝑑𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ) following the Eq. 3-2.  

𝑡𝑟(𝒅𝒈𝒓𝒐𝒘𝒕𝒉) = ∇. 𝒗 =
𝛼(𝑃𝑇𝐻𝑟𝑃,𝑊𝑛𝑡)

𝐶𝑐
𝑆𝐻𝑦𝑑 Eq. 3-2 

 

Then, the strain tensor can be computed as: 

𝒅𝒈𝒓𝒐𝒘𝒕𝒉 =
𝛼(𝑃𝑇𝐻𝑟𝑃,𝑊𝑛𝑡)

𝐶𝑐
𝑆𝐻𝑦𝑑𝛿𝑖𝑗𝐞𝐢𝐞𝐣 

Eq. 3-3 

 

 

where 𝐞𝐤 are the unitary directional vector in a Cartesian 

coordinate system; 𝛿𝑖𝑗 is the Delta-Kronecker tensor; and 𝑖, 𝑗 take 

values of 1 or 2 (x-direction and y-direction). In the growth equation, 

the hydrostatic stress 𝑆𝐻𝑦𝑑 had a volumetric effect by increasing cell 

quantity, without increasing cell concentration [cell/unit volume]. 
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3.2.5. BONE OSSIFICATION 

For the bone ossification it was considered the osteogenic index 

(OI). OI was calculated and used to predict the appearance of the POC 

and SOC within the anlagen [114–116]. The OI is a scalar parameter 

which considers the effect of the hydrostatic stress and the octahedral 

shear stress [8]. This parameter, OI, can be used to predict which 

regions of the cartilaginous anlage are likely to ossify first (high OI) 

[93]. Therefore, the cartilage on the diaphysis was considered to ossify 

under high OI (Eq. 3-4) and low PTHrP and Wnt, whereas for the SOC, 

only the OI was considered.  

𝑂𝐼 = 𝑘1𝑆𝐻𝑦𝑑 + 𝑘2𝑆𝑂𝑐𝑡 Eq. 3-4 

 

 

𝑆𝐻𝑦𝑑 is the hydrostatic stress; 𝑆𝑂𝑐𝑡 is the octahedral shear stress; 

𝑘1 and 𝑘2 are the constants weighting the contribution of 𝑆𝐻𝑦𝑑 and 𝑆𝑂𝑐𝑡, 

respectively. 𝑘1 took the value of 0.7 and 𝑘2 of 1 for the proximal 

phalanx, and for the distal of -0.35 and 1 for 𝑘1 and 𝑘2, respectively. 

The ossification process of the tissue, POC and SOC, was assumed as 

a mineralization of the tissue which increased the Young’s modulus of 

the element until it reached 20000 kPa. 

3.2.6. TRANSLATION TO REFERENCE 

At each time-step, a static implicit FEM analysis was done at 

each flexion position (90º, 60º, 30º and 0º), then, the results were 

translated to a reference position (which is at 0º). Once all the results 

were at the reference position, they could be averaged in a unique 
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geometry where the cartilage growth and ossification were calculated. 

This was done by calculating the centroid of each element of the rotated 

state (red) and pivot them to the coordinates on the reference state (0º) 

(blue), these centroids carry the information about the stresses of the 

each element (Fig. 3-4). Afterwards, each element of the reference state 

(blue) assumes the value of the closest centroid of the rotated state. With 

the obtained quantities at reference state, the calculations of OI and 

cartilage growth were done, and the geometry of the reference state was 

updated. Then, the distal phalanx of this new reference state was rotate 

at each analyzed position and process begins again. 

 

 

Fig. 3-4 Translation process from a rotated state to the reference state at (0º).  

Palmar side to the left and dorsal to the right. 

3.2.7. GENERAL ALGORITHM 

The algorithm proposed for the morphogenesis model is shown 

in Fig. 3-5. The computational model initiated with the drawing and 

meshing of the geometry at it position (90º, 60º, 30º and 0º), then, the 
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mechanical conditions were applied, and the stresses were calculated 

through FEM. Afterwards, the centroids of the elements at each rotated 

position were spun to a reference state (which is at 0º and also meshed 

with linear quadrilateral elements); to each element of the reference 

position was assigned the values of stresses of the nearest centroid of 

the rotated states.  

 

 

Fig. 3-5 Algorithm designed for joint morphogenesis. 

Once all the data from the rotated positions were at 0º, the 

stresses from all rotated positions were averaged within each element 

of the reference state. With the averaged stresses and the molecular 

concentrations (determined as mentioned in Molecular Aspects) the 

cartilage growth was determined producing a new reference geometry 

of the bone rudiments. This new geometry was then subjectively 
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evaluated, and if it resembled that of an interphalangeal joint, then the 

POC and SOC were determined through the OI, if not, the reference 

geometry was rotated again to the analyzed positions (90º, 60º, 30º and 

0º). 

3.2.8.MODELLED CASES 

The model was tested in five different cases (Table 3-1). The 

first one replicate normal conditions and the following four simulated 

pathological settings. In first pathological setting, the effect of the 

molecules was not considered; the growth depended only on the 

hydrostatic and octahedral stresses. In the second one, a dislocation of 

0.3 𝜇𝑚 between the two phalanges was included (Fig. 3-6). Moreover, 

two palsy environments were simulated in which only one rotated 

position was considered; the distal phalanx was at 0º or 90º flexion 

angle. 

 

Table 3-1 Conditions for the normal and pathological settings. 

 Angles Averaged Dislocation 

Normal 90º 60º 30º 0º Yes 0 𝜇𝑚 

P
a

th
o

lo
g

ic
a
l 

Kilter 90º 60º 30º 0º Yes 0.3 𝜇𝑚 

w/o molecular 90º 60º 30º 0º Yes 0 𝜇𝑚 

0º palsy 0º No 0 𝜇𝑚 

90º palsy 90º No 0 𝜇𝑚 
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Fig. 3-6 Geometry of the pathological kilter model.  

Blue, the distal phalanx and red the proximal phalanx. Palmar side 

to the left and dorsal to the right. 

 

 

3.3. RESULTS 

The final stage of the joint development process, in which the 

joints achieve their final shape, was simulated through a computational 

model. For this model it was considered the distribution of molecular 

factors that influence in the chondrocyte hypertrophy and proliferation, 

and the hydrostatic stress loading which promotes cartilage grow. An 

average result was calculated considering each finger flexion angle and 

translated to the reference position (0º flexion angle); all finger 

positions were given the same weight. The results show the 

morphogenesis process of an interphalangeal joint (Fig. 3-7). The upper 

surface of the proximal bone evolves into a concave shape, whereas the 

bottom surface of the distal phalanx sculpts into a convex form. The 

obtained shape of the joint was similar to that of an interphalangeal joint 

observed in the sagittal plane (Fig. 3-7). 
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Fig. 3-7 Obtained joint shape at different time-steps for normal conditions. 

Palmar side to the left and dorsal to the right. 

On the other hand, the octahedral shear stress, the hydrostatic 

and the shear stresses distributions were obtained for different time-

steps (Fig. 3-8). The proximal phalanx had high compressive 

hydrostatic stress on the anterior part of the joint surface, the main zone 

in contact with the distal rudiment (Fig. 3-8). As for the distal rudiment, 

it also had high compressive hydrostatic stress on its anterior side, but 

along the whole anlage, especially for the first steps (Fig. 3-8). 

On the last steps, the hydrostatic stress distribution remains 

almost the same for the proximal anlage. However, for the distal one, it 

tends to become more uniform on the bone diaphysis (Fig. 3-8). Also, 

hydrostatic compressive stress on the head of the distal bone is smaller 

compared to the rest of the bone (Fig. 3-8). In addition, the octahedral 

stress was high at the bottom of the proximal rudiment, as well as in the 

contact surface of the distal (Fig. 3-8). 
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Fig. 3-8 Stress distribution at 

different time-steps.  

Up, hydrostatic. Bottom, 

octahedral. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Additionally, some pathological environments were simulated 

to evaluate some conditions that might be present during development 

which can affect the joint morphogenesis. The first one tested the 

conditions when the molecular effect is neglected which produced and 

abnormal growth of the rudiments. The distal one grew much more than 

in normal conditions and there was absence of the head of the bone 

anlagen, while in the proximal rudiment the head developed but in an 

abnormal shape. Furthermore, the hydrostatic and octahedral stress 

distributions were similar to normal conditions (Fig. 3-10); the 

proximal phalanx had high compressive hydrostatic stress on the palmar 

part of the joint surface and the distal rudiment had high compressive 

hydrostatic stress on its palmar side, but along the length of the anlage. 
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As for the octahedral stress distribution it was high ant the bottom of 

the proximal rudiment and in the contact surface of the distal, like in 

normal conditions. 

  

 

Fig. 3-9 Obtained joint shape at different 

unit time for the pathological condition 

when the effect of the molecules is not 

included.  

Palmar side to the left and dorsal to the 

right. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-10 Obtained 

hydrostatic and octahedral 

stresses at different unit time 

for the w/o molecular effect 

pathological setting.  

Palmar side to the left and 

dorsal to the right. Units 

[kPa]. 
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The second pathological setting (Kilter) tested the conditions 

when there was an offset; the distal phalanx was moved 0.3 mm to the 

palmar side. For the kilter model all the positions (90º, 60º, 30º and 0º) 

were considered to influence the joint morphogenesis. In the end, an 

abnormal form of the joint was obtained in which the distal phalanx 

appears to have the concave shape on its dorsal side, while the proximal 

phalanx is shaped like a concave geometry, similar to that of normal 

conditions (Fig. 3-11). 

Additionally, two paralysis environments were tested in which 

the phalanges were kept at a fixed angle throughout the simulation, 0º 

and 90º palsy were modeled. Undoubtedly, the paralysis environment 

affects the joint shape, since no coherent joint shape was obtained in 

neither case of paralysis (Fig. 3-11). For the 90º palsy model, the distal 

phalanx did not obtain a convex shape, while for the 0º palsy model the 

distal phalanx had a shallow convex shape. 

The joint shape is affected due to the changes in the hydrostatic 

and octahedral stresses distribution (Fig. 3-12). In the kilter model the 

stress distribution within the proximal phalanx was similar to the one in 

normal conditions, however, for the distal phalanx the hydrostatic stress 

was not as high in the palmar side, and the octahedral stress had high 

concentrations at the zone of contact.  

In the paralysis model at 0º the hydrostatic and octahedral 

stresses for both phalanges were mostly concentrated at the center of 

the geometries at all time-steps. However, for the 90º palsy model the 

hydrostatic stress was almost uniform for the distal phalanx, and the 

proximal had higher hydrostatic compression stress at the dorsal side. 
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As for the for the octahedral stress of the 90º palsy, it banded in a similar 

way of normal conditions for both, distal and proximal phalanx. 

However, the distal phalanx did not have a zone of high concentration 

of octahedral stress at the contact surface. 

 

 

Fig. 3-11 Obtained joint shape at different unit time for the simulated pathological environments. 

Palmar side to the left and dorsal to the right. 
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Fig. 3-12 Obtained hydrostatic and octahedral stresses at different unit time for the pathological 

models.  

Palmar side to the left and dorsal to the right. Units [kPa]. 
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3.4. DISCUSSION  

Previous works have tried to describe the joint morphogenesis 

as a result of cartilage tissue response to hydrostatic stress distribution 

[20,21]. They showed how both ends of the bone rudiments changed 

their shape according to the hydrostatic stress distribution, however, the 

final shapes of the two opposite rudiments do not agree to the 

morphology of the joint. Therefore, it confirms that not only the 

mechanical environment affects the morphogenesis of the heads of the 

bones, but also there are biochemical aspects that should be considered. 

From a biochemical point of view, in our previous chapter (Joint 

Onset) we analyzed the biochemical interaction of the joint onset, from 

the appearance of the interzone to the cavitation process. During these 

stages, only the interaction of molecules is responsible to regulate the 

joint development. However, during the morphogenesis process it is 

also necessary to include the effect of mechanical loading.  

In this study, the molecular and mechanical factors, influence 

joint morphogenesis. It was assumed that the molecules involved on the 

previous steps of joint development, interzone onset and cavitation, also 

have influence during the morphogenesis. The distribution of the 

molecular factors was kept constant within each time-step of the 

domain (Fig. 3-13). The concentration of the molecules in conjunction 

with the stresses influenced the growth of the cartilage. As hydrostatic 

compression stress, PTHrP and Wnt promote cartilage growth and 

chondrocyte proliferation, respectively, in the zones where we have a 

high concentration of both, cartilage growth is promoted. For instance, 
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the top and palmar part of the proximal phalanx has a high 

concentration of hydrostatic stress and PTHrP or Wnt, therefore, this 

zone of the proximal phalanx mold into a concave shape. 

 

 

Fig. 3-13 Molecular distribution at different time-steps. 

Palmar side to the left and dorsal to the right.  

Four different positions of the interphalangeal joint were 

analyzed. The stresses values obtained at each position were averaged 

and translated to a reference system (0º flexion). The same weight was 

given to each position since there are no reports in the literature about 

how the finger movements of the fetus are during the morphogenesis 

stage. Hydrostatic stress and the concentrations PTHrP-Ihh and Wnt 
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were considered to play a role during joint morphogenesis, therefore, in 

the zones where we have a high concentration of these molecules and 

hydrostatic stress, cartilage growth is promoted. For instance, the top 

and anterior part of the proximal phalanx has a high concentration of 

hydrostatic stress and PTHrP, therefore, this zone of the proximal 

phalanx evolved into a concave shape. Additionally, the distal phalanx 

joint surface shaped into a convex structure due to high concentrations 

of octahedral shear stress on the center of the joint surface, which 

inhibited cartilage growth. The obtained final shapes of the bones’ 

diaphysis were coherent with those of an interphalangeal joint (Fig. 

3-14). 

As part of the endochondral ossification, if the effect of the OI 

is included, the shapes of SOC and POC can be also explained as seen 

in our results (Fig. 3-14). The model showed how the OI predict the 

areas of high ossification on the diaphysis. The OI computation was 

based on the one proposed by Carter and Wong (1988) [93]. They 

established that the OI is calculated based on the octahedral shear stress 

and the hydrostatic stress multiplied by an empirical constant 𝑘𝑖. In this 

study, the values of the multipliers 𝑘𝑖 were different for each stress and 

phalanx, condition which we considered was necessary for a coherent 

ossification process. The obtained results are comparable with those 

from former studies, where only the endochondral ossification and OI 

distribution was analyzed [56,93,116].On the proximal phalanx the 

SOC was shaped as a circular structure. On the distal anlage, the SOC 

took an elliptical shape, most likely due to how the convex surface 

distributed the octahedral shear stress and hydrostatic stresses (OI). 
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Fig. 3-14 Secondary ossification center 

(SOC) in a developing bone. 

Top: schematic drawing of SOC in a 

developing bone, and the SOC obtained with 

the model. Bottom: comparison between an 

x-ray phalanx and the result from the joint 

morphogenesis computational model. 

 

 

 

 

When pathological conditions were simulated it affected the 

joint development, resulting in an abnormal geometry for all cases (Fig. 

3-15). In the pathological setting where the effect of the molecules was 

retired from the model, the obtained geometry was much larger than 

normal conditions, this abnormal growth might be since the effect of 

the stresses is not limited by the molecular concentrations.  

In the pathological setting where the phalanges were dislocated 

(kilter) the hydrostatic stress was almost similar for the proximal 

phalanx, but for the distal it had lower values than in normal conditions 

(Fig. 3-12). Also, the octahedral stress was higher than in normal 
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conditions, which in combination with the lower hydrostatic stress 

provoked a lower overall growth.  

As for when the finger was kept straight (0º palsy), the 

hydrostatic stress and the octahedral stress were higher than in normal 

conditions, which also influenced on the overall growth of the 

phalanges (Fig. 3-12). Moreover, when the paralysis model was kept 

with a 90º flexion, the hydrostatic stress was smaller than in normal 

conditions, as well as the octahedral stress; in fact, for the distal phalanx 

there was no zone of high octahedral stress, therefore, nothing inhibited 

the cartilage to grow which resulted in the absence of the convex shape 

in the distal phalanx articular surface (Fig. 3-12). 

 

 

Fig. 3-15 Comparison of the obtained geometries for the kilter, the 0º palsy, the 90º palsy and the 

normal conditions 
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The final shape of the normal condition model was compared to 

x-ray images of interphalangeal joints (Fig. 3-14). The obtained joint 

shape agrees remarkably with the ones observed in the x-rays. 

Therefore, this work sheds some light on how the mechanical 

environment combined with biochemical factors influence the 

morphogenesis of a synovial joint. It is worth mentioning that 

hydrostatic stress, as it promotes cartilage growth, is key for joint 

morphogenesis. However, for a joint to achieve complex shapes, it is 

necessary to include the cell/tissue responses to the biochemical and 

mechanical stimuli. The combined response to these stimuli produces 

the necessary chondrocyte proliferation and cartilage ECM productions 

on specific zones, which molds the bones epiphyses to their final 

congruent joint surfaces’ shapes. 

To our knowledge, this is the first computational model able to 

include several aspects of joint development, such as the main 

molecular and mechanical stimuli, and predict, successfully, the final 

shape of a synovial joint, like an interphalangeal joint. Moreover, the 

model also predicts, thoroughly, the molecular distribution of the 

principal biochemical within the developing bone, as well as the onset 

of POC and SOC.  

The obtained results are remarkable despite the assumptions that 

had to be made for simplicity’s sake and computational savings. As 

limitations for this model is included the fact that this is only a 2D 

model, therefore only one plane of motion was included. Additionally, 

some simplifications were made regarding the material behavior and 

properties. Likewise, since there is no information related to embryo 
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movement during development, and much less in relation to the fetus 

finger motion, all the analyzed positions were considered to have the 

same weight and influence on the morphogenesis process. 

Nevertheless, the presented model gives an excellent approximation of 

what is happening during joint development and morphogenesis and 

brings a new understanding of these processes, which, eventually, may 

lead to the development of new treatments for developmental diseases, 

or even prevent malformations of the fetus. 
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Chapter 4. PATELLA ONSET 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

Although the development of the skeletal system has been 

studied over the past centuries, the development of a group of bones 

known as sesamoid bones is still unknown [117]. Sesamoid bones, such 

as the patella, are bones embedded superficially within tendons; these 

tendons are usually around joints. The name sesamoid comes from the 

Latin word sesamum (sesame seed), due to the small size of most of 

these bones, and the morphological resemblance of this bone to the seed 

[117]. Sesamoid bones can be found in several joints throughout the 

body, including hand, wrist, foot, neck, ear and knee. The patella, or 

kneecap, is the largest, most recognized and studied sesamoid bone in 

the human body.  

The patella has an important role in the stability of the knee, 

facilitating the function and locomotion of the lower limb [118]. It is 

believed that its main purpose is to increase the moment arm of the 

quadriceps muscle, by augmenting the distance between this muscle 

and the center of rotation of the knee joint [119]. The patella contributes 

to the compressive force distribution of the patella-femoral joint by 

increasing the contact area during flexion of the knee [119]. In addition, 

the patella protects the quadriceps tendon from high stress [120], while 

centralizing the pull of the quadriceps muscle complex, protecting the 

knee from dislocating [119]. 
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The accepted theory about the development of the patella is that 

it develops inside the tendon in response to mechanical stimuli evoked 

when the muscles contract [114,117,121]. This theory is based on the 

idea that mechanical stimuli play a crucial role in tissue differentiation 

[7]. Therefore, while the tendon is immature, a zone of the tendon is 

subjected to high hydrostatic stress and low tensile strain. This leads to 

the differentiation of the fibrous tissue into cartilage and then to the 

ossification of the cartilage to form the patella.  

According to the aforementioned tissue adaptation theory, 

Topological Optimization (TO) may also be suitable to explain the 

development of the patella. TO distributes the material in a design 

domain through the minimization of the strain energy; as a result, this 

material redistribution produces an optimal configuration for low 

energy consumption [122]. This theory has been widely used in many 

engineering and biology fields, such as the architecture of the proximal 

femur [123–126] as well as in the design of scaffolds, implants, bone 

replacements, and prostheses [127–130].  

On the other hand, a recent study [117] proposed that the patella 

initially develops as part of the femur, similar to the way in which a 

bone eminence is developed. This eminence is initially formed by 

progenitor cells that express both Sox9 and Scx. This mechanism is 

controlled by Transforming Growth Factor-Beta (TGF-β) and Bone 

Morphogenetic Protein-4 (BMP-4), which determine the differentiation 

of chondrogenic cells. According to this theory, the eminence is 

separated from the preexisting cartilaginous femur under different 

environmental conditions, but they consider more plausible that the 
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patella may be separated from the femur because of the presence of a 

remaining joint inducer molecule on the epiphysis. As a result of this 

process, a new bone embedded within the tendon is formed, thus 

creating a sesamoid bone, which will be the patella [117].  

Currently, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is not an 

accepted (or unified) mechanism in the literature that explains the 

formation of sesamoid bones. In fact, the development of the patella 

could result from the combination of the above-mentioned theories. The 

aim of this work is to evaluate, separately, the outcome of three 

conceptual computational models for the development of the kneecap. 

The first model considers the biochemical aspects present on the onset 

of the quadriceps and patellar tendon. The second model examines the 

cell behavior under the mechanical stimuli present during the formation 

of this sesamoid bone. The last model optimizes the mechanical 

environment of the tissues based on minimizing strain energy (TO).  

The computational models allow a comparison of the three 

theories of patellar development, demonstrating the strengths and the 

plausibility of each theory. These models provide a steppingstone to 

establish a unified theory about the onset of this bone, which might be 

able to predict patellar-associated diseases.  

4.2. THEORY I: BIOCHEMICAL THEORY 

This biochemical theory was first proposed by Eyal et al. [117], 

as a molecular model for the development of the patella. According to 

this theory, the patella develops as a bone eminence attached to the 
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distal femur head, where new sox9-positive chondrogenic cells attach 

to the formed femur distal head (Fig. 4-1-II and Fig. 4-1-IC) [117]. This 

new aggregation of chondrogenic cells separates from the preexisting 

cartilage because of the effect of a remaining joint inducer on the femur 

articular surface (Fig. 4-1-IA). Thus, a new bone embedded within the 

tendon is formed. 

 

Fig. 4-1 Sagittal sections of the patella from hind limbs of wild-type 

mouse embryos stained with Alcian Blue and Fast Red to highlight 

cartilage cells (I. A-C) and Sox9 and Scx expression (II). 

(I. A) At E13.5 embryonic days, an aggregation of chondrogenic cells 

is seen at the presumable location of the patella (dashed circles) that 

appears to be part of the femur, as the boundary cells are absent 

(arrows). (I. B) At E14.5, although the patella (*) and femur are 

distinguishable, the patellofemoral joint is missing. The boundary 

between the two cartilaginous elements is occupied by cells with 

distinct flat and elongated morphology (arrow). (I. C) At E16.5, the 

patella (pa) appears as a distinct cartilaginous structure embedded 

within the quadriceps tendon (qt) and separated from the femur (fe) by the patellofemoral joint 

(arrows). (II.) Fluorescence labelling using digoxigenin- and fluorescein-labelled antisense RNA 

probes for Sox9 and Scx. At E13.5, cells that express both Sox9 and Scx are observed at the 

presumable patella location. Scale bars: 200 µm. Modified from [117]. 

To develop this model, it is necessary to explore both 

phenomena: the development of the tendon and the eminence 

formation. The following section describes some of the key events 

involved in the development of the tendon and bone eminence. 
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4.2.1. TENDON & EMINENCE DEVELOPMENT 

Early events of tendon formation involve the presence of Scx-

positive cells (tendon progenitor cells) on the syndetome, a subdomain 

of the sclerotome (ventromedial compartment of the somite that gives 

rise to skeletal tissue) [131]. Furthermore, the cells located on the bone 

heads and muscle ends release TGF-β. This molecule attracts Scx-

expressing cells towards the bone head and muscle end; therefore, the 

region of this type of cells increases [131] (Fig. 4-2-A and Fig. 4-2-B).  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4-2 Schematic 

representation of the tendon 

and eminence development.  

A. The process starts with the 

expression of BMP on the bone 

epiphyses, the bone is still a 

cartilaginous mould. Also, the 

muscle and the epiphyses of the 

bone express TGF-β. B. The 

expression of TGF-β attracts 

and recruits Scx-cells. Those 

cells that express Scx and BMP 

start differentiating into 

chondrocytes. C. The muscle 

express FGF because its front 

detects the presence of Scx-cell. 

FGF induce the differentiation 

of Scx-cells into tenocytes. D. 

The formation of the eminence 

and tendon is complete. 
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On the muscle end, the muscle cells perceive the presence of 

Scx-expressing cells and deliver the FGF [132,133]. FGF (that diffuses 

from the muscle through the Scx-cells domain) promotes the 

differentiation of Scx-expressing cells into tendon cells (tenocytes). 

The direction of the FGF gradient determines the direction of the tendon 

fibers [132,133] (Fig. 4-2-C).  

Simultaneously from the bone side, BMPs, which regulate the 

differentiation of Scx-expressing cells into chondrocytes, diffuse from 

the bone head [134]. BMP stimulates the Scx-cells to differentiate into 

chondrocytes. These chondrocytes will later shape the bone eminence 

where the tendon is attached (Fig. 4-2-B and Fig. 4-2-C) [134]. Thus, a 

fully formed tendon is obtained between the bone and the muscle (Fig. 

4-2-D). 

4.2.2. COMPUTATIONAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The biochemical model simulates the expression and diffusion 

of molecular signals during patellar development as proposed by Eyal 

et al. [117]. It is based on the formation of the quadriceps and patellar 

tendons (Fig. 4-3) and assumes that some molecules are remnants of the 

femur-tibia joint formation process [117], such as GDF-5 (Fig. 4-3-a) 

[50–52], which later will induce the joint onset between the patella and 

the femur. 
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Fig. 4-3 Schematic representation of the patella development process based on the theory proposed 

by Eyal et al. [117]. 
A. The process initiates with the Scx-cells necessary for tendon development. The muscle and the 

bones epiphyses (which in this stage are cartilaginous) express TGF-β which recruit Scx-cells towards 

the muscle and the bones. Moreover, the bone epiphyses also express BMP factors and some of the 

remaining interzone marker molecules. B. Those Scx-cells exposed to a concentration of BMP start 

differentiating into chondrocytes. Also, when the muscle front detects Scx-cells, starts expressing 

FGF. C. FGF molecule induces the differentiation of the Scx-cells into tenocytes, whereas the Scx-

cells exposed to BMP keep the chondrocyte differentiation, forming the future patella and the tibia 

eminence. D. The patella forms attached to the cartilaginous femur epiphysis, so a joint formation 

process starts due to the interzone markers left from earlier processes. 

A general algorithm of this model is shown in Fig. 4-4. The 

model starts with the initial conditions given by the concentrations of 

the molecules and the initial domain of Scx-cells (Fig. 4-3-A) [131]. 

Then, TGF-β and BMP diffuse from the muscle and the bone [132,133] 

and consequently, the Scx-cells are attracted towards high 
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concentration of TGF-β (Fig. 4-3-B). Once the muscle detects the 

presence of Scx-cells, it expresses FGF (Fig. 4-3-B) [132,133]. The 

differentiation process involves the Scx-cells and the concentrations of 

FGF and BMP. If there is enough concentration of Scx-cells and BMP, 

the cells in the tissue differentiate into chondrocytes [134], whereas if 

there is enough concentration of Scx-cells and FGF, the cells 

differentiate into tenocytes (tendon tissue) (Fig. 4-3-B) [132,133]. At 

the same time, the remaining interzone marker (in this model named 

GDF-5) diffuses inside the newly formed cartilage structure (Fig. 4-3-

C), which will induce later the joint formation between the patella and 

the femur (Fig. 4-3-D) [50–52]. 

Additionally, it is considered that the flexion of the leg during 

embryonic stages could influence the patella onset; therefore, this 

methodology was applied for different leg angles (30º, 45º, 60º, 90º) 

without the modification of any other parameter. 
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Fig. 4-4 General algorithm that developed to model the events occurring according to the Theory I. 

4.2.2.1. Mathematical model: Molecules 

4.2.2.1.1. Scx-cells 

Initially, a domain with Scx-expressing cells is defined where 

the tendon will be formed [131] (Fig. 4-3). Then, these cells will be 

attracted towards high concentration of TGF-β by a chemotaxis process. 
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Therefore, the Scx-cells will migrate toward the bone and the muscle 

ends (Fig. 4-2 and Fig. 4-3). The concentration of cells (per volume 

unit) follow a chemotactic model that will depend on the concentration 

of the chemoattractant (TGF-β). Eq. 4-1 describes the temporal 

evolution of Scx-cell density as a function of a diffusion and chemotaxis 

process. 

𝜕𝑏

𝜕𝑡
= 𝛻. [(𝜇(𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑥, 𝑡))𝛻𝑏(𝑥, 𝑡)) − (𝜒(𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑥, 𝑡))𝑏(𝑥, 𝑡)𝛻𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑥, 𝑡))]

+ 𝑔(𝑏(𝑥, 𝑡), 𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑥, 𝑡)) 
Eq. 4-1 

 

where 𝑏(𝑥, 𝑡) is the Scx-cell density population; 𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑥, 𝑡) is the 

concentration of the chemical attractor (TGF-β); 𝜇(𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑥, 𝑡)) is the 

diffusion coefficient of the Scx-cells; 𝜒(𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑥, 𝑡)) is the chemotactic 

coefficient; and 𝑔(𝑏(𝑥, 𝑡), 𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑥, 𝑡)) is the cell proliferation and death 

rates. 

4.2.2.1.2. TGF-β, BMP, FGF & GDF-5 

The attractant chemical (TGF-β) and the other molecules (BMP, 

FGF and GDF-5) followed a diffusion model as described in (Eq. 4-2). 

𝜕𝑠

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐷𝑖∇

2𝑠(𝑥, 𝑡) 
Eq. 4-2 

 

In this case, 𝑠(𝑥, 𝑡) is the concentration of the molecule in 

question (TGF-β, FGF, BMP and GDF-5); 𝐷𝑖 is the diffusion 

coefficient for the molecule 𝑖 within the developing tendon or cartilage, 

with 𝑖 = TGF-β, FGF, BMP and GDF-5. A summary of the diffusion 

rates is in (Appendix B). It must be remarked that these values were 
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obtained by trial and error to match the molecular behavior reported in 

the literature. Additionally, Table 4-1 summarizes the relationship 

between molecules, cells and tissues. 

Table 4-1 Relation between molecules and tissue or cell type for the model developed for theory I. 

 Scx-cells Cartilage-patella Cartilage-bone Tendon Muscle 

TGF-Β 

Attraction towards 

high concentration 

[132,133]  

Low diffusion 

Expressed by 

the tissue 

[132,133] 

--- 

Expressed by 

the tissue 

[132,133] 

FGF 

Differentiation to 

tenocytes 

[132,133] 

Low diffusion Low diffusion 

Induces the 

formation 

of tendon 

tissue 

[132,133] 

Expressed by 

the tissue, 

once the 

tissue detects 

Scx-cells 

[132,133] 

BMP 

Differentiation to 

chondrocytes 

[132,133] 

Low diffusion 

Expressed by 

the tissue 

[132,133] 

Induces the 

formation 

of cartilage 

(patella) 

tissue [134] 

--- 

GDF-5 --- 

Induces 

interzone onset 

[50–52] 

Induces 

interzone onset 

[50–52] 

--- --- 

 

TGF-β: Secreted by the bones and the muscle, attracts the Scx-cells 

towards the bones and the muscle. 

FGF: Secreted by the muscle, induces the differentiation of Scx-cells 

into tenocytes. 

BMP: Secreted by the bones, induces the differentiation of Scx-cells 

into chondrocytes. 

GDF-5: Joint marker, induces the split of the forming patella from the 

femur. 
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4.2.2.2. Tissue differentiation 

The model takes into account that a tissue changes its state when 

the concentration of a certain molecule achieves a threshold 

concentration (𝑏𝑐
𝑇ℎ, 𝑆𝐵𝑀𝑃

𝑇ℎ , 𝑆𝐹𝐺𝐹
𝑇ℎ  and 𝑆𝐺𝐷𝐹−5

𝑇ℎ ) (Table 4-2). The thresholds 

have been chosen through an iterative process, since they are not 

reported in the literature. These values are summarized Appendix B. 

Subsequently, a cellular automaton-like (CA-Like model) was used to 

regulate the tissue-state based on the concentration of a certain 

molecule within the tissue. 

Concentrations of Scx-cells and BMP molecules induces the 

differentiation of mesenchymal tissue to chondrocytes (i.e., cartilage 

tissue), whereas concentrations of Scx-cells and FGF induces the 

differentiation of mesenchymal tissue to tenocytes (i.e., tendon tissue). 

Additionally, high concentration of GDF-5 in cartilage tissue induces 

the formation of the interzone between the femur and the future patella. 

Table 4-2 Molecule and threshold (Th) levels involved in the tissue differentiation.  

The threshold values are specified in the Appendix B. 

Original Tissue Molecules New tissue Concentration threshold parameters 

Mesenchymal  Scx-cells & BMP Cartilage 𝑏𝑐
𝑇ℎ & 𝑆𝐵𝑀𝑃

𝑇ℎ  

Mesenchymal Scx-cells & FGF Tendon 𝑏𝑐
𝑇ℎ& 𝑆𝐹𝐺𝐹

𝑇ℎ  

Cartilage GDF-5 Interzone 𝑆𝐺𝐷𝐹−5
𝑇ℎ  

 

4.2.2.3. Geometry and boundary conditions 

We developed a simple geometry of the forming knee joint (Fig. 

4-5). The geometry is based on the study of Sarin et al. [114], where a 

two-dimensional finite element analysis (FEA) was developed to 

determine the stress history of a developing sesamoid. The radius of the 
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condyle was considered as 4 mm and the thickness of the tendon as 1.75 

mm (Fig. 4-5) [135]. Quadrilateral elements were used in the finite 

element model.  

 

 

Fig. 4-5 Knee joint geometry employed for patella development study. 

Initial concentrations domains and mechanical boundary conditions for the model of the theory II. 

The model consisted of three regions: the first region represents 

the femoral cartilage, a second one filled with Scx-cells, and a third one 

filled of mesenchymal cells. The tendon domain is formed by the 

second and third regions. The muscle end has a high concentration of 

TGF-β and FGF, whereas the tibia end and the femur have high 
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concentrations of TGF-β and BMP [132,133]. In contrast, the interzone 

marker (GDF-5), that diffuses at a low rate, is on the line shared by the 

femur cartilage and the domain where the tendon will be (Fig. 4-5). 

4.2.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As shown in Fig. 4-6, the molecules TGF-β and BMP diffused 

and attracted the Scx-expressing cells towards the bones and muscle 

end. Once the muscle end detected the Scx-cells, the muscle cells 

expressed FGF; this molecule promoted the differentiation from 

mesenchymal cells (Scx-cells) into tenocytes, and the FGF gradient 

settled the direction of the collagen fibers of the tendon (Fig. 4-7). 

Simultaneously, BMP (which diffused from the femur bone) produced 

the differentiation from Scx-cells into chondrocytes (Fig. 4-7). 

The tendon is formed from the muscle end and it gradually 

advanced to the tibia (Fig. 4-7, t=7). Also, a cartilaginous bone 

eminence developed at a distance from the femoral head, where there 

was enough concentration of BMP that induced the differentiation from 

Scx-cells to chondrocytes (Fig. 4-7, t=42): this was the beginning of the 

formation of the patella. This cartilaginous structure increased in size 

towards the femur until both cartilaginous structures (femur anlage and 

forming patella) merged (Fig. 4-7, t=60). 

At the same time, the tendon continued developing until it 

reached and embedded the new cartilaginous formation: the patella 

(Fig. 4-7, t=50). The result of this process was a developed tendon with 

a cartilaginous structure, still attached to the femur, and embedded 

superficially within it (Fig. 4-7, t=60). Due to the presence of GDF-5, 
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an interzone was formed between the cartilaginous structure (patella-

like) and the femur anlage (Fig. 4-7, t=60). This interzone allowed the 

detachment of the cartilaginous patella from the femur while still 

embedded within the tendon (Fig. 4-7, t=117). The final morphology of 

the femur and the patella would eventually adapt to mechanical loads 

due to muscle contractions, with matching articular surfaces. This 

model simulated only formation of the patella and not morphogenesis. 

At some distance from the tibia end, a cartilaginous structure 

also started forming where there was enough concentration of BMP and 

Scx-cells (tibia eminence) (Fig. 4-7, t=60). The patellar tendon attached 

to the tibia via this structure (Fig. 4-7, t=117). 

This theory was evaluated with different flexion angles of the 

leg, without modifying any other parameter. Flexion angles of 30º, 45º, 

60º and 90º were considered (Fig. 4-8). The range of the angle changed 

the coincident area between the zone where the tendon will form and 

the distal head of the femur. The coincident area was smaller for 30º, 

45º, and 60º, and larger for 90º. No patella-like structure was achieved 

with 30º and 45º; only a little incipient patella at 60º; and a complete 

patella-like structure was obtained with 90º. This outcome was possible 

since the coincident area is much smaller and proximal with 30º, 45º 

and 60º. Therefore, there is not enough diffusion of BMP so that the 

Scx-cells can differentiate into chondrocytes before the tendon 

develops completely. 
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Fig. 4-6 Obtained distribution of the molecules (TGF-β, BMP, FGF, GDF-5) and Scx-cells during 

patella development. 

The bar scale shows the concentration of each molecule (TGF-β, BMP, FGF, GDF-5) in ng/ml, 

whereas in the bottom of the image is shown the Scx-cells concentration per volume unit (cells/ml) 

involved in the process of patella development. Time: t=1, 50, 117. 
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Fig. 4-7 Obtained tissue differentiation through the time of patella development. 

At t=7 the tendon (green) starts developing from the muscle end. By t=42 an incipient of the 

developing patella can be noticed. The patella keeps growing from towards the femur head (t=60). 

By the end of the simulation (t=117) the patella-like structure and tendon are completely formed 

 

Fig. 4-8 Patella development: tissue differentiation for the biochemical model at different angles (60°, 

45° and 30°). 

For knee flexion angles different than 90º, the patella developed smaller (60º) or did not develop at 

all. 
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The results obtained with this theory for the 90º model were 

coherent with the histological observations made by Eyal et al. [117]. 

Additionally, a patella-like structure embedded superficially within the 

tendon was obtained just by considering the biochemical factors 

implicated in the tendon and the eminence development (Fig. 4-7). This 

indicates that the patella onset might be highly influenced by the 

phenomenon surrounding tendon development. Hence, it might be 

possible that the patella onset is a consequence of a biochemical 

process, without any biomechanical influence. This theory could be 

supported by the fact that the absence of the patella in the knee joint 

does not affect its functionality [136]. 

4.3. THEORY II: MECHANICAL THEORY 

The mechanical stimuli play a crucial role in tissue 

differentiation [7,137]. Although, according to previous studies, when 

the muscular activity was inhibited in embryos, the patella was smaller 

than in control animals [138]; therefore, the mechanical conditions of 

the forming tendons might create a favorable environment for the 

development of the patella [114,117,121,139]. 

The tendon is a fibrous or dense connective tissue composed by 

bundles of parallel fibers of type I collagen, which helps with the role 

of mediating movement [140]. According to the theory proposed by 

Carter et al., [7], if we have fibrous tissue (such as tendon) under high 

compressive hydrostatic stress (with low principal tensile strain), it may 

differentiate from fibrous tissue to cartilage (Fig. 4-9). This new tissue 

(within the tendon) will be the sesamoid bone: the patella. 
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Fig. 4-9 Diagram of the mechanoregulatory model 

proposed by Carter et al., (1998) [7].  

Modified from [141] 

 

4.3.1. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Initially, a newly formed fibrous tendon wrapped around the 

distal end of the femur was assumed. The mechanical load was applied 

on the quadriceps side of the tendon. The tendon was modeled as a 

composite material: matrix and fibers. The fibers were modeled as an 

orthotropic material and they were oriented following the longitudinal 

axis of the tendon.  

The model followed the momentum equation that determines 

the internal stresses of the body (Eq. 4-3): 

∇. 𝝈 + 𝒃 = 𝟎  
Eq. 4-3 

 

where 𝝈 is the stress tensor, and 𝒃 is the body forces. The 

stresses and strains were related through the constitutive equation, 

which in general form is given by (Eq. 4-4):  

𝝈 = 𝑫𝜺 
Eq. 4-4 
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where 𝑫 is the matrix of elastic constants, and 𝜺 is the strain 

tensor. Since the tendon was composed of a matrix and fibers, then, the 

relationship between stress and strain is given by (Eq. 4-5):  

𝝈 = 𝝈𝒎 + 𝝈𝒇 = (𝑫𝒎 +𝑫𝒇)𝜺 = 𝑫𝒎𝑩𝒖 + 𝑫𝒇𝑩𝒖 
Eq. 4-5 

 

where 𝑫𝒎 and 𝑫𝒇 are the matrix of elastic constants for the 

matrix and the fibers, respectively. The matrix was considered as an 

isotropic material; therefore, the term 𝑫𝒎 is defined as (Eq. 4-6) 

𝑫𝒎 =
𝐸

1 − 𝑣2
[
1 𝑣 0
𝑣 1 0
0 0 (1 − 𝑣)/2

] 
Eq. 4-6 

 

Whereas 𝑫𝒇, for a link for fiber oriented on the horizontal axis, 

is defined as (Eq. 4-7): 

𝑫𝒇𝑩 = [

1 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0
−1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0

] 
Eq. 4-7 

 

The stress inside the tendon was evaluated at different flexion 

angles: θ = 110º, 90º, 60º, 45º, and 30º (Fig. 4-10). In order to facilitate 

the comparison of results, each case (θ =110º, 90º, 60º, 45º, and 30º) 

had the same number of finite elements; in other words, there was a 

correspondence of finite elements between cases. 
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4.3.2. GEOMETRY AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The geometry of this model was a simplified version of a knee 

joint in formation (Fig. 4-10) based on similar works [114,139]. The 

geometry considers a tendon wrapped around the femur distal head. The 

thickness of the tendon was 1.75 mm and the radius of the bone was 4.0 

mm [135].  

The mechanical load was applied on the tendon as 1 mm 

displacement, simulating the contraction force of the quadriceps, 

whereas the other end of the tendon (attachment with the tibia) was 

fixed (Fig. 4-10). The nodes on the line in contact with the femur could 

only move through the contact line (Fig. 4-10). 

 

 

Fig. 4-10 Schematic representation of the geometry and boundary conditions.  

Mechanical boundary conditions for the model of the theory II. 
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4.3.3. MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND TISSUE DIFFERENTIATION 

The differentiation from tendon tissue to cartilage was assumed 

as a function of hydrostatic stress and tensile strain following Carter et 

al. [7]. When the hydrostatic stress and the principal tensile strain on 

the fibrous tissue (tendon) reached a specific threshold -σhyd
cart 

(Appendix B)- the tissue differentiated into cartilage. Table 4-3 

summarizes the mechanical properties of the biological tissues used in 

this work. All the properties were obtained from the literature 

[114,142]. The properties of the tendon depended on the direction of 

the tendon collagen fiber. 

Table 4-3 Tissue properties 

Tissue Poisson Young’s modulus [MPa] Reference 

Cartilage 0.497 6.1 [8] 

Tendon (matrix) 0.4 6.1 [114] 

Tendon (fiber) 0.4 800 [114] 

4.3.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This theory postulates that the patella bone is formed due to high 

hydrostatic stress and low tensile strain on specific regions of a fibrous 

tissue, such as the tendon. The results of all angles of flexion of the leg 

were projected on the domain at 90º to facilitate comparison of the 

stress distributions (Fig. 4-11).  

Considering that the understanding of the embryonic movement 

is limited, three different scenarios were modeled in which the effect of 

each leg angle was averaged. These scenarios were designed in order to 

differentially weigh the contribution of each angle to represent the time 

spent in that angle. The weightings for the angles of 30º, 45º, 60º, 90º 
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and 110º for the three cases were as follows: 1) 5%, 10%, 15%, 25% 

and 45% (weighting high flexion), 2) 60%, 25%, 9%, 5%, and 1% 

(weighting low flexion angles); 3) 1%, 5%, 9%, 25% and 60% (heavily 

weighting high flexion). 

The elements which had a compression stress above σhyd
cart, were 

differentiated into cartilage (Fig. 4-12). In each case the size and shape 

of the patella were different; the smallest patella occurred when 

weighting for the smallest angles. 

The results obtained with this model also showed the 

development of a patella-like structure embedded within the tendon. 

The size of the structure depended on the flexion angle; in other words, 

the angle determined the mechanical load (hydrostatic pressure) in the 

tendon. This may imply that the mechanical conditions that surround 

the newly formed tendon might influence the patella development. For 

instance, different studies have noticed that several years after the 

excision of the patella, some fibrocartilage or even bony islands appear 

in the former site of the patella [136,143,144]. This could indicate that 

the wrapping (mechanical environment) of the tendon over the distal 

femoral head generates the necessary mechanical conditions for the 

patella onset 

 

.
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Fig. 4-12 Results obtained by the simulation for the average hydrostatic stress and patella shape. 

Left: Average hydrostatic stress for the three analyzed cases. (1) 5%, 10%, 15%, 25% and 45% 

(weighting high flexion); (2) 60%, 25%, 9%, 5%, and 1% (weighting low flexion angles); (3) 1%, 5%, 

9%, 25% and 60% (heavily weighting high flexion) for the 30º, 45º, 60º, 90º and 110ºrespectively. 

Right: Patella shape: where the elements that have the hydrostatic stress above the tissue 

differentiation threshold 𝝈𝒉𝒚𝒅
𝒄𝒂𝒓𝒕. 

4.4. THEORY III: TOPOLOGICAL OPTIMIZATION (TO) 

This theory is also based on mechanical stimuli and its influence 

on tissue differentiation. It is based on the fact that tissues adapt to their 
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stress and strain environment; therefore, TO might be suitable to 

explain this adaptation. TO can be applied in tissue remodeling, since it 

iteratively redistributes the material in a design domain determining an 

optimal material arrangement or tissue type [125]. Specifically, TO 

allocates denser material (cartilage) to regions under relatively high 

strain energy and allocates a less dense material (tendon) to zones with 

a low strain energy. This adaptation process can be characterized as a 

self-enhancing system [122], with the objective of minimizing tendon 

strain. Therefore, articular surface wear will be reduced due to the low 

relative movement between the distal femoral head joint surface and the 

tendon. 

As an initial condition, it was considered that the tendon was 

already formed and loaded. A two-dimensional FEA analysis based on 

the algorithm proposed on Sigmund [145], was performed. The 

algorithm is based on the “power-law approach” or SIMP approach 

(Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization) [145]. This approach 

assumes that the material properties are constant within each element 

of the design domain, whereas the relative material densities of the 

elements are the variables [145]. The density is usually considered as a 

design variable, so it could take values between 0 and 1, with 0 

representing void and 1 representing solid [146]. Thus, the relation 

between the elastic modulus and the relative material density is given 

in Eq. 4-8:  

𝐸(𝑥) = 𝜌(𝑥)𝑝𝐸𝑜 
Eq. 4-8 
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where 𝐸𝑜 is the Young’s modulus of the material in solid state, 

when 𝜌 = 1. In addition, the penalization power parameter is p=3 as 

recommended by Sigmund [145]. 

The aim of this optimization process is to minimize the strain 

energy in order to find the relative material densities of the elements (in 

a design domain). Then, the objective function and constraints can be 

expressed as follows (Eq. 4-9): 

min
𝜌
𝐶(𝜌, 𝒖) = 𝑼𝑻𝑭 

Eq. 4-9 

𝑠. 𝑡. :        

𝑲(𝜌)𝒖 = 𝑭

𝑉(𝜌)

𝑉𝑜
= 𝑓

0 < 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝜌(𝑥) ≤ 1}
 

 

  

 

where 𝐶 is compliance, 𝜌 is density, F is the load vector, 𝒖 is 

the global displacement vector, 𝑉𝑜 is the initial domain (domain 

constraint) and 𝑓 is the volume fraction. The density was relaxed to 

have any value from 0 to 1, being the lower bound non-zero to avoid 

singularities. 

The global stiffness matrix 𝑲(𝜌) in Eq. 4-9 is calculated by 

summing up the stiffness matrices of all the elements, which depend on 

the elemental value of the density 𝜌𝑒 Eq. 4-10: 

𝑲(𝜌) =∑𝑲𝒆(𝜌𝑒)

𝑁𝑒𝑙

𝑒=1

=∑∫ 𝑩𝑇𝑫(𝜌𝑒)𝑩dΩ
Ω𝑒

𝑁𝑒𝑙

𝑒=1

 
Eq. 4-10 
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where 𝑲𝒆(𝜌𝑒) is the stiffness matrix of the element, 𝑩 is the 

shape function derivatives, and 𝑫(𝝆𝒆) is the constitutive matrix which 

depends on the material density. Sensitivities of the objective function 

and volume constraint with respect to 𝜌𝑒 are calculated as follows (Eq. 

4-11 and Eq. 4-12): 

𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝜌𝑒
= −𝒖𝑒

𝑇
𝜕𝑲𝒆

𝜕𝜌𝑒
𝒖𝑒 = −𝑝𝜌𝑒

𝑝−1
𝒖𝑒
𝑇𝑲𝑒

𝑜𝒖𝑒 
Eq. 4-11 

𝜕𝑉

𝜕𝜌𝑒
= ∫ d𝑉

Ωe

 
Eq. 4-12 

 

A heuristic updating scheme for the design variable is 

formulated as (Eq. 4-13):  

𝜌𝑒
𝑛𝑒𝑤 = {

max(𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝜌𝑒 −𝑚)                                            𝑖𝑓 𝜌𝑒𝐵𝑒
𝜂
≤ max(𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝜌𝑒 −𝑚) ,

𝜌𝑒𝐵𝑒
𝜂
                                   𝑖𝑓 max(𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝜌𝑒 −𝑚) < 𝜌𝑒𝐵𝑒

𝜂
< min(1, 𝜌𝑒 +𝑚) ,

min(1, 𝜌𝑒 +𝑚)                                                         𝑖𝑓 min(1, 𝜌𝑒 −𝑚) ≤ 𝜌𝑒𝐵𝑒
𝜂
,

 
Eq. 4-13 

 

where m is a positive moving limit, 𝜂 is the numerical damping 

coefficient and 𝐵𝑒 is the optimality condition which is calculated as (Eq. 

4-14):  

𝐵𝑒 =

𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝜌𝑒

𝜆
𝜕𝑉
𝜕𝜌𝑒

 
Eq. 4-14 

4.4.1. GEOMETRY AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The same geometry and boundary conditions of Theory II 

(Theory II: Geometry and boundary conditions) were used in this 

model.  
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4.4.2. MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

The tissue properties of the initial domain (tendon and fibers) 

are summarized in (Table 4-3) (Theory II: Material properties and tissue 

differentiation). The properties of the tendon depended on the direction 

of the tendon collagen fibers. 

4.4.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this third theory, the appearance of the patella is due to a TO 

process in the recently formed patellar tendon. Different angles were 

tested for this model; however, we only obtained coherent results 

(formed patella) with 90º and 110º. For these angles, we observed a 

high-density zone close to the usual patella position. Specifically, for 

the 90º case, the shape of the high-density zone is more consistent with 

reality (Fig. 4-13). This suggests that the mechanical environment that 

surrounds the tendon may affect the patella and its development. 

Some studies have uncovered that quite a long while after the 

extraction of the patella, islands of fibrocartilage, or even bone show up 

in the previous site of the patella. [143,144]. These islands might be the 

result of the optimization process that the human body undergoes due 

to the abnormal conditions after the patella excision. The strain energy 

is reduced in this process, which allows the tendon to have small 

displacements and deformations.  
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Fig. 4-13 Results obtained by the simulation through the TO algorithm. 

Density values for the patellar tendon at 90º and 110º. 

4.5. NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR THE THREE THEORIES 

All the equations of the three theories were solved with FEM 

and implemented in a user Subroutine in Fortran and solved with 

ABAQUS 6.10 (Dassault Systèmes USA, Waltham, MA). Both mesh 

and time-step were refined until further refinement no longer yielded 

noticeable improvements in all models.  

4.6. GENERAL DISCUSSION 

We developed three models to simulate the process of patella 

formation according to three different theories. The aim was to 

evaluate, individually, the potential influence of each of these theories 

in the patella onset. The first theory considers the biochemical 

interactions that are present during the patellar tendon formation, while 

the second and third theories are based on the mechanical stimuli that 
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the newly developed patellar tendon goes through. All three models 

used a simplified knee geometry, considering both the tendon and the 

femur for the biochemical-based theory (Fig. 4-5), and only the tendon 

for the mechanical-based theories; the femur was assumed as a rigid 

body. 

The biochemical model is a conceptual model of the 

development of the patella based on the theory proposed by Eyal et al. 

[117], where the patella initially forms as a bone eminence, involving 

Scx-cells whose differentiation is regulated by TGF-β and BMP-4. The 

separation of the patella from the femur is regulated through the 

interzone molecule GDF-5. The simulated molecular distribution 

agrees with that previously shown [117], where at the end a patella-like 

structure embedded superficially within the tendon was obtained. We 

assumed the diffusion rates of the molecules based on an iterative 

process, since they are not reported in the literature and are particularly 

difficult to measure.  

Additionally, we also simulated the biochemical model when 

the leg was extended at different angles (30º, 45º, 60º, 90º). The latter 

was to establish how the position of the leg affected the development of 

the patella, in the case that only biochemical factors influenced the 

formation of this sesamoid bone. When the angles of the leg were 

modified to 30º, 45º or 60º, the region through which BMP diffused 

from the femur distal end to the tendon region was smaller. 

Consequently, the patella obtained was either not significant or null 

(Fig. 4-8). This may be evidence, according to this theory, that having 

an angle close to 90º is necessary to form the patella.  
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On the other hand, the first mechanical model is based on the 

theories which state that mechanical stimuli play a crucial role in tissue 

differentiation. Particularly, this model is built upon Carter’s theory [7], 

in which hydrostatic compression and low principal strain are stimuli 

that induce fibrous tissue differentiation into cartilage. It was assumed 

that the constant movements of the fetus (distinct knee angles) stimulate 

the concentration of high compression loads on some areas of the newly 

formed tendon. The latter induces the differentiation of the tendon cells 

into cartilage, on those high hydrostatic stress zones. Therefore, a 

cartilage structure is formed embedded within the tendon, which later 

will ossify and become the patella bone.  

Following this last theory (the mechano-differentiation model), 

a patella-like structure was obtained. When different flexion angles of 

the leg were evaluated, we observed an influence on the size of the 

patella (Fig. 4-11). Additionally, a patella-like structure was obtained 

when the hydrostatic stress was averaged considering all the angles. A 

different predominant angle for each case was evaluated: weighting 

high flexion, weighting low flexion angles and heavily weighting high 

flexion. If the predominant angle was large, a big patella was obtained, 

whereas if the predominant angle was small, a short patella was 

obtained (Fig. 4-12).  

The last evaluated theory was based on the application of TO, 

which is also feasible to explain the onset of sesamoid bones such as 

the patella. In this case, we assume that the tissue can adapt to its 

mechanical environment in a way that its strain energy is reduced. 

Different angles were also evaluated. However, the outcome was not as 
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expected for smaller angles since no patella-like structure was obtained. 

Nevertheless, a patella-like structure was achieved with angles of 90º 

and 110º. The shape of the obtained patella is remarkably similar, 

especially with an angle of 90º. The results of this model imply that the 

patella might allow reducing the strain energy and, consequently, the 

displacements and deformations of the tendon. These results also imply 

that the patella and the femur articular surface have a low relative 

movement. This is due to the low deformation of the tendon, protecting 

somehow the femur articular surface from wear. 

A patella-like structure was obtained for most of the knee 

flexion angles in all the theories we have evaluated. Our results show 

that tissue remodeling and adaption, based on Carter’s theory or on TO, 

could be responsible for the patella onset. The shape, position and size 

of the patella would depend on the flexion angle of the leg, and the time 

that the leg spends on each position, obtaining a larger-sized patella 

compared to the biochemical approach. However, there is not much 

evidence in the literature that can support the second and third theories. 

Some studies have shown that while limitation of movement (through 

drugs) on embryos affects the formation of the patella, it develops 

anyway, although small in size [138]. Therefore, the mechanical load 

may not be necessary for the appearance of the patella, but it may be 

necessary for its morphogenesis and maintenance. Hence, molecular 

factors and their interactions trigger the formation of the patella, as 

evidenced by molecular expression analyzed in histological slides 

[117]. These factors, applied through a computational model, were 

consistent with the results we obtained. However, since only the 
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limitation of the movement does not guarantee that there are no 

hydrostatic stresses on the tendon, more tests should be run in which 

only biochemical factors influence the development of the tendon and 

the patella. It is also possible that these mechanisms are redundant and 

that both influence the patella onset  

This study proposes a simplified mathematical model of the 

regulatory mechanisms that might influence the formation of the patella 

bone. Each theory was evaluated separately to observe its outcome and 

the likelihood of its influence on the patella onset. The results obtained 

were consistent, and patella-like structures were obtained in most cases. 

Nevertheless, the literature suggests that the patella onset could be 

triggered by biochemical factors during tendon development [117]; 

according to our results, this approach does lead to a patella-like 

structure. Also, it is certain that the mechanical environment must affect 

the patella development. However, this environment might affect it 

mostly after the tendon is formed by helping the patella to obtain its 

final shape and maintain its structure. 

This work is a first approximation on understanding the process 

of the development of the patella. It should be considered that these 

models had several simplifications, such as that they were all two-

dimensional models, that the geometry was a simplified knee joint, that 

all the materials were modeled as linear elastic, and that the molecular 

concentrations, since they are difficult to measure and there are no 

reports in literature, were established through an iterative process. Even 

though of the simplifications, we obtained results that might explain the 

onset of the patella and would help in the proposition of new points of 
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view that might explain the patella onset. Furthermore, these models 

could provide new insight and guidelines of experimentation, and of 

course, new mathematical models as well. However, a combination of 

the theories evaluated in this study is suggested for future works, so that 

the patella onset is determined due to biochemical factors, and 

thereafter the mechanical loads may regulate its shape and maintenance. 

The exact instant and way that mechanical loads affect the patella 

development should be an issue to evaluate in further models, as well 

as the dynamic movement of the knee during the development. 
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Chapter 5. CARTILAGE 

REGENERATION 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

Articular cartilage has a limited ability to repair itself, therefore, 

it is common to find pathologies related to articular cartilage injuries or 

aging. This may be since the articular cartilage is an avascular tissue 

and has a low capacity to regenerate itself. Hence, in a lesion of the 

articular cartilage, a scar composed mainly of fibrocartilage is 

frequently generated, which is a tissue with mechanical properties 

inferior to hyaline cartilage that degrades over time [1,147]. 

Lesions in the articular cartilage have different causes such as 

intra-articular fracture, progressive degradation of OA, or 

osteochondritis dissecans, among others [3,148,149]. Lately, the 

damage that suffers the subchondral bone has received increasing 

interest for its role in joint injury, since changes of properties of the 

subchondral bone seems to mediate changes observed in OA, e.g. 

sclerosis reduces the shock-absorbing capability of the subchondral 

bone and increases the risk of shear-induced tensile failure of the 

articular cartilage [29]. Moreover, due to the rich vascularization and 

innervation of the subchondral bone, it is a source of inflammatory 

mediators, which are associated with the degradation of deeper layers 

of articular cartilage [29]. On the architectural level, can be observed 
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the emerging of microcracks within the subchondral bone, encourage 

the rapid bone remodeling as an excessive bone formation, which may 

result in bone sclerosis. 

Proposed treatments for OA range from symptomatic, with 

analgesics and anti-inflammatory, to more invasive ones that not always 

can be used or have no good results, e.g., microfracture, endochondral 

transplantation, periosteum or perichondrium, cellular transplantation 

(chondrocytes or stem cells); being the last resort arthrodesis 

treatments, or total replacement of the joint [150]. In any case, it is 

preferable not to reach the last resort and to preserve the original 

function of the joint through the regeneration of the articular cartilage 

rather than the replacement of the joint or an arthrodesis, especially in 

young patients. 

The osteochondral grafts is the most effective of the articular 

cartilage regeneration treatments [1,2]. Being an autologous implant, 

this treatment avoids the immunity response [1]. However, these grafts 

have disadvantages: patients must go through two surgeries, new 

defects are created, they are not appropriate to treat large articular 

defects, they do not fuse with the adjacent articular cartilage therefore 

they become unstable with time, and normally the new tissue is 

fibrocartilage and not hyaline cartilage [1]. In the end, 10-20% of cases 

need to be re-operated in the short term, and the percentage increases in 

the long term [2]. 

The articular cartilage degenerative problem is part of the scope 

of tissue engineering. It is necessary to search for clinical advances in 

cartilage regeneration, which are less invasive, in both mild and acute 
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joint injuries. In tissues such as bone or skin, repair techniques have 

been based on the use of implants obtaining good results [3]. In 

cartilage, based on the same techniques, they have used scaffolds, 

which have gained attention in the last two decades [3]. The scaffolds 

allow rapid filling of joint defects, providing a substrate where cells can 

anchor, while maintaining mechanical integrity. 

More recently, the scaffold technic involves three mayor 

components: scaffold materials, cell proliferation or differentiation 

factors, and cellular sources [3]. Scaffolds can be made of both natural 

(e.g., collagen) and synthetic materials [1,4,147,151–157]. Concerning 

the chondro-inductive growth factors, members of the TGF-β, insulin-

like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) and specific members FGF family are 

considered. [1,3,157]. Regarding cellular sources, they include isolated 

autologous chondrocytes, multipotent stem cells, pluripotent stem cells 

and induced pluripotent stem cells [1,3,157]; however, scaffolds can 

also be used without cellular sources [4,147,158–160]. 

The use of scaffolds has the advantage that it facilitates the 

implant process being a less invasive process than the autologous 

osteochondral grafts [147]. However, it is difficult to replicate in a 

scaffold the specific conditions of the ECM [1,161]. Moreover, 

manufacture scaffolds with biophysical, biochemical, and structural 

characteristics similar to those of articular cartilage is a challenging 

problem [1,162]. Nevertheless, great steps have been taken in the 

development of biomaterials allowing them to maintain their integrity 

and support the mechanical loads to which the cartilage is subjected, in 
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this way, these biomaterials are capable of imitating the characteristics 

of healthy tissues [147,160,163,164]. 

Since 2010, researchers have increased the use of scaffolds 

without a cellular source [160]. The latter method has shown results 

similar to the scaffold/cell method, avoiding risks associated with cell 

manipulation (contamination of bacteria and phenotype loss during 

handling), and reduced costs [158–160,165,166].  

Previous work in our group showed that when scaffolds/cell-

free implants were used in a rabbit experimental model, hyaline 

cartilage was generated in the upper part of the scaffold by the third 

month after implantation [4,158,167]. The rapid growth of the 

superficial layer of the cartilage covered the scaffold while it was 

displaced to the subchondral bone [4]. The role of scaffolds is to ensure 

a propitious mechanical environment, which is an important factor to 

activate mechanisms of cellular proliferation and differentiation to 

chondrocytes [158,163]; mechanical feedback determines the behavior 

of cells on its shape, migration, division, differentiation and death 

[168]. It is in this mechanical relationship that computational models 

contribute to the study of the biomechanical environment of 

chondrocytes, evaluating difficult-to-reach aspects for experimental 

models [5]. In this way, computational models can provide a 

quantitative and qualitative evaluation of mechanobiological 

interactions while being fed with clinical or experimental parameters 

[6]. 

The biological computational models have been very useful to 

simulate pathologies, repair and recovery of tissues and organs, e.g., 
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bone regeneration [7], bone growth [8], pattern formation [9–15], 

embryonic development [16], among others. For cartilage, various 

computational models have been developed for the articular cartilage of 

the knee [17–19] and the mechanobiology of articular cartilage under 

compression in confinement conditions [5]. Likewise, computational 

models have been evaluated to simulate the behavior of chondrocytes 

in 3D constructs [169–171], and the variables that should include the 

computational models of articular cartilage [18,116,163,172–175]. 

Taking into account the above, our interest is to propose and 

develop a simulation tool to predict the results of implanting polymer 

scaffolds within a defect in the articular cartilage, in order to evaluate 

their weaknesses and advantages. In this way, a deeper understanding 

of the processes involved in the regeneration of articular cartilage could 

be achieved. This computational model would provide insights into 

how this process develops and determine the appropriate mechanical 

conditions for cartilage regeneration, that can be difficult to obtain 

through experimental techniques. 

5.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

5.2.1. GEOMETRY AND MESH  

A plain strain axisymmetric 2D geometry was developed to 

represent a simplify cartilage/bone/scaffold structure (Fig. 5-1). The 

total width of the domain was considered as 36 mm, large enough to 

prevent that the effect of the boundary conditions would not affect the 
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zone of the defect. The height of the structure was established at 8.3 

mm, high enough in order to avoid that the boundary conditions at the 

bottom affects the zone of the defect. Due to the symmetry, only half of 

the geometry was considered, thus an 18 mm wide structure was 

modeled. Cartilage thickness was set to 1.0 mm, with a subchondral 

cortical bone layer of 0.3 mm (Fig. 5-1). A defect was modeled in the 

symmetry axis as a full depth cartilage defect and filled with an implant 

of 3.0 mm diameter. A perfect fit of the implant into the defect was 

assumed. 

 

 

Fig. 5-1 Schematic representation of the 2D finite element geometry of the articular surface and 

subchondral bone, with the scaffold implanted. 

The zoomed area shows a representation of the modeled collagen fibers. The Articular collagen zones 

are: Deep Zone (DZ), Radial Zone (RZ) and Superficial Zone (SZ). 
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The model was meshed using 4-node pore pressure plain strain 

elements with size ranging from 0.1mm to 0.4mm. All the equations 

were solved with FEM and implemented in a user element Subroutine 

in Fortran and solved with ABAQUS v6.10 (Dassault Systèmes). Both 

mesh and time-step were refined until further refinement no longer 

yielded noticeable improvements in all models. 

5.2.2. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The normal stress and strain conditions for the subchondral and 

trabecular bone were stablished by applying load prior to the scaffold 

implantation. The nodes in the symmetry axis were fixed in the 

horizontal direction (Fig. 5-2), whereas the nodes on the lower part of 

the model were only allowed to move on the horizontal direction. Free 

fluid flow was applied by prescribed zero pore pressure at the free edges 

of the cartilage (top) and the implant (top) (Fig. 5-2). 

 

 

Fig. 5-2 Boundary conditions applied to the finite element model. 

The right side (which is on the symmetry axis) was allowed to move on the vertical direction, the same 

was considered for the left side. The bottom was only allowed to move horizontally, and the cyclic 

load was applied at the top. 
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A unitary load was uniformly applied on the top of the cartilage. 

The load was applied as an oscillatory load with 1 Hz frequency until 

the values of fluid velocity (FV), stress and strain stabilize. It was 

assumed that the cartilage experiences this load each day of simulation. 

5.2.3. MATERIAL MODELS 

5.2.3.1. Cartilage Model 

Articular cartilage consists of ECM divided into two phases: 

solid and fluid. The solid part contains mainly the ground substance that 

includes glycoprotein and proteoglycans (PGs) anchored to hyaluronic 

acid, and a fibrillar network made of collagen (type II) [176].  

The mechanical response of the cartilage is highly influenced by 

its tissue composition and structure [177,178]. The collagen fibrillar 

network stabilizes the matrix expansion [177], and supports tension 

loads, but it has low resistance for compression due to its skinniness 

[176]. 

The collagen network is composed by a combination of large 

primary collagen fibrils and smaller ad disorganized secondary fibrils. 

For simplicity and computational savings, only the primary fibers were 

considered. As Benninghoff described (1925) [179], bundles of primary 

fibrils extend perpendicular from the subchondral bone, curving up 

close to the surface and gradually taking a horizontal course, leveling 

with the articular surface, and merging into the superficial layer 

[175,177,179,180] (Fig. 5-1). In the Deep Zone (DZ) (Fig. 5-1 & Fig. 

5-3), the angle of the fibrils with respect to the x-axis was considered as 
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𝜋/2 (90º). In the Radial Zone (RZ) and Superficial Zone (SZ) this angle 

of the fiber was decreased until it became zero (Fig. 5-1& Fig. 5-3) (Eq. 

5-1). The approximate thickness of each zone was obtained from 

literature [175,181]. 

The collagen fibers were modeled as linear elastic for the sake 

of the simplicity of the model. The fibrils supported only tension loads. 

The non-fibrillar part of the solid part of the cartilage, was 

assumed as linear poroelastic with a Young’s modulus 𝐸𝑛−𝑓, a 

Poisson’s ratio 𝑣𝑛−𝑓 and a permeability 𝑘 (for the fibrillar a Young’s 

modulus 𝐸𝑓 was used) (see Appendix C). 

 

 

Fig. 5-3 Graphic of the angle of the fibers at each zone. 

Angle 𝜽 of the primary collagen fibers present in the articular cartilage matrix, with respect to the 

normalize height. 
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𝜃 = −0.079 +

𝜋
2
+ 0.079

(1 + (
𝑧

0.93
)
19.87

)
1.86 

Eq. 5-1 

 

At each integration point, the total stress in the solid matrix is 

given by the sum of the stresses of the fibrillar and non-fibrillar parts 

(Eq. 5-2). 

𝝈𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝝈𝑛−𝑓 +∑𝝈𝑓

𝑓𝑖𝑏

𝑖=1

 
Eq. 5-2 

 

where 𝝈𝑛−𝑓 and 𝝈𝑓 are the stresses in the non-fibrillar matrix 

and in each individual fibril, both with respect to the global coordinate 

system. To determine the local fibril stress at each integration point, the 

initial orientation of each fibril is given by a unit vector 𝒗0, then, after 

deformation a new unit fibril vector is given as 𝒗𝑛𝑒𝑤 (Eq. 5-3) 

𝒗𝑛𝑒𝑤 =
𝑭 ∙ 𝒗0
‖𝑭 ∙ 𝒗0‖

 
Eq. 5-3 

 

with 𝑭 being the deformation gradient tensor. The logarithmic 

fibril strain was calculated as in Eq. 5-4.  

휀𝑓 = log (‖𝑭 ∙ 𝒗0‖) 
Eq. 5-4 

5.2.3.2. Bone Remodeling Model 

Wolff was the first to suggest that there is a relationship between 

the bone structure and the applied loads [182,183]. It is believed that 

the mechanical stress influences the action of bone remodeling cells 
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(osteoblasts and osteoclasts) through the osteocytes. It seems that 

mechanosensitive osteocytes are capable of transducing changes in 

mechanical stimuli into biochemical signals that regulate cellular 

(osteoblasts and osteoclasts) responses [184]. Also, osteocytes may 

detect matrix micro damage and signal for micro damage removal to 

prevent accumulation of damage within the bone tissue [185,186]. 

Evidence shows that the formation of micro cracks through fatigue 

damage may be the stimulus for bone remodeling, which begins with 

bone resorption followed by bone formation [187]. Then, bones, 

especially subchondral bone, can be adapted to loads on trajectories of 

stress, through mineral apposition, i.e., more material is deposited in the 

lines of high stress [188]. Furthermore, low stresses (low loads) are 

commonly regarded as a reason for bone resorption since there is no 

need to maintain the strength of the structure [189]. However, if the 

bone stresses are so high (overloads) due to an abnormal load condition, 

such as the implantation of a scaffold, the self-repair mechanism cannot 

follow the increasing damage, and thus overload resorption will occur 

[187]. For convenience, stress or strain can usually be considered as the 

mechanical stimulus for bone remodeling [184,187]. 

Several computational models partly answer the mechano-

regulation of bone mass in response to strain and micro damage 

[184,185,187,188,190–194]. One characteristic of most of those models 

is the presence of a lazy zone (also known as equilibrium zone or 

originally termed as dead zone), a range of mechanical stimulus (around 

a value that the bone detects as normal) within which no change in bone 

density is evident [195]. Therefore, net bone formation (or resorption) 
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is produced, if the mechanical stimulus is well over or below those 

reference values.  

Some studies have debated the likeliness of the presence of a 

lazy zone [196], suggesting that bone remodeling is correlated with the 

tissue loads following a linear relationship without a lazy zone. 

Actually, the lazy zone seems more like a mathematical approximation 

than a mechanobiological fact [195]. In fact, the inclusion of the lazy 

zone has a serious drawback: the final bone density distribution depends 

on the starting density, so the solution of the density distribution is not 

unique nor guaranteed [195]. Hence, it can be said that the remodeling 

response of the bone has a mechanobiological basis and governs the 

behavior of the bone in every aspect.  

It is believed that this mechanobiological response (bone 

density redistribution or bone remodeling) is more complex than it 

seems; a more complete model, as in Klika et al., [197], should include 

variables like load frequency, hormonal response, cellular interactions 

pathology, etc. [195]. Then, simplistic bone redistribution models 

should be applied once the distribution of density is correctly 

established, for example, to predict variations of bone density due to 

changes in the normal activity [195]. In light of the aforementioned, and 

for simplicity’s sake, we employed a basic bone remodeling model 

which considers the response to strain, and the basal conditions as initial 

conditions. 

In our remodeling model, we considered the basal maximum 

deformation (휀𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑏 ) of the bone tissues. Before the scaffold was 

implanted, the basal maximum deformation was calculated as an 
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average of the daily maximal deformation of the tissue (subchondral 

and trabecular bone). The number of days to calculate the basal 

conditions were defined until 휀𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑏  had little variation. Then, abnormal 

loading conditions were generated after the scaffold was implanted, 

hence the maximum strain patterns within the tissue changed. This 

variation in strain conditions was considered to affect the bone density 

distribution, and therefore the Young’s modulus of the subchondral and 

trabecular bone [184,187]. The Young’s modulus for a time-step (𝑖 +

1) was computed following a simple isotropic damage theory equation 

(Eq. 5-5), where the ‘damage’ was based on the difference between the 

actual maximum strain 휀𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑎𝑐𝑡  and 휀𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑏  (Eq. 5-6). 

𝐸𝑖+1 = {
𝐸𝑖(1 − 𝐷 ∗ 𝛼),   𝑖𝑓 𝐷 > 𝐷𝑡ℎ
𝐸𝑖(1 + 𝐷 ∗ 𝛼),   𝑖𝑓 𝐷 < 𝐷𝑡ℎ

 
Eq. 5-5 

 

𝐷 = |휀𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑏 | − |휀𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑎𝑐𝑡 | 
Eq. 5-6 

 

where 𝛼 was calculated through an iterative process being 

different for each type of bone (subchondral and trabecular) (see 

Appendix C). With these conditions, the bones (subchondral and 

trabecular) would go under resorption when subjected to underload and 

overload, and under apposition when 𝐷 is between zero and 𝐷𝑡ℎ. A 

maximum and minimum Young’s modulus was set for each bone tissue. 

It was established that the bone tissue under the scaffold would 

fail if the average Young’s modulus of the line of elements under the 

scaffold was smaller than a 𝐸𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙; a different 𝐸𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙 value was given to 
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each bone tissue. If the bone failed, the scaffold was able to move 

downwards within the bone. 

5.2.3.3.Potential vascularity factor 

A hypothetic potential vascularity factor (PVF) was also 

considered. This factor was assumed to diffuse from the bottom of the 

domain, where it had a unitary concentration, towards the top of the 

domain. This molecule had a low diffusion rate and determined if a 

mesenchymal tissue might be vascularized or not. 

5.2.3.4. Tissue regeneration model 

In our model, we were dealing with the regeneration of two 

types of tissue, cartilage and bone. The osteogenesis process might be 

regulated by the mechanical environment, and it has been studied from 

computational and experimental approaches. It is possible that the 

sequential differentiation of precursor cells during bone healing is 

highly influenced by the local mechanical stimuli [198]. Several 

mechanoregulation algorithms have been proposed to analyze the 

possible relationship between cell differentiation and mechanical 

stimulation [7,199–201]. Also, these algorithms have been used to 

simulate different aspects of tissue regeneration [202–210], and the 

results have been compared to experimental outcomes. The tissue 

regeneration algorithms regulated by deviatoric strain and FV were the 

most accurate to predict healing as observed in vivo [211]. 

Cellular processes are another important aspect considered for 

bone healing mechanoregulatory algorithms. Additionally, cell-
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phenotype specific actions influence on other cell mediated aspects of 

bone healing, such as matrix production [204]. 

For bone regeneration, we proposed a model based Isaksson et 

al., [204]. They developed a mechanistic model of tissue differentiation 

which couples the cellular mechanisms to mechanical stimuli during 

bone healing. They hypothesized that cells act as sensors of mechanical 

stimuli. Therefore, cell proliferation, migration, differentiation or de-

differentiation, and production of cellular matrix are based on the 

mechanical stimuli they are experiencing [204]. 

For the cartilage tissue, to our knowledge, there are not deep 

computational models in literature to explain how this tissue is 

regenerated. Hence, we consider three factors for its regeneration. First, 

it was considered a positive relationship between cyclic hydrostatic 

stress and cartilage growth [113]. Second, cartilage could only 

regenerate in elements with mesenchymal tissue. Third, for cartilage to 

regenerate it must have low concentration of PVF (hypothetic molecule 

used as an indicator of the potential vascularity of the tissue). 

Once there was any displacement of the scaffold due to failure 

of the bone under it, the void on top of the scaffold was then filled with 

mesenchymal tissue, which later would differentiate into other tissue 

(bone or cartilage). This newly-formed tissue would initiate with a 

concentration of mesenchymal cells. 

If an element had mesenchymal tissue, only two paths could be 

taken, either differentiates into cartilage, or follows the osteogenesis 

model. For a mesenchymal element to differentiate into cartilage, the 
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element must have low concentration of PVF and a neighbor element 

which was cartilage. Additionally, this neighbor must have high 

hydrostatic stress. 

Moreover, if none of the above conditions were achieved, then 

the osteogenesis model came into action. In this case the mesenchymal 

tissue could differentiate into fibrous, cartilage or bone tissue 

depending on the mechanical stimuli. The tissue production and 

degradation matrices were considered. Matrix production rates were 

proportional to the mechanical stimuli, if the mechanical environment 

was convenient for that type of tissue [204]. Also, for matrix 

degradation, it was assumed that the extra cellular matrix degrades if 

the mechanical environment was not favorable for that type of tissue 

[204]. 

The concentration of the tissue type was calculated as a function 

of the mechanical stimuli 𝜓. The tissue matrix production was defined 

as (Eq. 5-7):  

𝜕𝑚𝑗

𝜕𝑡
= 𝑓𝑗

𝑃𝑀(𝜓) (1 −
𝑚𝑗

𝑚𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒

) − 𝑓𝑗
𝐷𝑀(𝜓)𝑚𝑗 

Eq. 5-7 

 

where 𝑚𝑗 is the concentration of the matrix type j, being j = 5-

firbous tissue, 6- cartilage and 7-bone. Also, 𝑓𝑗
𝑃𝑀 is the rate of matrix 

production and 𝑓𝑗
𝐷𝑀 is the rate of matrix degradation (see Appendix C). 

These rates also depend on the mechanical stimuli 𝜓, 𝑓𝑗
𝑃𝑀and 𝑓𝑗

𝐷𝑀 are 

turned “on” when 𝜓 is equal to 𝑗 − 3 (see sub-section 

Matrix production Matrix degradation 
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Mechanoregulation algorithm). 𝑚𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 is the space available in the 

element for more tissue matrix and is calculated as follows [204]:  

𝑚𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 = 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥 −∑𝑚𝑗

7

𝑗=5

 
Eq. 5-8 

 

where 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximal matrix concentration (see 

Appendix C). The kind of tissue with higher matrix concentration 

defines the new tissue for the element.  

5.2.3.5. Mechanoregulation algorithm 

As in previous studies [204], the combined effect of the 

deviatoric shear strain  (DSS) and FV was used to regulate cell and 

tissue differentiation [199], which has shown to be versatile on 

predicting bone healing [202,204,208,212]. Then, the DSS and the FV 

were used to determine the value of 𝜓. For which, the mechanical 

stimulation (MS) is calculated as follows: 

𝑀𝑆 =
𝐷𝑆𝑆

3.75
+
𝐹𝑉

3.0
 

Eq. 5-9 

 

According to the mechanoregulation algorithm proposed by 

Prendergast et al., 1997 [199]: 

𝑀𝑆 > 3  𝜓 = 2 Fibroblast cells and fibrous tissue stimulation 

3 ≥ 𝑀𝑆 > 1  𝜓 = 3 Chondrocyte cells and cartilage tissue stimulation 

1 ≥ 𝑀𝑆 > 0.01 𝜓 = 4 Osteoblast cells and bone tissue stimulation 
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5.2.3.6. New Tissue 

Some theories have been proposed on how the collagen fibers 

within the cartilage get oriented in such unique way. It is hypothesized 

that the particular collagen structure is consequence of the mechanical 

conditions detected by the cartilage cells, which modify their ECM 

accordingly [174]. Orientation of collagen fibers have been studied in 

the aortic heart valve in which the collagen fibers (collagen type I) align 

following the direction of the principal strain [213]. For cartilage, 

whose fiber are collagen type II, it has been proposed that the fibers are 

also oriented following the tensile strain direction, at least in the surface 

[174].  

In our model, the new tissue (mesenchymal) tissue has 

differentiated into cartilage or any other (bone or fibrous tissue). If the 

mesenchymal tissue differentiates into cartilage (new cartilage), fibrils 

were placed within the new cartilage tissue oriented ±45º, as in Wilson 

et al., [174]. Then, a collagen remodeling algorithm based on the one 

proposed by Wilson et al., [174] was implemented. For each day (time-

step), the average direction of the maximal deformation was computed 

and used to reorient the fibers direction. Conversely, if the 

mesenchymal tissue differentiated into bone, it started with a small 

Young’s modulus, which increased accordingly to the deformation of 

the bone until the maximum limit was achieved. 

5.2.4. GENERAL ALGORITHM  

Fig. 5-4 shows a flowchart of the employed algorithm. The 

model started, at 𝑛 = 1, with an initial mechanical analysis of the model 
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where cyclic load was applied to the tissue for a number 𝑘𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝 of steps. 

From this analysis, stress, strain, and FV were calculated. These 

calculations were averaged through each 𝑛 until little variation on the 

average values was obtained (until 𝑛 = 𝑛𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑓𝑓); these values were used 

as the basal values. At 𝑛 = 𝑛𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑓𝑓, a defect was introduced in the 

articular cartilage and a scaffold was implanted within it. Thereafter, 

for each time-step 𝑛, the mechanical analysis was conducted again and 

stress, strain and FV average values are calculated, and tissue 

remodeling, and regeneration were also conducted.  

In the tissue remodeling and regeneration part of the algorithm 

every element was analyzed. The path of the algorithm depended on the 

type of tissue of the element 𝑗. If it was mesenchymal tissue, then it was 

analyzed if it could differentiate into neo-cartilage or go through the 

osteogenesis process. If the element was bone tissue, then it was 

remodeled (resorption or apposition) according to its strain. If the 

element had neo-cartilage tissue, then the collagen fibers within it 

would reorient accordingly to the principal strain. Lastly, if the element 

had new bone tissue, then its Young’s modulus would increase 

depending on the strain of the element.  
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Fig. 5-4 Flow chart of the employed algorithm for cartilage or bone regeneration. 
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Afterwards, the material properties of the element 𝑗 was 

updated, and then, the next element was analyzed. Subsequently, after 

all the elements were analyzed, the line of elements under the scaffold 

was inspected. If the average of their Young’s modulus 𝐸𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝑖  was 

smaller than a 𝐸𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙
𝑖 , then it was considered that the bone tissue under 

the scaffold would fail and the scaffold could displace one line of 

elements downwards. The void left above the scaffold was considered 

mesenchymal tissue. Then, 𝑛 increased one unit and the process 

continued until 𝑛 = 𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 . 

5.3. RESULTS 

The developed model considers the mechanism to regenerate 

bone and cartilage. It was assumed that there are three factors that 

influence the cartilage regeneration. First, a factor related to the 

potential vascularity of the tissue (hypothetic molecule). Secondly, 

cartilage tissue induces its chondrocyte inducers that promote the 

differentiation of mesenchymal cells into cartilage. Lastly, high 

hydrostatic stresses promote cartilage growth.  

When a polymeric scaffold was placed within a defect in the 

articular cartilage, the load, stress, and strain conditions of the 

surrounding tissues changed. These changes and the new loading 

conditions provoked the tissue under the scaffold to remodel. Therefore, 

a bone remodeling model was implemented for the subchondral and 

trabecular bones after the implantation of the scaffold. 
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The model simulates the changes that occurred during one year 

after the implantation of the scaffold. Tissues evolution was obtained at 

different times of the year (Fig. 5-5). The scaffold started to descend 

after the first week when a line of neocartilage tissue covered the 

superficial surface of the scaffold. After 3 months the scaffold moved 

had more inside the subchondral and trabecular bone and cartilage grew 

on the upper part of the scaffold due to the favorable mechanical 

conditions of the surrounding cartilage. In the sixth month, it seemed 

that the influence of the PVF was not high enough in the upper limit of 

the scaffold, therefore, the differentiation of the mesenchymal tissue 

generated after the scaffold moved downwards, followed the 

mechanoregulation algorithm. Moreover, at this stage the mechanical 

stimulus at the top part of the scaffold, seemed to promote bone 

formation. By the end of the year, the scaffold was displaced deeply 

within the bone, whereas the cartilage in the zone of the defect has 

regenerated. 

When the articular cartilage on the defect started to regenerate, 

it formed a neocartilage with the collagen fibers initially placed at 

±45º. Then, these fibers reoriented following the direction of the 

principal strain (Fig. 5-6). By the end of the year the fibers tended to 

orient with an inclination close to ±60º (Fig. 5-6). 

Due to the presence of the scaffold, the bones’ Young’s 

modulus, and therefore its density, changed (Fig. 5-7). These alterations 

allowed the bones to remodel in order to bear the variations in loading 

conditions provoked by the scaffold, however, the Young’s modulus 

stabilized by the end of the simulation. 
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Fig. 5-5 Simulation of tissue differentiation after scaffold implantation throughout the simulation. 

From the first week to the third month the scaffold displaced downwards just a small distance. By 

the fourth month, the top end of the scaffold is almost aligning with the top part of subchondral bone, 

and cartilage is generated on the upper part of the scaffold. Then, between the fourth and ninth 

month, the scaffold moved slowly downwards inside the bone, and new bone started to be generated 

on the top of the scaffold, under the cartilage. At the end of the year, the tissue is almost stabilized, 

and cartilage and bone had formed on the scaffold. 
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Fig. 5-6 Simulation of collagen fiber orientation after implantation. 

Only one set of fibers is shown in the figure. The model also included the mirror fibers of the ones 

shown in the image. By the fourth month, when the cartilage is formed, the fibers are disorganized. 

By the end of the simulation (1 year), the fibers get reoriented at nearly 60º  
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Fig. 5-7 Simulation of bones’ Young’s modulus after scaffold implantation. 

The Young’s modulus of the subchondral and trabecular bones: the tissues get more or less, rigid 

accordingly to the bone remodeling algorithm.  
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5.4. DISCUSSION 

We developed a model to explain some of the processes that 

influence cartilage regeneration when implanting a polymeric scaffold 

in the site of an articular cartilage the defect. The subchondral bone, 

trabecular bone, cartilage and scaffold were considered in the model as 

poroelastic materials. The cartilage’s collagen fibers were modeled as a 

linear elastic, tension only, material. 

The model considers the basal conditions of the system, that 

means, the stress and strain conditions when the scaffold is not yet 

implanted. These data were then compared to the ones obtained when 

the scaffold is implanted. The differences between both states, allowed 

to determine the remodeling behavior of the bones, which helped to 

decide whether the bone should either reabsorb or densify by apposition 

at specific zones. This meant that a reduction of bones’ strain (low 

loads) would translate into bone resorption [189]; a small increase of 

strain (‘medium’ loads) translated to bone apposition (bone resorption 

followed by a quick bone formation) [187]; and finally, a high increase 

of bones’ strain (overload) was also assumed as bone resorption [187]. 

This simulated the normal behavior of a bone tissue that goes under a 

remodeling process [187,189].  

Bone resorption and appositions processes, bone remodeling, 

was modeled as a change in the Young’s modulus of the bone. An 

increase and a reduction of the Young’s modulus was assumed when 

the apposition or resorption processes took place, respectively (Fig. 

5-7). Trabecular bone had to remodel in order to bare the abnormal load 
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brought by the scaffold (Fig. 5-7). Moreover, the Young’s modulus of 

the trabecular bone increases at the zone under the scaffold once is 

implanted; but decreases, due to overload, on line right under the 

scaffold (Fig. 5-7). However, by the end of the simulation time (a year), 

the trabecular bone’s Young’s modulus had the tendency to return to 

basal conditions, which can be considered as if the system is stabilizing 

(Fig. 5-7). 

The scaffold was displaced inside the bone if the Young’s 

modulus of the bone under the scaffold was small. This displacement 

left a void on the top of the scaffold, which was assumed to be filled 

with mesenchymal tissue. This mesenchymal tissue, as soon as it was 

generated, had two options, either differentiate into cartilage or follow 

an osteogenesis process algorithm; within which it could differentiate 

into fibrous tissue, cartilage or bone, depending on the mechanical 

stimuli. To differentiate into cartilage, the mesenchymal tissue must 

fulfill three conditions: First, the concentration of PVF had to be low 

enough so that differentiation into tissue with low vascularity were 

promoted. Secondly, the tissue that surrounds the mesenchymal one had 

to be cartilage, this way, the influence of the chondro-inductive 

molecules that might diffuse from the cartilage tissue is simulated. 

Third and lastly, it was assumed that cartilage growth is induced under 

high hydrostatic conditions, therefore, not only the surrounding tissue 

needed to be cartilage, but it also needed to bear high hydrostatic loads. 

In the results, cartilage started forming on the top part of the scaffold 

until the fourth and sixth month, where the concentration of the PVF 

was high enough to avoid the formation of cartilage (Fig. 5-5). 
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Initially, the new formed cartilage had collagen fibers in a 

‘disorganized’ way, later it aligned following the direction of the 

principal strain. After the simulation time, the final direction of the 

fibers was about 60º. In this model, the new fibers did not align entirely 

as the fibers of a native articular cartilage (Fig. 5-6); factors that we did 

not consider could be influencing the reorientation of the new collagen 

fibers, which should be addressed in future models. 

If the conditions for a mesenchymal tissue to differentiate into 

cartilage were not fulfilled, the osteogenesis process algorithm 

happened. We calculated a mechanical stimulus for the osteogenesis 

algorithm, and it defined whether the mesenchymal tissue should 

differentiate into cartilage, bone, or fibrous tissue. In our model, the 

calculated mechanical stimulus was ideal to stimulate the mesenchymal 

tissue to differentiate only into bone (Fig. 5-5). 

A previous experiment from our group implanted polymeric 

scaffold as treatment to repair a chondral defect [4]. In that study, a full-

depth chondral defect was made in the knee joint in a rabbit 

experimental model, where a biostable, poly (ethyl acrylate-co-

hydroxyethyl acrylate) copolymer, porous scaffold was implanted. We 

studied the evolution of the cartilage repair process through histological 

techniques. Histological images for 1 and 2 weeks, and for 1, 3, and 12 

months after implantation [4]. At early stages (first months), we 

observed a thin layer of tissue covering the scaffold surface (Fig. 5-8). 

In the results of our model, it can also be observed that for the first 

months, there was also a thin layer of new cartilage tissue that was 

formed on the upper part of the scaffold, which agrees with our findings 
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[4] (Fig. 5-8). At 3 months, the scaffold was completely covered by a 

thicker layer of new cartilage [4]. In our computational model, the 

results at three months also agree with the ones observed in the 

experiment (Fig. 5-8). A year after the implantation of the scaffold, the 

cartilage in the experimental model was completely repaired, and the 

scaffold was displaced towards the inside of the bone; in our 

computational model it is also observed that the scaffold was displaced 

inside the bone, whereas the defect in the articular cartilage was already 

covered (Fig. 5-8). 

It should be considered that our model assumed some 

simplifications for computational savings. For example, the cartilage 

was modeled as poroelastic, when it is well known that the cartilage is 

composed by a more complex material. Moreover, the fibers within the 

cartilage were modeled as linear elastic but their real behavior might 

imply more variables and a more complex model. Also, the model 

employs a 2D geometry, and the fibers of the cartilage were only 

modeled in this 2D-plane, but in reality, they align in a 3D direction. 

However, despite all the simplifications made, when comparing the 

results of our computational model, with those of the experimental 

model developed by Sancho-Tello et al., [4], it can be seen that our 

model is able to predict various results: the tissue evolution of the 

cartilage repair process phenomenon, the time of repairing, and the final 

results of the treatment. Our computational model could be useful when 

a comparison on the effect of using different scaffold materials is 

wanted, or when different loading conditions or tissue degeneration is 

required and compared with an idealized treatment condition. We 
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conclude that the proposed model is promising and might be helpful 

when planning treatments for articular cartilage regeneration. 

Moreover, this model might be useful as an analysis tool prior 

experimental in vivo studies, allowing to discard approaches that might 

not bring good results which at the end translates to a reduction on the 

need of animal use. 

 

 

Fig. 5-8 Comparison of our results with the histological findings of a previous experimental study. 

At the left, tissue evolution obtained with our simulation model where the zone near the scaffold is 

zoomed-in and mirrored. At the right the histological images obtained by the experimental model 

developed in Sancho-Tello et al., [4]. Histological images modified from [4]. 
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Chapter 6. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

The principal aim of this thesis was to computationally model 

the mechanical and biochemical aspects involved in the development of 

synovial joints. Therefore, this work portrays two models to explain the 

joint development from the interzone onset to morphogenesis (Joint 

Onset and Joint Morphogenesis). Additionally, it was also proposed an 

extra computational study, related to joint development, in which three 

different theories for patella development were explored through 

computational models (Patella Onset). Moreover, another model was 

developed to explain some phenomena related to the articular cartilage 

regeneration (Cartilage regeneration).  

All the computational models developed in this study employed 

theories about tissue behavior under mechanical and biochemical 

stimuli. The obtained results, when compared to experimental works 

found in the literature, showed promising outcomes. Hence the 

procedures and considerations taken for each proposed computational 

model are not far from what is really happening on the analyzed 

biological phenomena. 

From the outcomes of this work we can say that the 

interphalangeal joint development can be explained through the 
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interaction of only six (generic) molecules, each of which played an 

important role in the joint onset These proposed generic molecules can 

be related to real molecules that have been shown that might influence 

joint development. It should be pointed out that the human body is a 

redundant system (there are groups of molecules which might do the 

same task in case the principal molecule fails), which is the reason why 

we did not tie to specific molecules. Moreover, it was found a good 

correlation when the results of the joint onset model were compared to 

the histological observations found in literature, which is an indicator 

that the proposed interaction of the molecules is a reliable 

approximation of what is happening in the joint onset process. 

Once the joint begins its development, after the interzone 

appearance and the cavitation processes, comes the morphogenesis: a 

stage in which the joint gets its final shape. In the computational model 

that we proposed for this stage, we believed that both, mechanical loads 

and molecular factors, have an influence on how the shape of the joint 

evolves. A remarkable similitude was found when the obtained results 

were compared to anatomical observations of an interphalangeal joint. 

Moreover, we obtained better results than those of previous 

computational model describe by other authors, in which only the 

mechanical load was considered. Then, the outcomes of our 

computational model suggest that, in fact, both stimuli (mechanical and 

biochemical) are necessary for the joint morphogenesis process. 

Within some synovial joints, there are some small bones called 

sesamoid bones, the largest being the patella. However, there is a lot of 

debate regarding why and how these bones develop. Some theories have 
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been proposed to explain the formation and function of the patella, but 

still there is not a unified theory that clarifies the development of these 

bones. In order to explore this issue, we developed a computational 

model for each one of the theories found in the literature, as a tool to 

evaluate their likelihood. Three theories were evaluated, two of them 

with a mechanical approach and the other with a biochemical one. With 

our computational models we were able to predict the patella onset with 

all three theories, being the “biochemical theory” the one that showed 

better results, i.e., a better resemblance with the anatomical and 

histological observations. However, since there are studies that have 

found that mechanical loads influence joint development (studies where 

the limb was immobilized and the patella developed but smaller than 

control), we propose that the molecular interaction triggers the patella 

onset and that mechanical loads are necessary for the patella growth and 

maintenance. 

Once the synovial joint and all the related structures have 

developed, there are some pathologies that might affect the internal 

structures of the joint, compromising its functionality. It was of our 

interest to evaluate a treatment employed for one of these pathologies, 

thus we focused on a novel therapy used to repair injuries in the articular 

cartilage. So, we developed a computational model in which we intend 

to characterize aspects that might influence cartilage regeneration when 

a polymeric implant is used. We based the model on experimental 

outcomes of previous works, and we obtained coherent results. In our 

model, we observed that not only the cartilage has to adapt during the 

regeneration process but also the surrounding tissue, e.g., subchondral 
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and trabecular bone. The developed computational model could be 

helpful to compare different scaffold materials and load conditions and 

evaluate which approach results in a better outcome. 

With the developed computational models of this thesis we were 

able to the evaluate mechanical and biochemical conditions of some 

biological phenomena, that would be difficult to test through 

experimental approaches. This work explored several aspects of the 

joints (synovial) from its development to its mature state. We hope that 

these models become useful for medical and biological researches, 

helping in the design of prevention and therapy strategies for joint 

related pathologies. 

6.2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

• The developed computational models could be improved by 

employing more complex material models for the tissues. However, it 

should be considered the computational cost that this would imply. 

• For future work, it is suggested to apply the methodologies 

proposed for interphalangeal joint onset and morphogenesis to other 

joints, such as the hip joint, to evaluate the happenings of 

developmental pathologies like the DDH. Moreover, our model can be 

extended by adding the effect of load prior to the cavitation process 

(since it is believed that loading starts affecting the development of 

large joints prior to the cavitation process). 

• For the patella development, it is suggested that a general model 

should be developed, in which the biochemical theory is combined with 
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the mechanical one. It is advised that the biochemical theory triggers 

the formation of the patella, and once the tendon is fully developed, the 

mechanical loading shapes and maintain the patella. 

• Cartilage regeneration model can be widened by considering the 

effect of other tissues, scaffold structures, types of biomaterials and 

molecules that could influence the cartilage regeneration.  

• Although the developed models were proposed in 2D and show 

good results in the task of explaining the biological processes studied, 

it must be evaluated if it is worthwhile to translate some of these models 

into a 3D environment.
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SUMMARY 

Joints connect the skeletal components of the body and enable 

a relative movement between them. Among the different kind of joints, 

the synovial ones offer the widest range of motion between the bones. 

Most synovial joints are in the appendicular skeleton (limbs). 

Depending on the joint, they can have different internal structures. 

However, they all have four common features: the enclosed articular 

capsule containing synovial fluid (lubricant); the articulating 

cartilaginous surfaces at each end of the bone, which slide against each 

other; the synovial membrane, which covers the inner surface of the 

capsule; and the ligaments, tendon and muscles, which provide stability 

and mobility to the joint. 

How is this kind of joint formed? Studies have shown that onset 

and development of synovial joints are regulated by different genetic, 

biochemical and mechanical factors. The synovial joints development 

is a multipart process that starts in the fetal stages of prenatal 

development. Around five weeks of development, limb buds start 

growing and become noticeable. At the beginning, these limb buds have 

an uninterrupted mass of mesenchymal cells within its core. This bulk 

of cells is known as skeletal blastema and it is covered by a layer of 

ectoderm. Then, most of these blastemal cells differentiate into 

chondrocytes, although, some of them remain undifferentiated at the 

interzone, where the future joint will form. The separation of the joint 

occurs during the cavitation process, in which interzone cells are likely 
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suffer apoptosis, leaving a space between the chondrocyte bone 

rudiments. 

After the joint cleavage (cavitation), joint morphogenesis occurs 

as cells proliferate on both sides of the joint, allowing the head of the 

bones to take their final shape. Studies have shown that the shaping of 

the joints is influenced by movements and muscle contractions that are 

present during limb development, although local and systemic 

biochemical factors could also have some effects. If there are abnormal 

conditions during fetal development, joints can develop incomplete or 

abnormal, or even they might not develop at all. 

Once the embryonic period has finished, the synovial joint and 

its internal structures (like the articular cartilage, ligaments and 

synovial capsule) are completely developed. Moreover, POC and SOC 

of the bone appear. These structures help the bone grow and ossify until 

the adulthood is reached. 

However, once the synovial joints are formed, they might suffer 

several pathologies that impair their movement and probably affect the 

lifestyle of the individual who is suffering from it. These pathologies, 

such as the OA, which is a degenerative joint disease, can occur due to 

repeated trauma, aging, surgery, obesity, hormonal disorders, injuries 

on the joint surfaces and overloading due to abnormal shape of the joint, 

among others.  

In the OA, the wear and degeneration of the articular cartilage 

can eventually cause the loss of a portion of it. This condition is 

worsened by the poor ability of the cartilage to regenerate itself. The 
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worn cartilage is generally replaced by an unsuitable tissue, fibrous 

cartilage. This new tissue produces an uneven articular surface that 

causes friction, which can trigger joint pain and stiffness, aggravating 

the pathology. 

Several treatments have been proposed to repair the articular 

cartilage and they range from symptomatic to more invasive ones, being 

the last resort a total replacement of the affected joint or joint 

arthrodesis treatments, i.e. fusion of all or some of the bones that are 

part of the synovial joint. Of course, it is preferable to preserve the 

original structure and function of the joint rather than a joint 

replacement or an arthrodesis, especially in the case of young patients. 

Tissue engineering has been trying to find definitive treatments 

for degenerative pathologies of articular cartilage by proposing less 

invasive approaches to these injuries. In the last two decades, the use of 

scaffolds has been proposed as an alternative treatment to the 

osteochondral graft. The scaffolds allow a rapid filling of the joint 

defects and provide cells a substrate for anchoring. The use of scaffolds 

in tissue engineering involves three main components: scaffolds’ 

materials, cell differentiation factors and cellular sources. In addition, 

scaffolds without cellular sources have also been used showing 

excellent results, avoiding the risks associated with cell manipulation 

(e.g., contamination of bacteria and phenotype loss during handling), as 

well as reducing costs. 

It is vital to understand the processes through which the joint 

tissue goes from its development to its maturity stage in order to 
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develop new direct and effective therapeutic strategies for pathologies 

related to the joints. However, to achieve it entirely through 

experimental analyses could lead to a great consumption of resources 

and time. Therefore, computational models appear as a convenient tool 

to complement the study of the joint processes. Computational models 

provide a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of mechanical and 

biological interactions while feeding on clinical or experimental 

observations. Therefore, computational models contribute to these 

studies since they evaluate difficult-to-reach aspects for experimental 

models. 

This thesis studies, through computational models, the 

controlled biochemical interaction that occurs at the onset of the 

interzone and the cavitation process during the synovial joint 

development. In the case of the morphogenesis process, besides the 

biochemical interaction, the possible effect of the mechanical load that 

could be present during the shaping process of the epiphyses of the 

bones is also considered.  

As part of the development, we also analyzed, computationally, 

different theories that have been proposed to explain the existence of 

the sesamoid bones; bones which are superficially embedded within 

tendons and are usually around joints. This study is focused on the 

patella (kneecap), which is the largest, most recognized and studied 

sesamoid bone in the human body. 

Moreover, we also analyzed through a computational model the 

processes that occur when a defect in the articular cartilage is treated 

with the implantation of a polymeric scaffold. This may be useful to 
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compare different scaffold materials, shapes, and conditions of the 

scaffold that could influence the outcome of the treatment. 

To summarize, the objectives of this thesis are: 

Principal aim: 

To model, computationally, the mechanical and biological aspects that 

occur during the development of synovial joints. 

Specific aims: 

- To formulate the mathematical description of the 

mechanobiological phenomena that govern the development of 

the synovial joints. 

- To computationally evaluate the behavior of the model during 

the interzone onset of synovial joints. 

- To computationally evaluate the behavior of the model during 

the cavitation process and morphogenesis of synovial joints. 

 

1- Joint Onset 

1.1.Methodology for the joint onset model 

A computational model was developed based on two generic 

molecular actions and two molecular self-regulatory loops, expressed 

as reaction-diffusion equations. The aim was to predict the molecular 

patterns associated with the joint formation process. The model was 

solved in a finite elements’ framework. Mathematical equations 

predicted patterns that represent molecular mechanisms that model the 

structures and shapes during joint development, such as interzone 

formation, cavitation, and condylar shape of the bone ends. 
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Reaction-diffusion equations and the formation of Turing 

patterns were used to simulate the location of joint cleavage, the number 

of joints formed, the sides of the joints that would form the epiphyses, 

and the initial condylar shape of the joint. 

Based on the molecules that have been reported in the literature 

to have a role on joint development, six generic molecular factors 

involved in joint onset were modeled. Note that each factor may 

represent multiple molecules achieving the same action. The process in 

the model was organized in two stages. The first one marked the 

interzone onset, factor (G), which was located at the cleavage position 

while its antagonist, and was also considered a factor (N), located 

everywhere else. Factor (G), which was related to GDF-5, prevented 

the differentiation of the mesenchymal tissue into cartilage, whereas 

factor (N) was associated to the BMP antagonist Noggin. In the second 

stage, the zones that differentiate into cartilage secreted Ihh, factor (I), 

and PTHrP, factor (P), both establishing a regulatory loop that governs 

cell proliferation and hypertrophy. Factor (I) regulated chondrocyte 

proliferation, maturation, and hypertrophy, whereas factor (P) inhibited 

chondrocyte hypertrophy.  

Meanwhile, the domain kept growing and two other factors, (H) 

and (W), regulated the joint separation and related structures. (H) 

controls the differential amount of tissue growth from proximal to 

distal. Mathematically, there was a gradient in (H) that affected the 

growth rate by promoting the longitudinal growth of the limb and bones 

anlagen. (W), expressed in the interzone, induced cell death and 

allowed the generation of a joint space. Factors (H) and (W) leaded to 
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separation of the rudiments and was also observed in parts of the fibrous 

capsule in later stages of development. 

The finite element model included a PDE integrated with a CA-

like system (PDE+CA-like). The PDE part described the molecular 

diffusion and established the biochemical concentrations, which enable 

the CA-like part to determine whether the tissue differentiated or not. 

Each element started with a tissue state (mesenchymal, pre-

cartilaginous, cartilaginous, or interzone) and the CA-like system 

allowed the element to differentiate from one tissue state to another. 

This process loops until the stop criteria is reached (joint cleavage and 

its initial shaping). 

Four different cases were explored. In Case I, the conditions for 

the development of an interphalangeal joint were established. The 

following three cases were modifications of the first one. In Case II and 

Case III, the effect of changing the dimensions of the initial domain in 

the joint development was tested. In Case IV, we analyzed how the 

growth rates of the domain modified the outcome. Besides, a parallel 

experimental procedure was replicated, in which GDF-5 beads were 

implanted in the side and tip of a developing chick autopod. 

1.2. Results and discussion from the joint onset model 

In Case I, the comparison of the obtained results for factor (G) 

with expression of GDF-5 in experimental studies demonstrated similar 

distributions. Additionally, the loop (I-P) results in a distribution where 

(P) was near the distal ends and (I) was at the proximal ends of the 

rudiment, as seen for Ihh and PTHrP in the literature. 
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The factor (W) established the formation of the articular 

cartilage in each articular surface and was consistent with the 

distribution of Wnt in the literature. The shape of the joint was 

comparable with the histologic findings: both sides of the joint have 

articular cartilage, but on one side there is an epiphysis-like structure. 

This leaded to the formation of a larger epiphysis-like at the distal end 

and another not so wide at the proximal end. From this point on, the 

morphology of the joint is likely influenced by mechanical conditions. 

The obtained results suggest that the size of the initial domain 

during development may have an influence on the number of joints 

formed. In the simulation, one and three joints were acquired when the 

length/width ratio was established in 3 (Case I) and 5 (Case II), 

respectively. It is known that Turing patterns depend on the domain 

ratio, therefore the number of joints must depend on the initial 

geometry. Nevertheless, the literature shows that one joint is formed at 

a time and that is why, we propose that a joint might formed each time 

the distal anlage within a limb bud reach a ratio of approximately 3. 

In Case III (faster growth velocity), a single joint was obtained 

with two growing regions located at both ends of the rudiments with 

high concentrations of (I). In Case IV, the goal was to simulate the onset 

of a joint located between a large bone and a shorter one (e.g. between 

a metatarsal or a metacarpal and a phalanx). Therefore, the length/width 

ratio of its initial domain was set to 2.5.  

Case V and Case VI simulate the experimental study performed 

by Merino et al., which analyzed the effects of placing GDF-5 beads in 

the developing autopod of embryonic chicks, specifically at the tip of 
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the digits. Comparing the results from Case V and Case VI with those 

reported in Merino et al., three similarities were found: a very similar 

morphology was achieved, the resulting rudiment was curved when the 

molecule is implanted on one side of the mesenchymal condensation, 

and a bulb was formed when (G) was implanted at the tip of the mold. 

These effects might be explained since high concentration of (G) which, 

after the cavitation process, implied high concentration of (W) 

encouraging the differentiation of the tissue into articular cartilage. This 

abnormal location of articular cartilage impacts on the Turing pattern 

between (I) and (P), hence abnormal growth of the tissue was obtained. 

In this thesis, a simplified model to study the development of 

joints was proposed. A good agreement was found between the results 

obtained with the simulation model and those reported in the literature 

for experimental works where histological analyses were performed. 

Although multiple molecules often influence the same biological 

process, it was shown, by modeling generic molecules, how the pattern 

formation of simple patterns between enzyme-substrate molecules 

predicts many events present in joint formation. The model shows a 

good response with interphalangeal and metacarpal/metatarsal-

phalangeal joints. The results obtained in the study of this chapter will 

be useful for researchers focused on pathologies associated with 

embryo and joints development. Furthermore, this model could provide 

new insights and guidelines of experimentation and, of course, new 

mathematical and computational models of the following phases of 

joint development. 
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2- Joint Morphogenesis 

2.1. Methodology for the joint morphogenesis model 

After the interzone onset and cavitation process, takes place the 

last step of joint development, its morphogenesis. Experimental and 

computational studies have shown that there is a relationship between 

mechanical stress and skeletal morphogenesis. From a computational 

perspective, two models have been developed to evaluate the 

relationship between joint morphogenesis and mechanical stresses. 

Heegaard et al. and Giorgi et al., both computational studies, used the 

hydrostatic stress distribution for describing the growth and joint 

morphogenesis. Although those studies obtained relevant results on the 

morphogenesis process, the final shapes of the two opposing rudiments 

do not match to with the actual interphalangeal morphology, indicating 

that biochemical interactions during bone morphogenesis might be 

necessary to achieve congruent joint shapes. Nevertheless, to date, there 

is still no experimental or computational model able to accurately 

explain how a synovial joint is shaped. Thus, the aim of this section is 

to develop a computational model that might bring us closer to 

understanding the process of joint morphogenesis. 

A 2D finite element model of the interphalangeal joint that 

includes the synovial capsule was developed. This model considered 

the biochemical and mechanical effects on the joint morphogenesis, 

from the cavitation stage to the appearance of POC and SOC. 

The model initiated with the last obtained geometry of the 

previous section model. This geometry was the first reference 

geometry. Then, the distal bone anlage of the reference geometry was 
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rotated to simulate the movement of the finger; only four steps of the 

movement were evaluated: 90º, 60º, 30º and 0º. The calculations were 

made on each position and then translated into the reference geometry 

(0º) and averaged in each element. Then, the average cartilage growth 

and ossification parameters were computed and used to update the 

reference geometry. Afterwards, the distal phalanx was rotated again to 

the positions analyzed. This process continued until the shape of the 

joint agreed with the shape of an interphalangeal joint. 

Regarding the mechanical part of the model, an axial 

displacement of 1𝜇𝑚 was applied to the upper boundary of the distal 

phalanx. The proximal phalanx was fixed at its bottom on the central 

node so that the other nodes of the lower end could move in the lateral 

direction. The cartilage of the anlagen bones was assumed to be almost 

incompressible. 

The effect of the PTHrP and Ihh molecules was also considered. 

Ihh controls chondrocyte proliferation, maturation, and hypertrophy, 

whereas PTHrP inhibits chondrocyte hypertrophy. Additionally, a 

remaining part of the molecule Wnt was considered because of its 

action on the morphogenesis process. The initial distribution of these 

molecules was taken from the last step of the simulation performed in 

the previous section. 

For tissue growth, it was assumed that the tissue response to 

mechanical stimuli had a positive relationship between cartilage growth 

and cyclic hydrostatic stress, and it was inhibited by octahedral shear 

stress. Additionally, it was considered that high concentrations of 
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PTHrP and Wnt promoted chondrocyte proliferation and, consequently, 

cartilage growth. 

For the bone ossification, the OI was used to predict the 

appearance of the POC and SOC within the anlagen. It was considered 

that the cartilage in the diaphysis ossified under high OI and low PTHrP 

and Wnt, whereas for the SOC appearance, only the OI is considered. 

2.2. Results and discussion from the joint morphogenesis 

model 

Four different positions of the interphalangeal joint were 

analyzed. The same weight was given to each position, since there are 

no reports in the literature about how the fingers of the fetus move 

during the morphogenesis stage. The obtained final shapes of the bones’ 

diaphysis were coherent with those seen in literature. 

The appearances of SOC and POC were also simulated. SOC 

emerges in the top head of the proximal phalanx and in the lower head 

of the distal phalanx. In the proximal phalanx, it is formed as a circular 

shaped structure. In the distal anlage, the SOC took an elliptical shape, 

most likely due to the way in which the convex surface distributed the 

octahedral shear stress and hydrostatic stress (used to calculate the OI). 

In places of low concentrations of PTHrP and high 

concentrations of Ihh, the chondrocytes became hypertrophic and the 

tissue eventually ossified forming the POC. The model showed how the 

OI predicts areas of high ossification on the diaphysis, and how the 

PTHrP and hydrostatic stresses helped with the cartilage growth and 

maintenance. The obtained results are comparable with those from 
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former studies where only the endochondral ossification and OI 

distribution was analyzed. 

The obtained joint shape agrees remarkably with those observed 

in x-rays. Therefore, this work sheds some light on how the mechanical 

environment, combined with biochemical factors, influences the 

morphogenesis of a synovial joint. It is worth mentioning that dynamic 

hydrostatic stress, since it promotes cartilage growth, is key to joint 

morphogenesis. However, for a joint to achieve complex shapes, it is 

necessary to include cell/tissue responses to biochemical and 

mechanical stimuli.  

The presented model offers an excellent approximation of what 

is happening during joint development and morphogenesis and provides 

a new understanding of these processes which, eventually, may lead to 

the development of new treatments for developmental pathologies, or 

even prevent malformations of the fetus. 

3- Patella Onset 

There is still a lack of understanding about the development of 

the patella. The most accepted theory is that it develops inside the 

tendon in response to mechanical stimuli. While the tendon is 

immature, a zone of the tendon is subjected to high hydrostatic stress 

and low tensile strain. This leads to the differentiation of the fibrous 

tissue precursor into cartilage and then to the ossification of the 

cartilage to form the patella.  

Currently, according to the best of our knowledge, there is no 

accepted nor unified mechanism in the literature that explains the 
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formation of sesamoid bones. The aim of this part of the document was 

to evaluate, separately, the outcome of three conceptual computational 

models for the development of the kneecap. The first model considered 

the biochemical aspects present at the onset of the quadriceps tendon 

and the patella. The second model examined the cellular behavior under 

the mechanical stimuli present during the formation of this sesamoid 

bone. And the third model optimized the mechanical environment of 

the tissues through topological optimization (TO) based on the 

minimizing the strain energy. 

3.1. Biochemical theory 

This biochemical theory was first proposed by Eyal et al. 

According to this theory, the patella develops as a bone eminence 

attached to the distal femur end, where new sox9-positive chondrogenic 

cells attach to the mentioned femoral end. This new aggregation of 

chondrogenic cells is separated from the preexisting cartilage because 

of the effect of a remaining joint inducer on the articular surface of the 

femur. 

The model started with the initial conditions given by the 

concentrations of the molecules and a domain of Scx-cells. Then, TGF-

β and BMP diffused from muscle and bone and, consequently, the Scx-

cells were attracted towards high concentrations of TGF-β. Once the 

muscle detected the presence of Scx-cells, it expressed FGF. The 

differentiation process involved the Scx-cells and the concentrations of 

FGF and BMP. If there was enough concentration of Scx-cells and 

BMP, the cells differentiated into chondrocytes, whereas if there was 

enough concentration of Scx-cells and FGF, the cells differentiated into 
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tenocytes (tendon tissue). At the same time, the remaining interzone 

marker (named GDF-5) diffused inside the newly formed cartilage 

structure, which later will induce the joint formation between the patella 

and the femur. 

This theory was evaluated with different flexion angles of the 

leg (30º, 45º, 60º and 90º), without modifying any other parameter. The 

range of the angle changed the coinciding area between the zone where 

the tendon will form and the distal end of the femur. No patella-like 

structure was achieved with 30º and 45º, only a small incipient patella 

at 60°, and a complete patella-like structure with 90º. This outcome was 

possible since the coinciding area is much smaller and proximal with 

30º, 45º and 60º. 

The obtained results with this theory for the 90º model were 

coherent with the histological observations made by Eyal et al. A 

patella-like structure embedded superficially within the tendon was 

obtained only considering the biochemical factors involved in the 

development of the tendon and the eminence. Hence, it might be 

possible that the patella onset is a consequence of a biochemical 

process, without any mechanical influence. 

3.2. Mechanical theory: 

The mechanical stimuli play a crucial role in tissue 

differentiation. The mechanical conditions of the tendons in formation 

generate a favorable environment for the development of the patella. 

The tendon is a fibrous tissue (dense connective tissue) composed by 

bundles of parallel type I collagen fibers. According to the theory 
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proposed by Carter et al., if the fibrous tissue (tendon) is subjected to 

high compressive hydrostatic stress (with a low principal tensile strain), 

it may differentiate from fibrous tissue to cartilage and eventually 

become the patella (sesamoid bone). 

This theory posits that the patella bone is formed due to high 

hydrostatic stress and low tensile strain in specific regions of a fibrous 

tissue, such as the tendon. Leg flexion angles of 30º, 45º, 60º, 90º and 

110º were analyzed in this thesis. The results of all flexion angles of the 

leg were projected in the domain at 90º to facilitate comparison of the 

stress distributions. 

Considering that the understanding of the embryo movement is 

limited, three different scenarios were modeled in which the effect of 

each leg angle was averaged. The weightings for the angles of 30̊, 45̊, 

60º, 90º and 110º for the three scenarios were as follows: for Scenario 

1(soft weighting of high flexion angles), 5%, 10%, 15%, 25% and 45%; 

for Scenario 2 (heavily weighting low flexion angles), 60%, 25%, 9%, 

5%, and 1%; and for Scenario 3 (heavily weighting high flexion 

angles), 1%, 5%, 9%, 25% and 60%. 

The results obtained with this model show the development of 

a patella-like structure embedded within the tendon, the same as with 

the biochemical theory. The size of the structure depended on the 

flexion angle. This might indicate that the wrapping (mechanical 

environment) of the tendon on the distal femoral end generates the 

mechanical conditions necessary for the patella onset. 
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3.3. Topological optimization TO 

This theory is also based on mechanical stimuli and its influence 

on tissue differentiation, which might also be explained through TO. 

TO can be applied in tissue remodeling, as it iteratively redistributes the 

material in a design domain determining an optimal material 

arrangement or tissue type. This adaptation process can be 

characterized as a self-enhancing system with the objective of 

minimizing tendon strain. 

As an initial condition, this thesis considered that the tendon was 

already formed and loaded. A two-dimensional FEA is performed based 

on the algorithm proposed on Sigmund. The algorithm is founded on 

the “power-law approach”, also known as SIMP approach. This 

approach assumes that properties of the materials are constant within 

each element of the design domain, whereas the relative material 

densities of the elements are the variables. 

The same flexion angles that in the mechanical theory are tested 

in this case, but no weighting is considered. However, coherent results 

(formed patella) are obtained only with 90º and 110º. For these angles, 

a high-density zone close to the usual patella position was observed. 

Specifically, for the 90º case, the shape of the high-density zone was 

more consistent with reality. This suggested that the mechanical 

environment that surrounds the tendon may affect the patella and its 

development. 
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3.4. Discussion of the patella development theories  

In the three evaluated theories, a patella-like structure was 

obtained for the highest tested flexion angles of the leg. The results 

show that tissue remodeling and adaption, based on Carter’s theory or 

on TO, could answer the patella onset. The shape, position and size of 

the patella would depend on the flexion angle of the leg and on the time 

that the leg spends in each position, obtaining a larger patella compared 

to the biochemical approach. However, there is not much evidence in 

the literature that can support the second and third theories. Therefore, 

mechanical loading may not be necessary for the appearance of the 

patella, but it may be necessary for its morphogenesis and maintenance.  

Arguably, molecular factors and their interactions trigger the 

formation of the patella, as evidenced by the molecular expression of 

the cells analyzed in histological slides. These factors, applied to a 

computational model, are consistent with the obtained results. 

However, since the limitation of the movement alone does not 

guarantee that there are no hydrostatic stresses in the tendon, more tests 

should be performed in which only biochemical factors influence the 

development of the tendon and the patella. It is also possible that these 

mechanisms are redundant and that both influence the patella onset  

Also, it is certain that the mechanical environment must affect 

patella development. However, this environment might affect it mainly 

after the tendon is formed by helping the patella to obtain its final shape 

and maintain its structure. This work is a first approximation on the 

understanding of the process of the development of the patella. 

Furthermore, these models could provide new insights and guidelines 
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of experimentation and mathematical models. A combination of the 

evaluated theories in this study is suggested as future work, so that the 

patella onset is determined due to biochemical factors and, 

subsequently, the mechanical loads may regulate its shape and 

maintenance. 

4- Cartilage Regeneration 

4.1. Methodology for the cartilage regeneration model 

A plain strain axisymmetric 2D geometry was developed in this 

thesis to represent a simplified cartilage-bone-scaffold structure. The 

normal stress and strain conditions for the subchondral and trabecular 

bone were established by applying load prior to the scaffold 

implantation. An oscillatory load of 1 Hz frequency is applied until the 

values of FV, stress and strain stabilize. It is assumed that the cartilage 

undergoes this load every day of simulation.  

Articular cartilage consists of an ECM divided into two phases: 

solid and fluid. The solid phase contains mainly proteoglycans (PGs) 

and a type-II collagen fibrillar network. The bundles of primary fibrils 

extend perpendicular from the subchondral bone, which near the 

surface gradually curve to a horizontal course, parallel to the articular 

surface. The collagen fibrils were modeled as linear elastic tension-only 

materials. The non-fibrillar part of the solid part was assumed as linear 

poroelastic. 

For the bone, it was employed a basic bone remodeling model 

that considered the response to strain, and the basal conditions as initial 

conditions. Before the scaffold was implanted, the maximum basal 
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deformation was calculated as an average of the maximum daily 

deformation of the tissue. After the implantation of the scaffold, 

abnormal loading conditions were generated, hence the patterns of 

maximum strain within the tissue changed. This variation in strain 

conditions was considered to affect the bone density distribution, and 

therefore the Young’s modulus of the subchondral and trabecular bone. 

It was established that the bone tissue under the scaffold failed 

if the average Young’s modulus of the line of elements under the 

scaffold was smaller than a threshold. If the bone failed, the scaffold 

was able to move down into the bone. 

A PVF was also considered (hypothetic molecule, with low 

diffusion rate, that determined if a mesenchymal tissue might be 

vascularized or not). It is assumed that this factor is diffuses from the 

bottom of the domain to the upper part of the domain. 

The developed model dealt with the regeneration of two types 

of tissue: cartilage and bone. The osteogenesis process was regulated 

by the mechanical environment. For bone regeneration, a mechanistic 

model of tissue differentiation was used that couples the cellular 

mechanisms to mechanical stimuli during bone healing.  

As far as the author know, there are not many computational 

models in the literature to explain how this tissue is regenerated. Hence, 

a positive relationship between cyclic hydrostatic stress and cartilage 

growth was considered. Besides, the model is configured so that the 

cartilage can only regenerate in elements with mesenchymal tissue and 

only with low concentrations of PVF. 
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Once there was any displacement of the scaffold due to the 

failure of the bone under it, the void remaining at the top of the scaffold 

was then filled with mesenchymal tissue, which later differentiated into 

other tissue (bone, cartilage, or fibrous tissue). For a mesenchymal 

element to differentiate into cartilage, two conditions must be 

accomplished: the element must have had low concentration of PVF, 

and it must have a cartilage neighbor element subjected to high 

hydrostatic stress. If none of the above conditions were achieved, the 

osteogenesis model activates. In this case the mesenchymal tissue could 

differentiate into fibrous, cartilage or bone tissue depending on the 

mechanical stimuli, which was the combined effect of the deviatoric 

strain and FV. 

4.2. Results and discussion from the cartilage regeneration 

model 

The bone resorption and apposition processes were modeled as 

changes in the Young’s modulus of bone. In the results, the trabecular 

bone must remodel in order to bear the abnormal load brought by the 

scaffold. Moreover, the Young’s modulus of the trabecular bone 

increased in the zone under the scaffold once it was implanted; but 

decreases, due to the overload, in the element line just under the 

scaffold. On the other hand, cartilage forms on top of the scaffold until 

the fourth and sixth month, when the concentration of the PVF is high 

enough to avoid the formation of cartilage. 

When the osteogenesis process was activated, the calculated 

mechanical stimulus was ideal to stimulate bone tissue, so it 

differentiates only into bone. 
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One year after the implantation of the scaffold, the model 

revealed a cartilage completely recovered and the scaffold displaced 

into the bone. These results were in concordance with those obtained 

by Sancho-Tello et al., who implanted a copolymer porous scaffold in 

the knee joint of a rabbit to repair a full-depth chondral defect. 

The computational model developed in this thesis can be used 

to compare the effect of using different scaffold materials, different 

loading conditions, or tissue degeneration (pathology) with respect to 

ideal treatment conditions. It can also be helpful when planning 

treatments for the regeneration of articular cartilage. 

5- General Conclusions of the thesis 

In this thesis, several aspects of the synovial joints are explored 

from its onset to its mature state. In particular, four different 

computational models are proposed to reproduce the development of 

the synovial joints and the regeneration of the articular cartilage based 

on mechanical and biochemical factors. In general, the obtained results 

from the simulations show a great concordance with the histological 

studies experiments reported in the literature. 

The developed model for the joint onset was able to explain the 

interphalangeal joint development through the interaction of only six 

generic molecular factors. Therefore, it can be concluded that the 

interzone formation and the cavitation processes are regulated by the 

concentrations of six molecules related to: GDF-5, Noggin, Ihh, PTHrP, 

Hox genes, and Wnt. 
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As opposed to previous computational models, the 

morphogenesis model proposed in this thesis includes biochemical 

factors in addition to the mechanical ones, which leaded to a notably 

higher degree of agreement between the final shape of the simulated 

interphalangeal joint and the shapes reported in histological studies. It 

is therefore demonstrated that both mechanical and biochemical stimuli 

are needed for synovial joints to achieve their final shapes. 

In addition, we were able to predict the appearance of this 

sesamoid with the three evaluated theories, being the "biochemical 

theory" the one that showed the best results and is supported by recent 

histological studies found in the literature. We propose that the 

molecular interaction triggers the beginning of the patella and that the 

mechanical loads are necessary for the growth and maintenance of the 

patella. 

According to the results obtained by the cartilage regeneration 

model, not only the cartilage has to adapt during the regeneration 

process but also the surrounding tissue. The developed computational 

model can be helpful to compare different scaffold materials and load 

conditions and evaluate which treatment approach might result in a 

better outcome. 

The computational models developed in this thesis allow to 

evaluate many different mechanical and biochemical conditions of 

some biological phenomena, that would be hard to test through 

experimental set-up. We hope that these models have the potential to 
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become useful tools in medical and biological research, helping in the 

design of therapeutic strategies for joint related pathologies. 
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 SUMMARY IN VALENCIAN 

Les articulacions connecten els components esquelètics i 

habiliten el moviment relatiu entre ells. Entre els diferents tipus 

d’articulacions, les sinovials ofereixen el rang de moviment més ampli 

entre ossos. La majoria de les articulacions sinovials es troben a 

l’esquelet apendicular (extremitats) i, encara que poden presentar 

diferents estructures internes, quatre trets comuns les caracteritzen: la 

càpsula articular tancada que conté el líquid sinovial (lubricant); les 

superfícies del cartílag articular, situades sobre cada os de l’articulació, 

llisquen entre elles; la membrana sinovial, que proporciona el 

tancament de la càpsula; i els lligaments, el tendó i els músculs, que 

proporcionen estabilitat i mobilitat a l’articulació. 

Com es formen aquestes articulacions? Alguns estudis han 

mostrat que l’inici i el desenvolupament de les articulacions sinovials 

estan regulats per diferents factors genètics, bioquímics i mecànics al 

llarg del temps. El seu desenvolupament comença durant les etapes 

fetals del desenvolupament prenatal. Després d’unes cinc setmanes de 

desenvolupament, els brots de les extremitats comencen a créixer i es 

fan notables. Al principi, aquests brots tenen una massa ininterrompuda 

de cèl·lules mesenquimàtiques dins del seu nucli. Aquest gruix de 

cèl·lules mesenquimàtiques s’anomena blastema esquelètic i està 

cobert per una capa d’ectoderma. Llavors, la majoria de les cèl·lules 

blastemàtiques diferencien en condròcits. No obstant això, algunes 

romanen a la interzona, on es formarà la futura articulació. La separació 
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de l’articulació es produeix durant el procés de cavitació: les cèl·lules 

de la interzona tendeixen a patir apoptosi deixant un espai entre els 

rudiments d’os condròcit. 

Després de l’escissió articular (cavitació), es produeix la 

morfogènesi: les cèl·lules proliferen a ambdues bandes de l’articulació 

permetent que el cap de l’os prenga la seua forma final. Alguns estudis 

han demostrat que els moviments i les contraccions musculars durant el 

desenvolupament de les extremitats afecten la forma que prenen les 

articulacions, encara que els factors bioquímics locals i sistèmics també 

hi podrien afectar. Si es donen condicions anormals durant el 

desenvolupament fetal, les articulacions poden desenvolupar-se 

incompletament o anormal o ni tan sols desenvolupar-se. 

Una vegada finalitzat el període embrionari, les articulacions 

sinovials i la seua estructura interna (cartílag articular, lligaments i 

càpsula sinovial) ja estan completament desenvolupades. A més, 

apareixen els centres d’ossificació primari (primary ossification center, 

POC) i secundari (secondary ossification center, SOC). Aquestes 

estructures ajuden a que l’os creixca i s’ossifique fins que assoleix 

l’edat adulta. 

No obstant, una vegada formades, les articulacions poden patir 

diverses patologies que afecten el seu moviment i, potencialment, 

també l’estil de vida de l’individu que les pateix. Entre les possibles 

causes d’aquestes patologies es troben, entre altres, els traumatismes 

reiterats, l’envelliment, la cirurgia, l’obesitat, els desordres hormonals, 

les lesions en les superfícies de les articulacions o sobrecàrrega deguda 

a la malformació de l’articulació. 
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Per exemple, en una malaltia degenerativa de les articulacions 

com l’artrosi, el desgast i la degeneració del cartílag articular poden 

arribar a causar-ne la pèrdua d’una porció en la superfície articular. A 

més, el cartílag no es pot regenerar, només és capaç de reemplaçar la 

part desgastada per un teixit més dur, el cartílag fibrós. Aquest nou 

teixit produeix una superfície articular irregular que pot causar dolor i 

rigidesa, agreujant així la patologia. 

Des de simptomàtics fins a d’altres més invasius, diversos 

tractaments s’han proposat per a la reparació del cartílag articular. Com 

a últim recurs s’utilitzen el reemplaçament total de l’articulació 

afectada o l’artròdesi, i.e. la fusió de tots o alguns dels ossos que formen 

l’articulació sinovial. Òbviament, es prefereix preservar l’estructura i la 

funció originals de l’articulació, especialment en pacients joves. 

L’enginyeria de teixits proposa accions no invasives per a trobar 

un tractament definitiu per a la degeneració del cartílag. Durant les 

últimes dues dècades, a més de l’empelt osteocondral, s’han proposat 

els implants, que permeten omplir ràpidament els defectes de 

l’articulació i aporten un substrat per al fixament de les cèl·lules. La 

tècnica de l’implant involucra tres aspectes fonamentals: el material de 

l’implant, els factors de diferenciació cel·lular i les fonts cel·lulars. Però 

també s’han obtingut bons resultats amb implants sense fonts cel·lulars. 

D’aquesta manera s’eviten riscs associats amb la manipulació de les 

cèl·lules (e.g. contaminació bacteriana, pèrdua de fenotips) i es redueix 

el cost econòmic. 
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Per a desenvolupar noves estratègies terapèutiques que siguen 

efectives, és imprescindible comprendre els processos que afecten el 

teixit articular des del seu desenvolupament fins a la seua maduresa. No 

obstant, aconseguir-ho únicament mitjançant anàlisis experimentals pot 

resultar molt costós en termes de recursos i temps. Per tant, els models 

computacionals es presenten com una ferramenta convenient per a 

complementar l’estudi dels processos articulars. Aquests models 

utilitzen informació resultant d’anàlisis clíniques i observacions 

experimentals per a avaluar quantitativament i qualitativa les 

interaccions mecàniques i bioquímiques que es donen en els processos 

abans mencionats. Així, els models computacionals contribueixen a 

aquests estudis, ja que avaluen les condicions difícils d’implementar 

experimentalment. 

En aquesta tesis s’estudien, mitjançant models computacionals, 

la interacció bioquímica de la formació de la interzona i el procés de 

cavitació durant el desenvolupament de les articulacions sinovials. En 

el cas del procés de morfogènesi, a més de la interacció bioquímica, 

també es considera el possible efecte de la possible càrrega mecànica 

durant la formació de les epífisis. 

També s’analitzen computacionalment diferents teories 

proposades per a explicar l’existència dels ossos sesamoides, i.e. 

xicotets ossos o cartílags medul·lars envoltats de tendons normalment 

situats al voltant de les articulacions. L’estudi se centra en la ròtula, el 

major i més estudiat os sesamoide present en el cos humà. 

A més, també s’analitzen, mitjançant un model computacional, 

els processos que ocorren quan s’utilitza un implant polimèric per a 
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tractar un defecte en el cartílag articular. D’aquesta manera es pot 

comparar com influeixen el material, la forma i les condicions de 

l’implant en el resultat del tractament. 

En resum, els objectius d’aquesta tesi són: 

Objectiu principal: 

La modelització computacional dels processos mecànics i 

biològics que ocorren Durant el desenvolupament de les articulacions 

sinovials. 

Objectius específics: 

- La formulació matemàtica dels fenòmens mecanobiològics que 

controlen el desenvolupament de les articulacions sinovials. 

- L’avaluació computacional del comportament del model durant 

la formació de la interzona de les articulacions sinovials. 

- L’avaluació computacional del comportament del model durant 

el procés de cavitació i la morfogènesi de les articulacions 

sinovials. 

1. Aparició de l’articulació 

1.1. Metodologia per al model d'aparició d'articulacions:  

Es desenvolupa un model computacional basat en dues accions 

moleculars genèriques i dos bucles d'autorregulació expressats com a 

equacions de reacció-difusió. L'objectiu és predir els patrons 

moleculars associats al procés de formació de l'articulació. El model es 

resol mitjançant l’anàlisi d’elements finits. Les equacions 

matemàtiques prediuen patrons que representen mecanismes 

moleculars que modelitzen les estructures i les formes durant el 
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desenvolupament de les articulacions, com ara la formació de la 

interzona, la cavitació i la forma condília dels extrems de les 

articulacions. 

Les equacions de reacció-difusió i la formació de patrons de 

Turing s’utilitzen per simular la localització del clivatge articular, el 

nombre d’articulacions formades, les superfícies de les articulacions 

que formaran les epífisis i la forma condília inicial de l’articulació. 

En base a les molècules que, segons la literatura, intervenen en 

el desenvolupament de les articulacions, es modelitzen sis factors 

moleculars genèrics involucrats en l’aparició de les articulacions. Cada 

factor pot representar diferents molècules realitzant la mateixa acció. El 

procés del model s'organitza en dues etapes. La primera marca l’inici 

de la interzona, el factor (G), que es troba a la posició d’escissió, mentre 

que el seu antagonista, factor (N), està per tot arreu. El factor (G), que 

està relacionat amb el GDF-5, evita la diferenciació del teixit 

mesenquimàtic en cartílag, mentre que el factor (N) és controlat per 

l'antagonista de BMP, Noggin. En la segona etapa, les zones que es 

diferencien en cartílag secreten Ihh, factor (I), i PTHrP, factor (P), que 

estableixen un bucle regulador que regeix la proliferació cel·lular i la 

hipertròfia. El factor (I) regula la proliferació de condròcits, la 

maduració i la hipertròfia, mentre que el factor (P) inhibeix la 

hipertròfia de condròcits. 

Mentrestant, el domini segueix creixent i dos altres factors, (H) 

i (W), regulen la separació de l'articulació i en relacionen les 

estructures. (H) controla la quantitat diferencial de creixement del teixit 

de proximal a distal. Matemàticament, hi ha un gradient en (H) que 
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afecta el ritme de creixement promovent el creixement longitudinal de 

les extremitats i dels primordis dels ossos. (W), secretat en la interzona, 

indueix la mort cel·lular i permet la generació d’un espai articular. Els 

factors (H) i (W), associats respectivament als gens Hox i el senyal Wnt, 

condueixen a la separació dels rudiments i també s'observen en parts de 

la càpsula fibrosa en etapes posteriors de desenvolupament. 

El model d’elements finits inclou equacions diferencials 

parcials (partial differential equations, PDE) integrades amb un sistema 

del tipus Cellular Automaton (CA). La part de les PDE descriu la 

difusió molecular i estableix les concentracions bioquímiques, que 

permeten a la part de la CA determinar si el teixit es diferencia o no. 

Cada element comença amb un estat de teixit (mesenquimàtic, pre-

cartilaginós, cartilaginós o interzonal) i el sistema CA permet que 

l'element es diferencie d'un estat de teixit a un altre. Aquest procés es 

repeteix fins que s'arriba al criteri de parada. 

S’exploren quatre casos diferents. En el Cas I, s’estableixen les 

condicions per al desenvolupament d’una articulació interfalàngica. Els 

tres casos següents són modificacions de la primera. En el Cas II i el 

Cas III, s’analitza l’efecte de canviar les dimensions del domini inicial 

en el desenvolupament de l’articulació. En el Cas IV, s’analitza com les 

taxes de creixement del domini modifiquen el resultat. A més, es replica 

un procediment experimental paral·lel en el qual s’implanta GDF-5 al 

costat i a la punta d'un dit de la pota en desenvolupament d’un pollet. 
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 1.2. Resultats i discussió del model d’inici de l’articulació  

En el Cas I, la comparació dels resultats obtinguts per al factor 

(G) amb la secreció de GDF-5 en estudis experimentals demostra 

distribucions similars. A més, el bucle (I)-(P) resulta en una distribució 

on (P) és a prop dels extrems distals i (I) es troba als extrems proximals 

del rudiment, tal com es veu a la literatura per a Ihh i PTHrP. 

El factor (W) estableix la formació del cartílag articular a cada 

superfície articular i és coherent amb la distribució de Wnt a la 

literatura. La forma de l'articulació és comparable amb les troballes 

histològiques: els dos costats de l'articulació tenen un cartílag articular, 

però en un costat hi ha una estructura semblant a una epífisi. Això 

condueix a la formació d’una epífisi més gran a l’extrem distal i un altre 

de menor grandària a l’extrem proximal. A partir d’aquest moment, és 

probable que les condicions mecàniques afecten en la morfologia de 

l’articulació. 

Els resultats obtinguts suggereixen que la mida del domini 

inicial durant el desenvolupament pot influir en el nombre 

d’articulacions sinovials formades. En la simulació, s'adquireixen una i 

tres articulacions quan la ràtio longitud/amplada es fixa en 3 (Cas I) i 

en 5 (Cas II), respectivament. Els patrons de Turing depenen de la ràtio 

longitud/amplada del domini, per tant, el nombre d’articles ha de 

dependre de la geometria inicial. No obstant això, la literatura mostra 

que només es pot formar una articulació simultàniament i per això, en 

el model proposat, es forma una articulació cada vegada que el primordi 

distal dins d’un brot de les extremitats assoleix una ratio 

longitude/amplada aproximada de 3. 
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En el Cas III (velocitat de creixement més ràpida), s'obté una 

única articulació amb dues regions ràpid creixement situades en ambdós 

extrems dels rudiments amb altes concentracions de (I). En el Cas IV, 

l’objectiu és simular l’aparició d’una articulació situada entre un os 

gran i un altre més curt (e.g. entre un metatarsià o un metacarpià i una 

falange). Per tant, la ràtio longitud/amplada del seu domini inicial es 

fixa en 2.5. 

El Cas V i el Cas VI simulen l'estudi experimental realitzat per 

Merino et al. (1999), que analitza els efectes de la implantació de GDF-

5 en les potes en desenvolupament de pollets embrionaris, concretament 

a la punta dels dits. En comparar els resultats del Cas V i del Cas VI 

amb els obtinguts per Merino et al. (1999), es troben tres similituds: 

s'aconsegueix una morfologia molt similar, el rudiment resultant es 

corba quan la molècula s’implanta en una de les cares de la condensació 

mesenquimàtica, i el bulb es forma quan (G) s'implanta a la punta del 

primordi. Aquests efectes poden ser deguts a l’alta concentració de (G) 

que, després del procés de cavitació, implica una alta concentració de 

(W) fomentant la diferenciació del teixit en cartílag articular. Aquesta 

ubicació anormal del cartílag articular afecta el patró de Turing entre (I) 

i (P), per la qual cosa s'obté un creixement anormal del teixit. 

En aquesta tesi es proposa un model simplificat per estudiar el 

desenvolupament de les articulacions. Es troba un bon acord entre els 

resultats obtinguts amb el model de simulació i els d’estudis 

experimentals trobats a la literatura que inclouen anàlisis histològiques. 

Encara que moltes molècules sovint influeixen en el mateix procés 

biològic, es mostra, mitjançant la modelització de molècules 
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genèriques, com la formació de patrons simples entre molècules enzim-

substrat prediu molts esdeveniments presents en la formació de les 

articulacions. El model mostra una bona resposta amb articulacions 

interfalàngiques i metacarpianes/metatarsianes-falàngiques. Els 

resultats obtinguts en aquest capítol seran útils per als investigadors 

centrats en patologies associades al desenvolupament d’embrions i 

articulacions. A més, aquest model podria proporcionar noves idees i 

pautes d’experimentació i, per descomptat, nous models matemàtics i 

computacionals de les següents fases del desenvolupament de les 

articulacions. 

2. Morfogènesi d'articulació 

2.1. Metodologia per al model de morfogènesi d'articulació  

Després de l'inici de l’interzona i el procés de cavitació, es 

produeix l'últim pas del desenvolupament de les articulacions, la seva 

morfogènesi. Els estudis experimentals i computacionals han demostrat 

que hi ha una relació entre l’esforç mecànic i la morfogènesi de 

l’esquelet. Des de la perspectiva computacional, s'han desenvolupat dos 

models per avaluar la relació entre la morfogènesi de les articulacions i 

els esforços mecànics. Heegaard et al.(1999) i Giorgi et al. (2014), tots 

dos estudis computacionals, van utilitzar la distribució d’estrès 

hidrostàtic per descriure el creixement i la morfogènesi articular. Tot i 

que aquests estudis han obtingut resultats rellevants en el procés de 

morfogènesi, les formes finals dels dos rudiments oposats no 

coincideixen amb la morfologia real interfalàngica, la qual cosa indica 

que les interaccions bioquímiques durant la morfogènesi òssia podrien 

ser necessàries per aconseguir formes articulars congruents. No obstant 
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això, fins a la data, encara no hi ha cap model experimental ni 

computacional capaç d'explicar amb precisió com es forma la junta 

sinovial. Així, l’objectiu d’aquesta secció és desenvolupar un model 

computacional que ens permeti apropar-nos a la comprensió del procés 

de morfogènesi de les articulacions. 

Es va desenvolupar un model d’elements finits en 2D de 

l’articulació interfalàngica que inclou la càpsula sinovial. Aquest model 

va considerar els efectes bioquímics i mecànics sobre la morfogènesi de 

les articulacions, des de l’etapa de cavitació fins a l’aparició de POC i 

SOC. 

El model iniciat amb una geometria aproximada d’una 

articulació sinovial. Aquesta geometria va ser la primera geometria de 

referència. A continuació, es va fer girar l'os distal de la geometria de 

referència per simular el moviment del dit; només es van avaluar quatre 

passos del moviment: 90º, 60º, 30º i 0º. Els càlculs es van fer a cada 

posició i després es van traduir a la geometria de referència (0º) i es van 

fer mitjanes en cada element, i es van calcular els paràmetres mitjans 

de creixement i ossificació del cartílag i es van utilitzar per actualitzar 

la geometria de referència. Aleshores, la falange distal es va girar de 

nou a les posicions analitzades. Aquest procés va continuar fins que la 

forma de l’art va coincidir amb la forma d’una articulació 

interfalàngica. 

Pel que fa a la part mecànica del model, s'aplica un 

desplaçament axial d'1μm al límit superior de la falange distal. La 

falange proximal es va fixar al fons del node central de manera que els 
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altres nodes de l'extrem inferior poguessin moure's en la direcció lateral. 

Se suposava que el cartílag dels primordi d'os era gairebé 

incompressible. 

També es va considerar l’efecte de les molècules PTHrP i Ihh. 

Ihh controla la proliferació de condrocits, la maduració i la hipertròfia, 

mentre que el PTHrP inhibeix la hipertròfia de condrocits. A més, es va 

considerar una part restant de la molècula Wnt per la seva acció en el 

procés de morfogènesi. La distribució inicial d’aquestes molècules s’ha 

extret de l’últim pas de la simulació realitzada al capítol anterior. 

Per al creixement dels teixits, es va assumir que la resposta dels 

teixits als estímuls mecànics tenia una relació positiva entre el 

creixement del cartílag i l'estrès hidrostàtic cíclic i que va ser inhibida 

per una tensió de tall corticològica. A més, es va considerar que altes 

concentracions de PTHrP i Wnt van promoure la proliferació de 

condrocits i, per tant, el creixement del cartílag. 

Per a l’ossificació òssia, s’ha utilitzat l’OI per predir l’aparició 

del POC i el SOC dins de els primordi d'os. Es va considerar que el 

cartílag en la diàfisi es va ossificar sota un alt OI i PTHrP i Wnt baix, 

mentre que per a SOC es considera només l'OI. 

2.2. Resultats i discussió per al model de morfogènesi 

d'articulació: 

Es van analitzar quatre posicions diferents de l’articulació 

interfalàgica. Es va donar el mateix pes a cada posició, ja que no hi ha 

informes a la literatura sobre com es mouen els dits del fetus durant la 
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fase morfogènica. Les formes finals obtingudes de la diàfisi dels ossos 

són coherents amb les observades a la literatura. 

També es van simular les aparences de SOC i POC. El SOC 

emergeix al capçal superior de la falange proximal i al capçal inferior 

de la falange distal. A la falange proximal, es forma com una estructura 

de forma circular. A l’anàlisi distal, el SOC va prendre una forma 

el·líptica, probablement a causa de la forma en què la superfície 

convexa va distribuir l’estrès octaèdrica de tall i l’estrès hidrostàtic (que 

s’utilitza per calcular l’OI). 

En llocs de baixes concentracions de PTHrP i altes 

concentracions de Ihh, els condrocits es van convertir en hipertròfia i el 

teixit va ossificar-se eventualment formant el POC. El model va mostrar 

com l’OI prediu àrees d’ossificació elevades en la diàfisi, i com el 

PTHrP i les tensions hidrostàtiques ajuden amb el creixement i el 

manteniment del cartílag. Els resultats obtinguts són comparables amb 

els dels estudis anteriors on només es va analitzar l’ossificació 

endocondral i la distribució OI. 

La forma de l'articulació obtinguda coincideix notablement amb 

les observades a les radiografies. Per tant, aquest treball ens explica com 

l’entorn mecànic, combinat amb factors bioquímics, influeix en la 

morfogènesi d’una articulació sinovial. Val la pena esmentar que 

l'estrès dinàmic hidrostàtic, ja que promou el creixement del cartílag, és 

clau per a la morfogènesi de les articulacions. No obstant això, per tal 

que una articulació aconsegueixi formes complexes, cal incloure 

respostes cel·lulars/tissulars a estímuls bioquímics i mecànics. 
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El model presentat ofereix una excel·lent aproximació al que 

passa durant el desenvolupament i la morfogènesi de les articulacions i 

proporciona una nova comprensió d'aquests processos que, 

eventualment, poden conduir al desenvolupament de nous tractaments 

per a patologies del desenvolupament, o fins i tot prevenir 

malformacions del fetus. 

3. Aparició de la ròtula 

Encara existeix una manca de comprensió sobre el 

desenvolupament de la ròtula. La teoria més acceptada és que es 

desenvolupa dins del tendó en resposta a estímuls mecànics. Mentre el 

tendó és immadur, una zona del tendó està sotmesa a una elevada tensió 

hidrostàtica i una baixa deformació de tensió. Això condueix a la 

diferenciació del teixit fibrós en cartílag i després a l'ossificació del 

cartílag per a formar la ròtula. 

Actualment, segons el coneixement dels autors, no hi ha cap 

mecanisme acceptat ni unificat en la literatura que explique la formació 

d'ossos sesamoides. L'objectiu d'aquesta part del document és avaluar, 

per separat, el resultat de tres models computacionals conceptuals per 

al desenvolupament de la ròtula. El primer model considera els aspectes 

bioquímics presents en l’aparició del tendó del quàdriceps i la ròtula. El 

segon model examina el comportament de les cèl·lules sota els estímuls 

mecànics presents durant la formació de la ròtula. I el tercer model 

optimitza l'entorn mecànic dels teixits mitjançant l’optimització 

topològica (topological optimization, TO) basant-se en la minimització 

de l'energia de deformació. 
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3.1. Teoria bioquímica: 

Aquesta teoria bioquímica va ser proposada per primera vegada 

per Eyal et al. (2015). Segons aquesta teoria, la ròtula es desenvolupa 

com una eminència òssia adherida a l'extrem distal del fèmur, on les 

noves cèl·lules cartilaginoses de sox9 s'uneixen a l'esmentat extrem 

femoral. Aquesta nova agregació de cèl·lules cartilaginoses se separa 

del cartílag preexistent a causa de l'efecte d'un inductor de l'articulació 

restant a la superfície articular del fèmur. 

El model comença amb les condicions inicials donades per les 

concentracions de les molècules i un domini de les cèl·lules Scx. 

Després, el TGF-β i el BMP es difonen a partir del múscul i l’os i, en 

conseqüència, les cèl·lules Scx són atretes cap a altes concentracions de 

TGF-β. Una vegada que el múscul detecta la presència de cèl·lules Scx, 

secreta FGF. El procés de diferenciació implica les cèl·lules Scx i les 

concentracions de FGF i BMP. Si hi ha suficient concentració de 

cèl·lules Scx i BMP, les cèl·lules es diferencien en condròcits, mentre 

que si hi ha prou concentració de cèl·lules Scx i FGF, les cèl·lules es 

diferencien en tenòcits (teixit del tendó). Al mateix temps, el marcador 

interzona restant (anomenat GDF-5 en aquest model) es difon dins de 

l'estructura del cartílag de recent formació, que posteriorment induirà la 

formació de les articulacions entre la ròtula i el fèmur. 

En aquesta tesi, s’avalua la teoria amb diferents angles de flexió 

de la cama (30º, 45º, 60º i 90º) sense modificar cap altre paràmetre. El 

rang de l’angle canvia l’àrea coincident entre la zona on es formarà el 

tendó i l’extrem distal del fèmur. Amb 30º i 45º, no s’aconsegueix cap 
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estructura de tipus ròtula. Amb 60º, només s’observa una xicoteta ròtula 

incipient. I amb 90º, es forma una estructura completa de tipus ròtula. 

Aquest resultat és possible ja que la zona de coincidència és molt més 

menuda i proximal amb 30º, 45º i 60º. 

Els resultats obtinguts amb aquesta teoria i una flexió de 90º són 

coherents amb les observacions histològiques realitzades per Eyal et al. 

(2015). S’obté una estructura de tipus ròtula incrustada superficialment 

dins del tendó només tenint en compte els factors bioquímics implicats 

en el desenvolupament del tendó i de l’eminència. Per tant, és possible 

que l’aparició de la ròtula siga conseqüència d’un procés bioquímic, 

sense cap influència mecànica.  

3.2. Teoria mecànica: 

Els estímuls mecànics tenen un paper crucial en la diferenciació 

de teixits. Les condicions mecàniques dels tendons en formació generen 

un entorn favorable per al desenvolupament de la ròtula. El tendó és un 

teixit fibrós (teixit connectiu dens) compost per feixos de fibres de 

col·lagen de tipus I paral·leles. Segons la teoria proposada per Carter et 

al. (1987), si el teixit fibrós (tendó) està sotmès a una elevada tensió 

hidrostàtica compressiva (amb una baixa deformació de tensió en la 

direcció principal), pot diferenciar-se en cartílag i, finalment, convertir-

se en la ròtula (os sesamoide). 

Aquesta teoria postula que l'os de la ròtula es forma a causa 

d'una elevada tensió hidrostàtica i de baixa deformació de tensió en 

regions específiques d'un teixit fibrós com el tendó. En aquesta tesi 

s’analitzen angles de flexió de les cames de 30º, 45º, 60º, 90º i 110º. Els 
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resultats de tots els angles de flexió de la cama es projecten al domini a 

90º per facilitar la comparació de les distribucions de tensió. 

Tenint en compte que la comprensió del moviment embrionari 

és limitada, es modelen tres escenaris diferents en els que es mitjana 

l’efecte de cada angle de la cama. Els pesos per als angles de 30̊, 45̊, 60̊, 

90̊ i 110 ̊ per als tres escenaris són els següents: per a l’Escenari 1 

(afavorint lleugerament els angles de flexió grans), 5%, 10%, 15%, 25% 

i 45%; per a l'Escenari 2 (afavorint fortament els angles de flexió 

menuts), 60%, 25%, 9%, 5% i 1%; i per a l’Escenari 3 (afavorint 

fortament els angles de flexió grans), l’1%, el 5%, el 9%, el 25% i el 

60%. 

Els resultats obtinguts amb aquest model mostren el 

desenvolupament d’una estructura de tipus ròtula incrustada dins del 

tendó, igual que la teoria bioquímica. La mida de l’estructura depèn de 

l’angle de flexió. Això pot indicar que l’embolcall (entorn mecànic) del 

tendó sobre l’extrem femoral distal genera les condicions mecàniques 

necessàries per a l’aparició de la ròtula. 

3.3. Optimització topològica TO 

Aquesta teoria també es basa en estímuls mecànics i la seua 

influència en la diferenciació de teixits, que també es pot explicar a 

través de TO. La TO es pot aplicar en la remodelació de teixits, ja que 

redistribueix iterativament el material en un domini de disseny 

determinant una disposició òptima del material o tipus de teixit. Aquest 

procés d’adaptació es pot caracteritzar com un sistema d’automillora 

amb l’objectiu de minimitzar la deformació del tendó. 
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Com a condició inicial, aquesta tesi considera que el tendó ja 

està format i suportant càrrega. Es realitza un FEA bidimensional basat 

en l'algorisme proposat per Sigmund (2001). L’algorisme es basa en 

l’enfocament de la “llei exponencial”, també conegut com a enfocament 

SIMP (solid isotropic material with penalization). Aquest enfocament 

suposa que les propietats dels materials són constants dins de cada 

element del domini de disseny, mentre que les densitats de material 

relatives dels elements són variables. 

Per a aquest model s'analitzen diferents angles de flexió (igual 

que en l’escenari anterior). No obstant això, només s’obtenen resultats 

coherents (ròtula formada) amb 90º i 110º. Per a aquests angles, 

s’observa una zona d’alta densitat propera a la posició habitual de la 

ròtula. Concretament, per al cas de 90º, la forma de la zona d'alta 

densitat és més coherent amb la realitat. Açò suggereix que l’entorn 

mecànic que envolta el tendó pot afectar la ròtula i el seu 

desenvolupament. 

3.4. Discussió de les teories del desenvolupament de la 

rótula: 

En les tres teories avaluades s’obté una estructura de tipus ròtula 

per als majors angles de flexió analitzats. Els resultats mostren que la 

remodelació i l’adaptació dels teixits, basades en la teoria de Carter et 

al. (1987) o en la TO, podrien respondre a l’aparició de la ròtula. La 

forma, la posició i la mida de la ròtula dependrien de l’angle de flexió 

de la cama i del temps que la cama passa en cada posició, obtenint una 

ròtula més gran en comparació amb l’enfocament bioquímic. No 

obstant això, no hi ha molta evidència en la literatura que puga donar 
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suport a la segona i la tercera teoria. Per tant, pot ser que la càrrega 

mecànica no siga necessària per a l'aparició de la ròtula, però pot ser 

necessària per a la seua morfogènesi i el seu manteniment. 

Els factors moleculars i les seues interaccions desencadenen la 

formació de la ròtula, com ho demostra la secreció molecular de les 

cèl·lules analitzades en imatges histològiques. Aquests factors, aplicats 

a un model computacional, són coherents amb els resultats obtinguts. 

No obstant això, atès que la limitació del moviment en solitari no 

garanteix que no hi haja tensions hidrostàtiques al tendó, s'haurien de 

realitzar més proves en les que només els factors bioquímics influiren 

en el desenvolupament del tendó i la ròtula. També és possible que 

aquests mecanismes siguen redundants i que tots dos influisquen 

l’aparició de la ròtula. 

A més, és cert que l’entorn mecànic ha d’afectar el 

desenvolupament de la ròtula. Tanmateix, aquest entorn el pot afectar 

sobretot després que el tendó estiga format, ajudant la ròtula a obtenir 

la seua forma final i mantenir la seua estructura. Aquest treball és una 

primera aproximació a la comprensió del procés del desenvolupament 

de la ròtula. A més, aquests models podrien proporcionar noves idees i 

pautes d’experimentació i models matemàtics. Com a treball futur es 

suggereix una combinació de les teories avaluades en aquest estudi, de 

manera que es determine l’aparició de la ròtula a causa de factors 

bioquímics i, posteriorment, les càrregues mecàniques puguen regular 

la seua forma i el seu manteniment. 
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4. Regeneració del cartílag 

4.1. Metodologia per al model de regeneració del cartílag  

Es desenvolupa una geometria 2D axisimètrica de tensió simple 

per representar una estructura cartílag-os-implant simplificada. La 

distribució normal d’esforç i deformació en els ossos subcondral i 

trabecular s’estableix aplicant càrrega al sistema abans de la col·locació 

de l’implant. S’aplica una càrrega oscil·lant d’1 Hz fins a estabilitzar 

els valors de la velocitat del fluid, l’esforç i la deformació. Se suposa 

que el cartílag suporta aquesta càrrega cada dia de simulació. 

El cartílag articular consisteix en una matriu extracel·lular 

dividida en dues fases: sòlida i fluida. La part sòlida conté 

principalment proteoglicans i una xarxa fibril·lar de col·lagen tipus II. 

Els feixos de fibril·les primàries s'estenen perpendicularment des de l'os 

subcondral i divergeixen prop de la superfície en fibril·les que es corben 

gradualment fins a situar-se paral·lelament a la superfície articular. Les 

fibril·les de col·lagen es modelitzen com a materials de tensió elàstica 

lineal. La part no fibril·lar de la part sòlida del cartílag se suposa lineal 

poroelàstica. 

Per a l'os s’utilitza un model bàsic de remodelació dels ossos 

que considera la resposta a la deformació i les condicions basals com a 

condicions inicials. Abans de la col·locació de l’implant, es calcula la 

deformació màxima basal com a mitjana de la deformació màxima 

diària del teixit. Després de la col·locació de l’implant, es generen 

condicions de càrrega anormals i, per tant, es canvien els patrons de 

deformació màxims dins del teixit. Es considera que aquesta variació 
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en les condicions de la deformació afecta la distribució de la densitat 

òssia i, per tant, el mòdul de Young dels ossos subcondral i trabecular. 

S’estableix  que el teixit ossi sota l’implant falla si el mòdul de 

Young mitjà de la línia d'elements sota l’implant és menor que un 

llindar. Si l'os falla, l’implant es pot desplaçar descendentment dins de 

l’os. 

També es considera un factor de potencial vascular (potencial 

vascularity factor, PVF). Se suposa que aquest factor es difon des del 

fons del domini fins a la part superior del domini. Es fixa una taxa de 

difusió baixa per a aquesta molècula de manera que determine si un 

teixit mesenquimàtic pot ser vascularitzat o no. 

El model desenvolupat s'ocupa de la regeneració de dos tipus de 

teixits: cartílag i os. El procés d'osteogènesi es regula mitjnaçant 

l'entorn mecànic. Per a la regeneració òssia s'utilitza un model mecànic 

de diferenciació de teixits que acobla els mecanismes cel·lulars als 

estímuls mecànics durant la curació òssia. 

Durant la realització d’aquesta tesi no s’han trobat a la literatura 

models computacionals capaços d’explicar com es regenera aquest 

teixit. Per tant, es considera una relació positiva entre la tensió 

hidrostàtica cíclica i el creixement del cartílag. A més, el cartílag només 

és capaç de regenerar-se en elements amb teixit mesenquimàtic i baixa 

concentració de PVF. 

Si l’os sota l’implant falla i es produeix un desplaçament de 

l’implant, el buit que queda a la part superior de l’implant s’ompli amb 
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teixit mesenquimàtic que, posteriorment, es diferencia en altres teixits 

(os, cartílag o teixit fibrós). Per a que un element mesenquimàtic es 

diferencie en cartílag, l'element ha d'haver tingut una baixa 

concentració de PVF i tindre un element veí cartilaginós amb alta tensió 

hidrostàtica. Si no es compleixen les condicions anteriors, s'activa el 

model d’osteogènesi. En aquest cas, el teixit mesenquimàtic pot 

diferenciar-se en teixits fibrosos, cartílags o ossis en funció dels 

estímuls mecànics (efecte combinat de la deformació deviatòrica i la 

velocitat del fluid). 

4.2. Resultats i discussió del model de regeneració del 

cartílag: 

Els processos de resorció i aposició òssies es modelitzen com a 

canvis en el mòdul de Young de l’os. Segons els resultats, l’os 

trabecular s’ha de remodelitzar per suportar la càrrega anormal causada 

per l’implant. A més, el mòdul de Young de l’os trabecular augmenta a 

la zona sota l’implant un cop s’ha col·locat; però disminueix, a causa 

de la sobrecàrrega, a la línia elemental situada just sota l’implant. 

D'altra banda, el cartílag es forma a la part superior de l’implant fins al 

quart i el sisè mes, quan la concentració del PVF és suficientment alta 

per evitar la formació del cartílag. 

Quan s'activa el procés d'osteogènesi, l'estímul mecànic calculat 

pel model és ideal per estimular el teixit ossi, de manera que només es 

diferencia en l'os. 

Un any després de la col·locació de l’implant, el model mostra 

el cartílag completament recuperat i l’implant desplaçat cap a l’interior 

de l'os. Aquests resultats concorden amb els obtinguts per Sancho-Tello 
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et al. (2015), qui van col·locar un implant porós de copolímer en 

l'articulació del genoll d'un conill per a reparar un defecte condral de 

profunditat. 

El model computacional desenvolupat en aquesta tesi es pot 

utilitzar per a comparar l’efecte d’utilitzar implants de diferents 

materials, diferents condicions de càrrega o degeneració (patologia) de 

teixits respecte a condicions de tractament ideals. També pot ser útil en 

la planificació de tractaments per a la regeneració del cartílag articular. 

5. General Conclusions 

En aquesta tesi s’exploren diferents aspectes de les articulacions 

sinovials des de la seua aparició fins la seua maduresa. Concretament, 

es proposen quatre models computacionals basats en factors mecànics i 

bioquímics per a reproduir el desenvolupament de les articulacions 

sinovials i la regeneració del cartílag articular. En general, els resultats 

obtinguts de les simulacions mostren una gran concordança amb els 

estudis histològics trobats a la literatura. Les conclusions específiques 

extretes de cada model s’exposen a continuació. 

El model per a l’aparició d’articulacions es capaç d’explicar el 

desenvolupament de l’articulació interfalàngica a través de la interacció 

de només sis factors moleculars genèrics. Per tant, es pot concloure que 

la concentració de sis molècules relacionades amb GDF-5, Noggin, Ihh, 

PTHrP, gens How i Wnt regula la formació de la interzona i el procés 

de cavitació. 

El model de morfogènesi d’articulacions proposat en aquesta 

tesi, a diferència d’altres models computacionals anteriors, inclou 
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factors bioquímics a més de factors mecànics. Açò resulta en un grau 

d’acord entre la forma final de l’articulació sinovial interfalàngica 

simulada i les formes mostrades en estudis histològics notablement 

major. Per tant, es demostra que tant els estímuls mecànics com els 

bioquímics són necessaris per a que les articulacions sinovials 

assolisquen la seua forma final. 

Pel que fa a l’aparició de la ròtula, s’avaluen tres teories, 

cadascuna implementada mitjançant un model computacional diferent. 

Els tres models són capaços de predir l’aparició d’aquest os sesamoide 

i, comparant amb els estudis histològics més recents trobats a la 

literatura, els millors resultats s’obtenen amb la teoria bioquímica. En 

aquesta tesi es proposa que la interacció molecular desencadena 

l’aparició de la ròtula, però les càrregues mecàniques són necessàries 

per al seu creixement i el seu manteniment. 

Segons els resultats del model de regeneració del cartílag, no 

només el cartílag s’ha d’adaptar durant el procés de regeneració, sinó 

també el teixit que l’envolta. El model computacional desenvolupat pot 

resultar útil per a comparar l’efecte d’implants de diferents materials i 

de diferents condicions de càrrega i així avaluar quina alternativa és la 

més convenient en cada cas. 

Els models computacionals desenvolupats en aquesta tesis 

permeten avaluar moltes condicions mecàniques i bioquímiques 

diferents en diversos fenòmens biològics sense la necessitat de cap 

muntatge experimental (amb les dificultats tècniques, costos materials 

i econòmics i temps que implicarien). A més, tenen el potencial de 

convertir-se en ferramentes útils per a la recerca mèdica i biològica, 
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ajudant en el disseny d’estratègies terapèutiques per a les patologies 

relacionades amb les articulacions. 
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APPENDIXES 

APPENDIX A – VALUE OF THE PARAMETERS USED ON 

CHAPTER 2 (JOINT ONSET) 

Values of the coefficients employed on the model that describes the 

joint development from the interzone onset to the cavitation process. 

Parameter Value Equation Description Cases Molecules 

a 0.1 
Eq. 2-3 and 

Eq. 2-4 

Constant rate value for u-

expression 
All 

(G), (N), 

(P), (I) 

b 0.9 
Eq. 2-3 and 

Eq. 2-4 

Constant rate value for v-

expression 
All 

(G), (N), 

(P), (I) 

γ 10.0 
Eq. 2-3 and 

Eq. 2-4 
Rate value for the reaction term  All 

(G), (N), 

(P), (I) 

𝑫𝒖 1.0 
Eq. 2-3 and 

Eq. 2-4 
Diffusion constant for u All 

(G), (N), 

(P), (I) 

𝑫𝒗 29.0 
Eq. 2-3 and 

Eq. 2-4 
Diffusion constant for v All 

(G), (N), 
(P), (I) 

𝑫𝑾 
2E-2 

Eq. 2-8 
Diffusion constant for w 

All (W) 
5E-5 Diffusion constant for w 

𝑫𝑯 2E2 Eq. 2-10 Diffusion constant for H  All (H) 

𝝑 1.E-2 Eq. 2-9 
Rate value for the reaction term 

for W 
All (W) 

𝑺𝑮
𝑻𝒉 1.42 Table 2-1 

Differentiation Mesenchyme to 

Interzone 
All (G) 

𝑺𝑰
𝑻𝒉 1.35 Table 2-1 

Differentiation Mesenchyme to 
Chondrogenic tissue 

All (I) 

𝑺𝑾
𝑻𝒉𝟏  5.E-2 Table 2-1 

Differentiation from 
Chondrogenic tissue to articular 

cartilage 

All (W) 

𝑺𝑾
𝑻𝒉𝟐  1.E-2 Table 2-1 

Differentiation from Mesenchyme 

tissue to Joint Capsule and 
ligament 

All (W) 

𝜶𝒊𝒔𝒐 

0 

Eq. 2-11 

Growth by concentration of (I): 
MSc 

All (I) 5.E-4 Chondrogenic tissue 

5.E-2 Articular Cartilage 

0 Other tissues 

𝜷𝒊𝒔𝒐 

0 

Eq. 2-11 

Growth by concentration of (P): 

MSc 

All (P) 5.E-4 Chondrogenic tissue 

5.E-2 Articular Cartilage 

0 Other tissues 
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Parameter Value Equation Description Cases Molecules 

𝝁𝒊𝒔𝒐 

1.E-3 

Eq. 2-11 

Growth by concentration of (H): 

MSc 
All 

(H) 1.E-3 Chondrogenic tissue All 

3.E-3 Chondrogenic tissue  Case III 

0 Other tissues All 

𝜶𝒊 

0 

Eq. 2-11 

Growth by gradient of (I): MSc 

All (I) 
5.E-4 Chondrogenic tissue 

0 Articular Cartilage 

0 Other tissues 

𝜷𝒊 

0 

Eq. 2-11 

Growth by gradient of (P): MSc 

All (P) 
5.E-4 Chondrogenic tissue 

0 Articular Cartilage 

0 Other tissues 

𝝁𝒊 

1.E-2 

Eq. 2-11 

Growth by gradient of (H): MSc All 

(H) 
1.E-2 Chondrogenic tissue All 

3.E-3 Chondrogenic tissue Case III 

0 Other tissues All 
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APPENDIX B – VALUE OF THE PARAMETERS USED ON CHAPTER 

4 (PATELLA ONSET) 

Values of the coefficients employed on the model of theory I and theory 

II. 

Variable 
Value  

Mesenchymal Cartilage Tendon Interzone theory 

𝛔𝐡𝐲𝐝
𝐜𝐚𝐫𝐭 -0.013 II 

𝑫𝑻𝑮𝑭−𝜷 1.0 1.0/10 1.0/10 1.0/10 I 

𝑫𝑩𝑴𝑷 0.05 0.05/10 0.05/10 0.05/10 I 

𝝁(𝒔𝒂𝒕(𝒙, 𝒕)) 0.1 + 0.1 ∗ 𝑆𝑇𝐺𝐹−𝛽 0.1 ∗ 𝑆𝑇𝐺𝐹−𝛽 0.0001 0.0001 I 

𝝌(𝒔𝒂𝒕(𝒙, 𝒕)) 0.5 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 I 

𝑫𝑭𝑮𝑭 7.0/1000 7.0/1000 7.0 7.0/1000 I 

𝑫𝑮𝑫𝑭−𝟓 0.05 0.05/1000 0.05/10 0.05/10 I 

𝒃𝒄
𝑻𝒉 0.65 I 

𝑺𝑩𝑴𝑷
𝑻𝒉  0.03 I 

𝑺𝑭𝑮𝑭
𝑻𝒉  0.1 I 

𝑺𝑮𝑫𝑭−𝟓
𝑻𝒉  0.038 I 
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APPENDIX C – VALUE OF THE PARAMETERS USED ON CHAPTER 

5 (CARTILAGE REGENERATION) 

Variable Value Reference Description 

𝑬𝒇 2.737 [MPa] [214] Fiber Young’s modulus 

𝑬𝒏−𝒇 0.315 [MPa] [214] Cartilage Young’s modulus 

𝒗𝒏−𝒇 0.42 [178] Cartilage Poisson’s modulus 

𝒌𝒏−𝒇 0.1 [
𝑚4

𝑁𝑠
× 10−14]  Cartilage permeability 

𝑬𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒃 2.0 [MPa] [204] Trabecular bone Young’s modulus 

𝒗𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒃 0.3 [204] Trabecular bone Poisson’s modulus 

𝒌𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒃 0.02 [
𝑚4

𝑁𝑠
× 10−14]  Trabecular bone porosity 

𝑬𝒔𝒖𝒃𝒄𝒉 15750 [MPa] [204] Subchondral bone Young’s modulus 

𝒗𝒔𝒖𝒃𝒄𝒉 0.3 [204] Subchondral bone Poisson’s modulus 

𝒌𝒔𝒖𝒃𝒄𝒉 0.01 [
𝑚4

𝑁𝑠
× 10−14]  Subchondral bone permeability 

𝑬𝒔𝒄𝒂𝒇𝒇 0.48 [MPa] Averaged [4] Scaffold Young’s modulus 

𝒗𝒔𝒄𝒂𝒇𝒇 0.3 Proposed Scaffold Poisson’s modulus 

𝒌𝒔𝒄𝒂𝒇𝒇 0.2 [
𝑚4

𝑁𝑠
× 10−14] Proposed Scaffold permeability 

𝑬𝒇𝒂𝒊𝒍−𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒃 7500 [MPa] Iteratively 

Minimum Young’s modulus for the 

trabecular bone (Minimum Young’s 

modulus) 

𝑬𝒇𝒂𝒊𝒍−𝒔𝒖𝒃𝒄𝒉 0.5 [MPa] Iteratively 

Minimum Young’s modulus for the 

subchondral bone (Minimum Young’s 

modulus) 

𝜶𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒃 0.05 Iteratively Parameter for trabecular bone damage 

𝜶𝑺𝒖𝒃𝒄𝒉 1.0 Iteratively Parameter for subchondral bone damage 

𝒇𝑭𝑻
𝑷𝑴 0.2 [𝑑𝑎𝑦−1] [204] Fibrous tissue production rate 

𝒇𝑭𝑻
𝑫𝑴 0.05 [𝑑𝑎𝑦−1] [204] Fibrous tissue degradation rate 

𝒇𝑪
𝑷𝑴 0.05 [𝑑𝑎𝑦−1] [204] Cartilage production rate 

𝒇𝑪
𝑫𝑴 0.05 [𝑑𝑎𝑦−1] [204] Cartilage degradation rate 

𝒇𝑩
𝑷𝑴 0.10 [𝑑𝑎𝑦−1] [204] Bone production rate 

𝒇𝑩
𝑫𝑴 0.05 [𝑑𝑎𝑦−1] [204] Bone degradation rate 

𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒙 1  Proposed Maximal matrix concentration 
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APPENDIX D – PUBLISHED AND SUBMITTED WORKS 

Published works: 

→ K.M. Márquez-Flórez, J.R. Monaghan, S.J. Shefelbine, A. Ramirez-Martínez, 

D.A. Garzón-Alvarado, A computational model for the joint onset and development, 

J. Theor. Biol. 454 (2018) 345–356. doi:10.1016/j.jtbi.2018.04.015. 

 

→ K. Márquez-Flórez, S. Shefelbine, A. Ramírez-Martínez, D. Garzón-Alvarado, 

Computational model for the patella onset, PLoS One. 13 (2018) e0207770. 

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0207770. 
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computational approach on patella development. VII International Conference on 

Computational Methods for Coupled Problems in Science and Engineering. Coupled 

problems 2017, CIMNE. Rhodes, Greece.  
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K. Márquez-Flórez, D. Garzón-Alvarado, C. Carda, M. Sancho-Tello (May 

2019). Computational model for the cartilage regeneration process induced by 

scaffold implantation. Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine International 

Society (TERMIS) EU 2019. Rhodes, Greece. 
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